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Fort St. John bison meat 
seized from local hunters 
TERRACE - -  Some local 
hunters are under investigation 
for their role in a massive kill of 
plains bison in the Fort St. John 
area. 
Conservation officers have 
the Northwest Territories ~ even 
Terrace. 
"They've been reduced quite 
drastically," Aekerman said of 
the 600-animal bison herd that 
had grown from the 50 animals 
seized bison meat here believed introduced to the area in 1970. 
to come fro m the P~ ~0unta~ Last year was the first time the 
herd near Fort St. John late last herd was opened up to limited 
year. 
Conservation officer Andy 
Ackennan says only 32 of the 
estimated 150 to 200 Pink 
Mountain bison shot in 1992 
were taken legally as part of a 
limited-entry hunt. 
The rest were the victims of 
poachers who came from as far 
away as Vancouver, Port Alberni, 
hunting. 
"It 's quite serious. We've got 
the whole works under investiga- 
tion right now." 
He said "a couple of natives 
and a couple of non-natives from 
the Terrace area" are among the 
suspects under investigation. 
"We made one seizure (of 
bison meat) over in Terrace,"  
Ackerman added. 
Three or four Fort St. John area 
natives are believed responsible 
for the largest number of bison 
kills, he noted. 
But the Halfway band, whose 
traditionalterritory includes Pink 
Mountain, held off during the 
kill. 
"They stayed away although 
they had the right to hunt there," 
Ackerman said, noting the others 
came inwithout heir permission. 
"They're getting pretty upset 
with people coming in and hunt- 
ing in their traditional area." 
Ordinarily, natives have the 
right to hunt wildlife for food, so- 
cial and ceremonial reasons. 
But Ackerman said there's a 
precedent from a recent court 
case in Merritt that indicates uch 
native hunting rights don't apply 
outside a band's traditional hunt- 
ing territory. 
"Natives who came fromout- 
side the treaty area are not siR-. 
natory to  Treaty 8, so there's 
some thought that they are not 
entitled to hunt in the area." 
So  far no charges have been 
laid in connection with the bison 
kill. 
Aekerman said the meat likely 
went to some kind of illegal 
market. 
Big guns wanted 
to collect fines 
TERRACE - -  The city is en- 
listing outside help in cracking 
down on motorists who don't 
pay their parking fines. 
Permits director Bob Lafleur 
said the city will hirea collec- 
tion agency to run non-payers 
to ground. 
Although Terrace's fine col- 
lection record is better than the 
March. 
One of the matters to be 
settled is just what Equifax 
will be paid on each ticket col- 
lection. 
While that payment will 
mean the city does not get the 
full amount of the ticket's face 
value, "Something is better 
than nothing," Lafleur pointed 
provincial average ~ 51 per ouL . . . . . . .  : 
cent against 4I per cent - -  he 
said letting some people get 
away with not paying was un- 
fair to those who do hand over 
their $25. 
Lafleur said discussions are 
being held with a company 
called Equifax and hoped a 
new system is in place by 
Even when the system is in 
place, the city will continue to 
initially attempt fine collection 
in the same way it does now. 
"We will still be sending out 
letters in hopes they comply,,' 
he said. Handing the matter 
over to Equifax will be a last 
resort. 
Ne v way 
to ]fire 
pe( ple 
adopted 
TERRACE - -  Local UNBC 
professor Dr. Dec Home will give 
a public lecture tonight as part of 
the university's new and innova- 
tive hiring process. 
Home is a candidate for the 
position of UNBC regional coor- 
dinator, to be based here in Ter- 
ra ce. 
University officials have de- 
cided to put candidates for promi- 
nent positions to the test, requir- 
ing them to give speeches and 
face public scrutiny. 
UNBC spokesman Rob van 
Adrichem admitted the system of 
ah'n6~t:ii~g  .-~indld~iteg "pfi~r to .... 
hiring is unusual. 
He.says the goal is to involve 
the community• more in the pro- 
cess of making key hiring deci- 
sions. 
"It's worked really well so 
far," van Adrichem said. "The 
candidate likes it. The interview 
Committee likes it. It's really 
good." 
"Home's lecture is at 5:30 p.m. 
tonight, Wednesday Feb. 10, in 
the main board room at North- 
west Community College. 
Her talk is entitled The Role of 
Universities inCommunity Life. 
Home came here last year from 
Hamilton as an English literature 
instructor for the new university. 
Van Adrichem said there are 
two other candidates for the posi- 
tion of regional coordinator here. 
Their names have not yet been 
released, but he said the two will 
both be required to give similar 
public lectures, likely in early 
March. 
University officials hope to hire 
a regional coordinator for this 
area sometime this spring. 
Hare-raising experience 
RUTH MILLS is one of dozens of area youngsters who gather each Saturday at the Onion 
Lake ski trails as part of the Jackrabbit cross country ski program run by Cheryl Brown. But  
they'll have to step aside thisSaturday because the trails will be taken over by competitors in 
the 12th annual Alcan Cross Country Ski Marathon. There are three course lengths to the 
event - 5kin, 20kin and 40kin - and theskiing technique to be used is classic. Registration be- 
gins at 9 a.m. and closes at 9:50 a;m. 3"he mass start, sure to be an impressive sight, takes 
place at 10 a.m. There is no entryfee for the race and there will be prizes for the first male 
and female across the finish line in tile 40km marathon course as well as the first junior (15 
years and under) male and femaleover the 20km seclion. Following the race, all competitors 
get to relax at Mount Layton Hotsprlngs. 
Foreign TV bid dumped 
programming on community tele- 
vision channels. 
Such an exemption would have 
been unlikely, Barnard said, ad- 
ding the CRTC probably would 
have insisted the programs run on 
a separate channel specially dedi- 
cated to foreign language pro- 
gramming. 
He also noted the programming 
would break the CRTC's Cana- 
dian content requirements. 
" I 'm dissapppointed. It doesn't 
make any sense to me," said 
NWCC's Norbert Hartig. "The 
public could only benefit from 
this." 
Barnard said it's not the first 
time CRTC regulations have af- 
fected What can be broadcast on 
channel 10. 
The community television 
channel was replaying some tapes 
it was receiving from an East In- 
dian commmunity group in 
Kitimat. 
That stopped for the same rea- 
son after someone complained to 
the CRTC, Barnard said. 
" It  was brought to our attention 
that this wasn't kosher," he ex- 
plained. 
TERRACE - -  A plan to put for- 
eign language programming on 
community television has been 
dropped because it would have 
been illegal. 
Northwest Community College 
and the Terrace and District Mul- 
ticultural Association ~vanted to 
use the college s equipment o 
pick up multilanguage news, 
sports and current affairs pro- 
grams from a Nebraska-based 
satellite educational network 
called SCOLA. 
The satellite-fed programs 
would be taped and later put on 
channel 10. Terrace would have 
been the third community in Can- 
ada t o pick Up the service. 
It includes programming from 
countries as diverse as Russia, 
Croatia, Iran and Germany. 
But the Canadian Radio- 
Television Telecommunication 
Commission (CRTC) shot the 
proposal down. 
Skeena Broadcasters technical 
operations manager Kevin 
Barnard said he was told the com- 
pany would have to seek a special 
exemption to regulations that re- 
quire "community-oriented" 
Nisga'a firm 
up northern 
boundary 
TERRACE - -  The Nisga'a have 
secured the northern boundary of 
their land claira but continue to 
have difficulty with their eastern 
borders. 
Nisga'a chiefs met last week 
with those from the Tahltan Na- 
tion and have re-affirmed Treaty 
Creek, north of Bowser Lake up 
Hwy37 as the northern dividing 
line between their respective ter- 
ritories. 
Firming up the Nisga'a bound- 
aries Is, important the closer they 
:~ come-,te: s ettling.:thelr.land claim 
with the provincial and federal 
governments. 
Federal and ]provincial officials 
have said that it is up to natives to 
settle any boundary disagree- 
ments. 
The meeting re-affirmed an 
agreement s ruck in 1977 and an 
original one dating back to 1898, 
said Nisga'a Tribal Council exec- 
utive director Rod Robinson. 
And that 1898 agreement 
stemmed float several battles in 
which people were killed in 1870, 
he said. 
"Yes, there were battles in 
Meziadin and several Nisga'a 
were killed," said Robinson. 
"One of their (Tahltan) chiefs 
was killed when the Tahltan used 
to travel back and forth through 
the Bear Pass. That was a mis- 
understanding and they came 
across three Nisga'a fishermen at 
Meziadin and thought hey were 
part of the party involved in that 
first fight," he said, 
Two of the three Nlsga'a were 
killed while the third escaped to 
spread the news to the Nisga'a 
villages. 
There were then several back 
and forth battles until the Tahltan 
agreed that the territory south of 
Treaty Creek belonged to the 
Nisga'a, said Robinson. 
The Nisga'a and the Tahltan 
now plan a ceremony at Treaty 
Creek to mark the boundary. 
Things aren't going nearly as 
well over the Nisga'a eastern 
boundary with the Gitksan and 
the Gitanyow (Kitwancool). 
Gitanyow leader Glen Williams 
late last year said there could be 
violence if the Nisga'a did not 
recognize the Gltanyow border. 
At issue is land located east of 
the Nasa River claimed by the 
Nisga'a but als0 by the Gitanyow 
and the Gitksan. 
It forms a large part of the 
Rod Robinson 
25,000 square kilometres claimed 
by the Nisga'a. 
The Gitksan and Gitanyow both 
say the land should not have been. 
included in an interim protection 
measures agreement signed by 
the Nisga'a and federal and 
provincial governments a part of 
the land claimsnegotiations. 
That agreement gives the 
Nisga'a a say in resource use de- 
cisions while the final agreement 
is being negotiated. 
Robinson said 70 Nisga'a had 
been ready to go to Gitanyow 
Feb. 3 to continue talking about a 
resolution only to receive aphone 
call the day before cancelling the 
meeting. 
"There was no reason given - -  
we're checking on that. We were 
doing what we were supposed to 
be doing based on the protocol 
we signed to deal with the 0vcr -
lap,, said Robinson. 
The protocol states that only the 
chiefs whose land is affected 
should be involved in talks. 
Two people, one from the 
Nisga'a and one from the 
Gitanyow, have also been ap- 
pointed to act as record keepers. 
Gitanyow leader Williams was 
unavailable for comment last 
week. 
Robinson said talks are prog- 
ressing to decide upon the 
southern boundary of Nisga'a ter- 
ritory. 
Those are underway with the 
Kitsumkalum hand and there's 
general agreement the boundary 
is between Lava Lake and Sand 
Lake. 
Two totem poles, one Nisga'a 
and one Kitsumkalum, could be 
erected to mark the boundary. 
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Northwest Perm  st0ee! 
• has edge =n 
health plan 
TERRACE - -  The northwest 
should have an advantage in 
coping with massive health care 
changes announced last week, 
says the chairman of the Terrace 
Regional Health Care Society. 
Lad McKeown said northwest 
hospitals and health care agencies 
have alrcad~¢ begun talking about 
more co.operation and co- 
ordination of their various ser- 
vices. 
That's the thrust of the changes 
wanted by health minister 
Elizabeth Cull. They call for the 
replacement of hospital and other 
health care boards with com- 
munity health councils by 1996. 
Those health councils, and 
larger regional ones, will make 
decisions on how and where 
health money should be spent. 
There will also be less emphasis 
on traditional hospital care in 
favour of less expensive 
comm0nity-bascd services. 
McKeown said the broad out- 
line announced last week follows 
two reports done on northwest 
health care which called for more 
regional autonomy and co- 
ordination of services. 
"There's no question there can 
be a lot 0f savings from eliminat- 
ing duplication of services," said 
McKeown; 
She added that a lot of what 
will happen will depend upon a 
coming re,organization of the 
health ministry to reflect he shift 
toward regional decision making. 
machine here further points to the 
provincial desire for regional ser- 
vices, she said. 
"We have letters of support 
from all the hospitals in the 
region. This fits the goal to bring. 
ing health care closer to home," 
McKeown added. 
ACT machine in the north also 
makes financial sense because 
it'll eliminate the need for ex- 
pensive trips down south, she 
added. 
MeKeown acknowledged the 
the past few decades of large in- 
ereasea in health care budgets 
will never be repeated. 
And while the role of hospitals 
will change, MeKeown hoped 
they won't lose their place in the 
community. 
"We have been a unique com- 
munity. It's always been very 
supportive and very much in. 
volved in their hospital. They 
take pride in their hospital. I hope 
that would not change," she said. 
McKeown added that doctors 
must be involved in the new 
direction because their work takes 
them to all stages of health care. 
"They are an important player 
in all of this," she said. 
METAL BUILDINGS 
Building Consultant MYRON ADDLE wi, be in yourarea 
Feb. 15 - 19 
CONSIDERING A CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
Call col lect to arrange your meeting 
- -v ,u~:~ 946-7745 
I~ ~eua.om~s Fax  946-7785 
ram* 
Bank of Montreal RRSP NOTES 
(604) 638-1131 
RRSPs can hel p ensure you have a comfortable future 
Certainly, it seems that Canadians need some encouragement o 
save for their future. In fact, a recent Gallup survey indicated that only 
45% of those surveyed were enrolled in any kind of pension plan 
whether through their employer or through an independent savings 
program like an RRSP. Not surprisingly, the survey concluded that 
many Canadians are ill-prepared for retirement; some may even find 
it financially difficult o retire. 
The outlook doesn't need to be so bleak, however. By opening a 
registered retirement savings plan, you could help to make your 
retirement years significantly more financially secure. 
Making the difference with an RRSP 
Saving through an RRSP can give you added security at 
retirement. And contributing to an RRSP can have the added benefit 
of helping you save money today by providing you with a tax 
deducUon. Not only that, any interest on your RRSP is sheltered from 
taxes as long as it stays in your RRSP. 
So, if you haven't started an RRSP already, visit your nearest 
financial institution. It's never too late to start thinking about your 
futurel 
HAROLD J, SPENSLEY, Community Banking Manager 
BANK OF MONTREAL- 4666 Lakelse Ave, - TERRACE 
That's because community and 
regional health councils will "need 
sufficien t resources to accomplish 
their tasks, McKeown said. 
"It'll be a tremendous chal- 
:lingo to take the structure now 
and turn it into an  efficient 
delivery system,'! she said. 
Mills Memorial Hospital and I 
Terraceview Lodge already took [I 
a step toward a community health II 
council five years: ago when the 1 
:Terrace~ .Regi0nal*,,Heatih,;, Car& |
Society. . .. 
One society project, construc- 
tion of supportive housing beside 
Terracevlew Lodge, fits the new 
dir&ction wanted by the .provin- 
cial government, said MeI~owa. 
SuppdrtiVe., housing is for 
people who need only a certain 
amount of help. It's less ex- 
pensive ~an extended care. 
"We'll be revitalizing that pro- 
je~," said McKeown. 
And the proposal for a CT scan 
CORRECTION 
In ~is week's "Happy Valentine" flyer, 
tl~ prices for the two diaper 12~cka 
featured on page. 5 have been 
reversed. "r~ CottonrFtallnel Dlape~ 
should have been advertised at $9.97 
and the Fitted Diapers at $29,97. 
We apologize for any inconvenience 
this may have caused, 
- Kmsrt Camd=i Limited 
.... Deloitte&: 
• , Touche 
FINANCIAl; DIFFICULTIES? 
CalIIus to arrange for a free 
oo,sultation and e copyof our 
Infor~tlon ~oklet 
II F/ee, I'-8()0-66~5103 - 
~oim ~:~ouc,e,,c. 
#800'~:299 VictorlaStreet~ ,:;'. : 
: ~Ge'o /ge; ,B ;C . -  ..... :: '::":" 
V2LSBS' : 
I 
eo..EcT,o, 
I the Terrace Communtty 
Band concert contained 
al typographical error. 
The eventwa$ indeed a 
BUYING A COMPUTER .~. 
GIVE US A CALL AND WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE 
BUYERS GUIDE TO HELP YOU BUY THE SYSTEM THAT 
WILL MEET YOUR NEEDS 
PRO-TIP NEVER TELL THE 
S~ALESMAN HOW MUCH 
t "~ I~OU HAVE TO SPEND:WHY? 
, [ .~~ [ PHONE TERRACE 
tl PRO-RAM COMPUTERS 
798-2491 
KID 'S  F IRST  
INTRODUCTION TO PRESCHOOL 
Ages 30 me. to 5 years 
This 20 day program will introduce children to a 
preschool environment which includes group 
interaction, art, science, pre-math, pre-reading, 
circle time and indoor/outdoor free play. 
Start Date: March 1st 
Completion Date: March 26th 
Times: 9:30 am to 11:30 am 
or 
1:30 pm to 3:30 pm 
Cost: $7.00 per day 
' I 
CALL 638-8890 
Parents may choose to enroll their children in our regular 
program at the completion ofthe Kid's First Program 
S 
"YoUr.man has worked hard all day at his job, he comes home and 
: prepares dinner, does the dishes, cleans the house and 
• puts the kids.to bed... 
THIS VALENTINES DAY- GIVE THE POOR GUY A BREAK! 
Get Him a Mtcrow#ve [ "~ ~._ :~:: . 
(tO help him prepare . Y ..~x2 
your dinner) ~ / ,,,, ~;- - ; ,~,~ " "  
This Valentine's Day " "  , ' - -~ ,  ~:'; ~'- ,~ '/ >~ 
we have 
Microwaves  
starting at 
s149.00  
He Can Sit & 
(after he puts the kids to bed) 
; iRe laxer  Cha i rs  
from 
. . . .  " . .2  . - . - 
FUI{NITURE & APPLIA 
Save Him from 
Dishpan Hands 
,(and give him more 
time for cleaning) 
A Great 
Valentine's Gift 
we have 
shwashers 
from 
=369 00 = 
.... CHARGE, Pt~AN :~ :','" V'~ 
s299.00 4ooi 
, ' , t  ¸ ¸ -  ' 
" ' " '  . . . . . . .  S ince  1 9 6 3  ~ . . . . .  " " " '~"  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B:O, 
W 
END OF another shift at the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group's foamy and blanket. The shelter runs from 8 p,m. to 8 a.m. 
emergency shelter sees worker Derrick Brown rolling up a each day and has received government assistance. 
Shelter gets money 
TERRACE ~ Volunteers 
who have kept a temporary 
shelter for the homeless open 
since Christmas have received 
some help from Victoria. 
The social services ministry 
has signed a $10,000 contract 
with the Terrace Aa~ti-Poverty 
Group Society to pay workers 
to staff the shelter. 
It operates nightly from 8 
p.m. to 8 a.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium. 
Social services area manager 
Bill Aatderson said the money 
is intended to help the shelter 
stay open to March. 
He says more money is being 
sought from Victoria for inter- 
im operations of the shelter as 
well as financing to help a lo- 
cal committee develop a long- 
term solution. 
Anderson said he has asked 
the committee for statistics on 
use of the shelter since it 
opened. 
"That's one of the things 
Victoria is going to be asking 
us to provide us with." 
He said the number of home- 
less is generally down during 
extreme cold snaps. 
"People don't hitchhike 
then," he said. "But come the 
warmer weather, Terrace being 
where it is on Hwyl6, there are 
many more transients." 
TERRACE ~ Police believe an 
arsonist was responsible for the determine whether or not an ac- concluded. 
fire that gutted part of downtown celerant was on the samples. The blaze destroyed the old 
Jan. 19. Several other agencies were Sundal building that housed 
"Everything else has been ruled also here last week investigating Gramma's Attic second-hand 
out," said RCMP Cpl. Rob the fire. store and apartments upstairs, as 
McKay. "We are now investlgab Representatives of the Un- well as the adjacent building 
ing it as an arson." derwriters Adjustment Bureau which last housed a Harley- 
A hydrocarbon "sniffer" found Ltd. and the Insurance Cringe Pre- Davidson motorcycle shop. 
traces in the wreckage of a sub- vention Bureau were here, as well The five occupants at the time 
stance that could have been some as private fire investigator Ken escaped without injury• 
sort of fuel used to start the fire. 
Police probe Kalum street arson 
Chemical analysis should very suspicious over there," he man and Ev's Mens Wear in- 
cuffed smoke damage. North- 
western Health Care also suffered 
extensive water damage. 
McKay says the nmnber of dif- 
ferent building owners and 
tenants makes finding suspects 
difficult. 
"There's • no one given 
suspect," he said, "but you have 
as many as 10 fringe suspects." 
Snell, of Surrey. Queensway Trading was also Police are askingthe public for 
McKay said samples have been McKay would say little about, r_extensively damaged by the fire. further informa~iolt. The Vandal- 
taken and are beulg 'analy~ed~at ,~,. tl~e a.,ctu~.Leyldcnc~ fqgtkdeg~ th¢ ~ feb ,  mteqse he.~t, bJ'oke ,wm.dctws,. ~ ~atch reward,has been,.mcrcased 
ihe,,;R~-MP s,~ .cnmv 'detectmn,.J,scene. ,~.:~. ~ ~ ~ ~:~" ," ," ~. ~ . ' '  ~ ,'.a~bds "tli~ Street"at Dbn = D'iego's" ;: "t6 $400 aftdi ~ cdntribdtibn f/oni 
laboratory in Vancouver. "There's definitely sometMng restaurant and Northwest Sports- the Terrace volunteer firefighters. 
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News in brief 
Minimum wage going up 
THE PROVINCIAL minimum wage is going up 50 cents to $6 an 
hour April I. 
Provincial labour minister Moe Sihota said it'll benefit 75,000 
workers, close to two-thirds of whom are women and half of whom 
are under the age of 25. 
It's the second 50 cent an hour increase put in place by the provin- 
cial government since it was elected in October 1991. 
A provincial government press release noted that the purchasing 
power of the new $6 an hour rate is still eight per cent less than the 
purchasing power of a worker earning the minimum wage in 1980. 
Sihota said he's considering a restaurant and tourism industry re- 
quest for a three-month training wage of 50 cents an hour below the 
minimum wage. 
Meanwhile, Social Credit leader Jack Weisgerber said small 
businesses can't afford the increase. 
"This government's got its head in the clouds if it thinks small 
businesses can afford a 20 per cent increase in the minimum wage 
in just one year," Weisgerber said. 
He predicted the increase will result in fewer jobs for students and 
for part time workers. 
Weisgerber said the government's goal is to bring the minimum 
wage up to 60 per cent of the average industrial wage. 
Rupert lawyer named judge 
PRINCE RUPERT lawyer Carlie Trueman was one of  six people 
appointed provincial court judges last week. 
Traeman, 41, will be the provincial court judge in Smithera nd 
begins her new duties March 1. 
She worked in Terrace for two years as a crown counsel and has 
spent he last 10 years in private practice in Prince Rupert. 
Trueman was involved with the start of Grceapeace, has worked 
as a freelance CBC broadcaster and is on the board of the Prince 
Rupert Alcohol and Drug Society. 
Disabled directory prepared 
A PRINCE GEORGE group is preparing a directory on northern 
B.C. services for injured and disabled workers. 
The Northern Association of Injured and Disabled Workers is as- 
king that all government and community agencies providing ser- 
vices and assistance drop it a line. 
The directory is to cover the are from Williams Lake to the Yukon 
border and from the Queen Charlotte Islands to the Alberta border. 
Information can be sent to the association at Box 3035, Station 
'B', Prince George, B.C. V2N 4T8. The phone number is 561-0272. 
Budget briefing planned 
PROVINCIAL FINANCE minister Glen Clark will be in Prince 
Rupert next week explaining how he is putting together the next 
provincial budget. 
His appearance is the only one set for northwestern B.C. on a 
province-wide tour of 11 cities. 
"We have a serious defcit problem that could double the provin- 
cial debt in a few years if kept unchecked. At the same time, it's im- 
portant hat we maintain vital services like health and education," 
said Clark. 
The Feb. 15 session in Prince Rupert takes place at the Highlincr 
Inn at 7 p.m. 
Clark's already hinted at a one per cent increase in the provincial 
sales tax to seven, pel" ccitt; S~ho~s'~nd h'0spi~l,s, h a~,q~ak~,alt~y;b.,¢,¢,, 
[. told thdr Sl~chdih~ ill~be-i~tric~d-in the.nex~bmiget,y.~r. :;..,,~,-,, 
: f  '* ' i ' 
City of Terrace 
: co , ,  
PUBLIC OPEN.HOUSE 
The City of Terrace has embarked on an update of its 
Official Community Plan. This Plan provides Council and 
the community with a series of long range land use and 
development policies. The proposed plan offers guidelines 
for future residential use and densities, commercial 
development, industrial use, park and open space, as well 
as guidelines pertaining to areas that are proposed to be 
designated as Development Permit Areas. 
A draft of the revised document is now available and will 
be submitted for public input at an Open House to be held 
on Wednesday, February 17th. 
Council would like your comments and suggestions 
pertaining to the draft document, in order that your input 
can lead to possible revisions. Representatives of our 
consulting team, UMA Engineering, will be available for 
discussion at the Open House, scheduled for: 
Wednesday, February 17th, 1993 
Coast Inn of the West 
. 4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. 
Display material and a synopsis of the Plan, as well as a 
questionnaire, will be available at this Open House. 
Complete copies of the draft document are also available 
for review purposes only at City Hall, Public Works Office 
~nd the Terrace Public Library, during regular office hours. 
For further information, please contact Mr. E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator, City of Terrace, at 635-6311. 
NT 
" : 
" "  - - - "  FOR 
BIG BROTHERS & 
. _ BIG S ISTERS OF 
i'n 
- TERRACE | 
THE REWARDS 
ARE GREATI 
PLEASE ATTEND OUR 
Annual General Meeting 
February 15, - 7:30 p.m. 
Terrace L ibrary-  Basement 
Meeting Room 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
I I  
A 
O BIG BROTHERS OF CANADA ~1 
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Special thanks to 
all our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
Risky venture 
So, Orenda Forest Products wants 
government loan guarantees to help fi- 
nance its planned pulp and paper mill 
south of Lakelse Lake. A loan guarantee 
isn't quite the same thing as directly fork- 
ing over the money. What it does is pro- 
vide a safety• net for somebody else who 
will lend the money. 
That's the interesting thing about this 
kind of high finance. The people who lend 
the money directly assume no risk but reap 
all of the benefits. The taxpayer does not 
get a return on the guarantee but ends of 
carrying the can should anything go 
wrong. 
There are lots of arguments for govern- 
meats giving loan guarantees. In doing so 
they spark economic development. But 
there are arguments against, not the least of 
which is that the taxpayer ends up buying 
what goes out. It'll use wood nobody else 
wants. The product is clean and in demand 
compared to other kinds of paper. 
Yet the company still apparently needs 
government backing. This should tell us 
something about the state of risk capital 
nowadays. There would appear to be a dis- 
tinct lack of get up and go out there if 
money lenders need a safety net on such a 
project. Then again, it may be  they know 
something we don't. 
In the end, if the provincial government 
wants to provide a loan guarantee, it 
should do so only if there is some return in 
revenue and in profits. If  the taxpayer is 
being asked to assume some of the risk, it 
should be in line for some of the rewards. 
There could be other tangible items. Put- 
ting people on the Orenda board of direc- 
tor's who live in this area would cement 
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his or her job. 
The Orenda example is fascinating. 
Here's a project which offers an environ- 
mentally friendly technology and a high 
recovery rate in terms of what goes in and 
that monetary relationship. It would help 
make the project responsive to the area in 
every facet of its operation. That's not too 
much to ask for given what Orenda wants. 
Business is business• 
Housing potential 
Expect the worst ..... 
with new budget. 
VICTORIA- -  Someone 
stopped me on the street he 
other day. "You hang around / It's amazing how fast a government can The question is what should council do From the move when the proper motivation kicks in. with the money its reaping from the sale of  me, politicians," do Mike Harcourt he said. "Tell and Consider the city-owned lots on Maroney the Maroney lots. One possibility is setting his (~ap i fa i  
Ave. The appearance of  a modular home that money aside for the development of  gang really believe they are NDPers?" by. Hu bert 
l'ead~~o ~ 0tfilfld,~arld~vt~,cai~-rot~t t/~,~6th~ ):.~ "Other, kinds 'of housing. This  isn't the same ~'-'---~ '-. . . . .  ""~'  su - -  I~eyer 
residents And ~ , Sliort oi-der courier sets thin as ratsmg taxes lnose  WhO want to d me • ' t !  ~ . ' ' g • porter all h~s hfe, he tel ,, . . . . . . .  
out :~/i dk"t'erlsi~;e l i s (6f  restdetlohs sh0/ild live on Maroney Ave. can afford to do so and as far as he was con- 
anybody want to buy one of those lots. and will gladly pay whatever is required• 
This is a far cry from efforts by groups to Those who do need housing ~ working 
establish measures leading to affordable poor, young families, seniors - -  can thus 
housing. They receive a polite reception benefit without imposing themselves. 
from the~city and that's about it. Council is fulfilling one obligation by 
But  council has done a good thing with securing the best deal possible for land it is 
all of this. It's created a subdivision that Selling on behalf of the citizens of the city. 
will appeal :only to the certain group Of Paying attention to other citizens of this 
people who can afford it. city would only continue that obligation. 
Debt plan disliked 
, ,  co , ,  
Bifocals 
by  C laudet te  Sandeck i  ~,~ 
But even if their overblown 
bid was based on unreliable 
advice, what makes them think 
district axpayers are ready to 
relieve them of their financial 
burden by taking over their 
losses? 
Funny how they can come 
up with big bucks to repay 
provincial and federal govern- 
ment loans, but .always run 
short when they're due to pay 
taxpayers. In light of their am- 
bitious business scheme, 
$35,000 interest is a pittance. 
Divided among loyal directors 
who believe in the viability of 
Shames, itworks out to rough- 
ly what an average skier 
spends during a ski season. 
corporation intended paying 
what they bid for Kitsum- 
kalum ski hill equipment. And 
just as each spring crocuses 
revive, so do my doubts. 
A couple of years ago a sum- 
mer arts school began in Ter- 
race with modest, solid plans. 
They sought financial sponsor- 
ship, rolled up their sleeves, 
and have worked hard to attain 
their projected goal. Already 
theyhave met or exceeded it.
The. corporation had a 
grander vision, but consistent- 
ly fall short in their execution. 
The survey concluded the 
average B.C. skier sounds like 
a spoiled, self-absorbed twerp. 
So does the Shameless 
cerned, the NDP government 
in British Columbia was no 
different than Tory or Liberal 
governments elsewhere. 
Now, Gordo would probably 
bristle at such a suggestion, 
but aside from a few initiatives 
such as the new Labor Rela- 
tions Act, the pin-striped Har- 
court government does, in- 
deed, have more in common 
with the Conservatives or Lib- 
erals than with, let's say, the 
Dave Barrett government of
the early 70s. 
It starts with the style Of 
leadership. Whereas Barrett 
was a populist firebrand 
politician, who always knew 
where the enemy's jugular 
was, Harcourt looks and acts 
more like an accountant than a 
politician. 
Times have, of course, 
changed. When Barrett was in 
office, he still had some old- 
line socialists in his cabinet 
who, given the slightest en- 
couragement and half a 
chance, would have gleefully 
nationalized a big company or 
two. The modern New Demo- 
crats would rather not talk 
about hose days. 
But the big difference be- 
tween then and now is money. 
In the 70s, governments didn't 
know what a deficit was. Be- 
fore the first big oil crunch, 
governments routinely took in 
more money than they spent. 
When Barrett ook office, he 
was able to give the "un- 
derdog" the better deal he had 
promised. He could afford to 
raise social assistance rates, 
for instance. Harcourt doesn't 
have the luxury. There is no 
The coffers are empty. 
And it's not the fault of the 
previous Scored government, 
as the NDP would have us be- 
lieve. True, the Socreds turned 
out to be pretty sloppy fiscal 
managers, and were a far cry 
from the economic wizards 
they fancied themselves, but 
they neither caused the current 
financial problems, nor could 
they have prevented them. 
" The economic malaise is 
world-wide. Even the once in- 
vincible economic engine of 
Germany is running in low 
gear, and the government is 
having problems with deficits. 
One wonders whether Japan 
can be far behind. 
So why should anyone be 
surprised that the next budget 
will make the NDP look suspi. 
ciously like the restraint- 
oriented budgets of Bill Ben- 
nett? 
NDP supporters feel a little 
cheated. They had expected 
more than they got, so far, 
from this government. Every 
environmentalist thought that 
the NDP would save every 
valley from loggers and 
miners. 
HeAlth care workers thought 
the days of hospital-bed 
closures would be over. 
Teachers thought there would 
be no problem getting more 
money for education. 
Well, they were wrong. It 
didn't take the NDP very long 
to figure out that without log- 
glng and mining, the province 
would soon go to hell in a 
'hand basket. Environmental 
initiatives are great, but they 
cost money. 
And as for teachers, I Would 
As Cyclical as spring breakup 
on the Skeena, Shameless 
Mountain Ski Corporation is 
back renegotiating its regional 
distrietdebt. 
In the the corporation's latest 
• attempt to duck financial 
responsibilities, once again 
they proposed that their entire 
debt ::.be forgiven• After 
regional district direetom 
wiped ~away tears of merri- 
ment:and isbelief, the corpo- 
ration unblushing asked for 
their debt to be:reduced. They 
claim theski hill equipment is
no longer worth what they 
agreed to pay for it. News 
flash• Even ski hill equipment 
deteriorates somewhat in six 
years. 
In 1990, to accommodate the 
wallowing corporation, the 
regional district cancelled 
nearly $100,000 in accumu- 
lated interest. Was the corpo- 
ration embarrassed? No. 
Humiliated? Not a bit. Did 
they resolve, "We'll never 
agaiR.beg for financial for- 
" No giveness? ~ way. They 
, A two-year survey of B.C. 
skiem found the average skier 
spends $164 each, of the 14 
days a year he skis. 
The survey also found a lot 
of B.C. skiers are older, well- 
heeled, professional executive- 
management ypes' in the 
$70,000 income bracket. Sixty 
per cent of them are men aged 
25 to 44. 
In the real world, corporate 
losses lead to management 
firings, Not so on the ski hill. 
.--All!:along ~ I ' ve  doubted the  
Mountain Ski Corporation. money to do a lot, if anything. t l  shrugged, sald~ Sorry, folks." 
Now they return - for a fifth 
time- expecting average tax- 
payem to bankroll their finan- 
cial fantasies. " 
Their 1986 bid appears to be 
based on an off-the-cuff reply 
when a Steve Podborski ,was 
interrupted as he waxed his 
skis by a director who asked, 
,Say, What do you .think ~e 
Kitsumkalum ski:hdl eqmp- 
meat is worth?" If it's true you 
get what you pay for, their adz 
vtcehad|Obe free)'~, :- : . 
like to remind them that he 
education system has swal- 
lowed the lion's share of 
budget increases. 
According to the latest report 
by auditor general George 
Morfitt, the cost of educating 
our students has gone up from 
$2.7 billion in1988 to $4.5 
billion in 1992, and increase 
of $1.8 billion or 66.7 percent. 
By comparison, health care 
costs, usually cited as the 
greatest contributor to the 
deficit, have risen from $4.1 
billion in 1988 to $5.6 billion 
in 1992, an increase of $1.5 
billion or 36.6,per cent. 
So, while the total bill for 
health care is still the biggest 
budget item, the costs have 
risen at a significantly lower 
rate than those for education. 
How teachers, in the light of 
this, can keep a straight face 
when they accuse the govern- 
meat of not putting enough 
money into the educations sys- 
tem is beyond me. And ob- 
viously, it's also beyon d the 
government, because Clark is 
firm on holding the line. 
Before bringing down his 
budget, Clark will hit the road, 
taking his tough-timesmea- 
sage to a number of com- 
munities and audiences across 
the province. 
Clark will say the obvious, 
that there isn't even enough 
money for essmtials, leave 
alone luxuries. So if you voted 
for the NDP and are still wait- 
ing for whatever great, things 
you expected, kee ~aiting 
and don't hold ) bi~eath. 
Like I said, the cupboards are 
bare. 
l~f"f'oH OPt"HE ~N~/Y H~' SAy IN Lot~ ILa,~g11 ~ ~ =~ I " 
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City ready to show and tell 
TERRACE - - /~ lext  Wednesday, " "" ~- - - . [~" - - J~ , [ , J -% ' ' ' ![ ~ OFF IC IAL  COt~MUNIrY PLAN 
local residents will get their first 
shot at shaping the Terrace of the 
next century. 
That:s when the city is holding 
its public open house on the pro- 
posed land use plan. 
The plan lays out what should 
be built where in the future - 
where apartment buildings would 
. be allowed, for example, and 
where any future industrial devel- 
opment should be located. 
While some of the designations 
in this plan mean little or no 
change to some areas of the city, 
there are some new things to look 
for such as a new 'mixed use' and 
development permit areas. 
From 4 p.m. to 9 p.m., Feb. 17, 
copies of the plan, maps and ex- 
planatory information will be on 
show at the Coast Inn of the 
West. 
City staff, representatives of the 
consulting firm the city has 
employed on the project and 
councillors will also be on hand 
to answer any questions and ex- 
plain what it all means. 
And those attending will be 
asked to fill out a questionnaire 
detailing their reactions and pref- 
erences. 
Based on the results of this 
open house, the present draft plan 
may be further amended. 
The revised version will then 
come before a public hearing, ex- 
pected to take place next month. 
Once again, depending on what 
happens at that hearing, council 
may choose to further refine the 
land use plan. 
The final version will then form 
the basis of the city's new, and 
long-awaited Official Community 
Plan (OCP). 
Once passed by council, the 
OCP is supposed to be the 
masterplan for the future growth 
of the community. 
Take the time to drop in at the 
open house. After all, the future 
of your city, neighbourhood and 
street are being decided. 
!f 
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SHADY PROPOSAL The land use plan going on public display next week proposes all the 
shaded areas on the map above become development permit zones. If these zones are put in 
place, any development within them will have to adhere to certain guidelines. 
Tackling an old bogeyman 
TERRACE -- I f  the proposed development 
permit areas come into being, an old rezoning 
problem could disappear. 
The draR land use plan proposes five different 
types of permit area: environmentally sensitive, 
commercial, industrial, mixed use and multi- 
family development. 
And it's that last which could go a long way to 
solving a recurring problem with attempts to 
rezone property for apartment buildings. 
Under the existing system, a property owner 
can, when he seeks rezoning, offer all the as- 
surances neighbours could want that he will 
ensure the building fits in with the area. 
In other words, it won't be an ugly concrete 
block. 
The problem, as councillors had to admit to 
protesting neighbours at rezoning hearings held 
last year, the developer was in no way obliged to 
do carry out those promises. 
Even if the assurances had been genuine, once 
that owner sold the now-rezoned property to an- 
other, the new one was entitled ,to build 
whatever he or she liked providing it conformed 
to the building code regulations and there was 
sufficient parking space to meet city by-laws. 
I f  the multi-family permit system comes into 
effect, any plans for such developments would 
have to "clearly identify" what part of the site 
would be used for what, the width of any road, 
the height of  the building and just how landscap- 
Ing requirements were going to be met. 
The idea behind these new regulations is to 
ensure new buildings "maintain a compatible 
form of development with sensitivity o the form 
and character of adjacent residential develop- 
ment". 
After some of the rezoning rows they went 
through in '92, councillors would doubtless wel- 
come the introduction of permit system controls. 
Weather  you liked it or not 
5~.. '~£:  , ' '~ '  ; '  .>  ,i,~'~. ' . r~"  ,:~ {,, 
• . . .  t 
~¢E~UF;:%~Snow" qn June?, 
Yes, and it happened last year for 
the first time in local recorded 
weather history. 
So says the 1992 Annual 
Meteorological Summary 
released by the local weather of. 
rice. 
It notes a trace of snow fell at 
the,airport on June 1, the first 
time ihat's happened since the of- 
rice began ' keeping records back 
in 1951. 
The' year also brought the 
darkest, wettest January, warmest 
and ,least snowy March and 
gloomiest, wettest September. 
Few will have forgotten, even 
now, the endless overcast skies of 
last January which produced only 
72 minutes of  sunshine. 
That absolutely destroyed the 
previous gloomy record of  14.5 
hours Set in 1976. 
Those clouds also deposited 
216.8mm of rain on the area, 
easily' beating the 1958 record of 
183.~;~am. 
~arch was definitely a more 
cheerful ~nonth. A monthly mean 
high temperature of 5.5 degrees 
was •more than half a degree 
warmer than the old record month 
of March, 1981. 
A string o f  daily records were 
also set as daily highs broke 14 
degrees and overnight lows as 
warm as 4.9 degrees were re- 
corded. 
Bu't it was back to depressing 
weather again in September with 
a record 338.6mm of rain during 
the month. 
The deluge included the 124mm 
that fell over the 24-hour period 
from the eyentng of Monday, 
Sept. 28 to the following morn- 
:ng  
T i~t was more than a third 
higher than what normally comes 
down in the entire month of Sup- 
. ' t  
- . . . .  
t 
MORE MARINA than park. That was the Lakelse Provincial Park after September's deluge. 
Numerous lakeside homes were flooded out and Hwy 37 south was once again inundated. The 
downpour quickly washed away memories of one of the areas better summers in recent years. 
tember and the most for any 24- 
hour period on record. 
Another depressing record set 
was the least sunshine for a Sep- 
tember at 68.4 hours. 
Other highs and lows found 
among the wealth of  statistics 
coontained in the summary: 
* Hottest days - June 29 and 
July 19 at 30.3 degrees. 
* Coldest day - December 31 
with a low of minus 21.8 degrees 
and a high of minus 19.7 degrees. 
* Driest month . August with 
just 21.8mm of rain, a third,of 
normal. 
* lteavlest snowfall - Decem- 
ber 23 at 47.2cm. 
* Total snowfall for year . 
263.2cm (normal is 403era). 
* Sunniest month - July with 
256.5 hours and not a single day 
on which the sun did not appear 
for at least a while. 
(However, although August 
fell short at 253.8 hours, it could 
be described as sunnier beca,tse 
the sun shone 61.6 per cent of the 
available hours the shorter days 
offered.) 
* Sunshine for year - 1,442.6 
hours (normal is 1,404.5 hrs). 
* Days  without sunshine - 108 
(26 of those in January). 
* Windiest day - January 30 
with a blow from the south of 
61km/h, gusting to 81km/h. 
* Longest periods of daily 
highs above 20 degrees - 16 
days, from June 21-July 6 and 
Aug. 10-25. 
* Longest dry spell - 16 days, 
Ang. 9-24, with no measurable 
rain. 
* Longest wet spell - 26 days 
with measurable precipitation 
(rain and/or snow), Dee. 6-31. 
* Total rainfall for year -  
1,348.7mm (normal is 934.3mm). 
* Days with measurable ra in .  
210. 
*Days with measurable snow.  
52. 
* Last frost - May 19 (minus 
0.4). 
* First day of 20 degree plus 
temperature. May 23 (22.4) 
* First frost - Sept. 15 (minus 
1.4). 
* First snowfall . Oct. 16 
(2.2cm). 
* Miscellaneous -'The area ex- 
perienced hail once, freezing rain 
on six days, 60 days with fog and 
six thunderstorms. 
Moose criticism 
must be valid 
Dear Sir: 
Some of the conclusions that 
Gil Payne came to in his letter 
of last week were correct, but 
the reasoning he used to get 
there was a bit skewed to say 
the least. 
I wonder if he appreciates the 
irony of "white" hunters com- 
plaining about natives killing 
too many buffalo. I saw no 
mention of the fact that it was 
white society that set up a 
paternalistic bureaucracy that 
identified natives by race in the 
first place. 
Where was Mr. Payne when 
the segregation of natives by 
race was used to deny them ac- 
cess fiom all the fruits of our 
society. 
In the case of the Nisga'a he 
could have pointed out that 
there was no "equality of op- 
portunity" when the resources 
of the Nass Valley were being 
liquidated, and Nisga'a were 
excluded from full participa- 
tion because they were natives. 
There is a reason why the 
land claims issue is there, and 
the native communities were 
not the ones that started this 
tradition of separate rights and 
privileges according to race. 
It is curious, however, to see 
the opposition to this policy 
when it threatens existing 
privileges and power struc- 
tures. 
It makes.one suspicious that 
the hue and cry about "spe- 
cial" rights for natives isn't 
motivated solely by an in- 
ordinate love for constitutional 
law and the Magna Carla. 
This is a complex issue and 
simplistic jingoistic letters 
such as his do nothing to con- 
tribute to solutions. AS far as 
the law seeing no race, gender, 
age, etc., should we allow 10- 
local authorities he would have 
found out that apparently many 
of these moose are being 
bought by white pe@le. 
He fails to mention the many 
pregnant cow moose killed and 
left to rot on islands along the 
Skeena this year - -  some, if 
not most, killed by white 
hunters. 
This illustrates another basic 
flaw in his letter. He makes it 
appear that the BCWF feels 
that only natives are a problem 
as far as poaching. This is in 
fact not the case, and as a 
BCWF member, Mr. Payne 
certainly does not represent my 
views. 
Poaching is not a racial 
characteristic, and in any 
case r, doubt that many 
natives look at the killing 
of game animals the 
same as we do. 
Poaching is not a racial char- 
acteristic, and in any case I 
doubt hat many natives look at 
the killing of game animals the 
same as we do. To many of 
them it is not a "'sport", or a 
"game,', but an on-going part 
of  their lives. 
This is not to condone, in any 
way, what is happening along 
the roads to the Nass. Any rea- 
sonable person can see that 
those animals are too vul- 
nerable during the winter, and 
canno sustain this level of ex- 
ploitation. 
As some one who is very in- 
volved in fisheries issues I 
have stood toe to toe with na- 
tive leaders and criticized them 
when they are wrong. They are 
.~year-olds',to dri~e,;t~row~ out -not ;  nor should:they be, ira- 
all .legislation prg.}ectmg the~ m~ne flora criticism • , 
rights of women and Nor should everyone who 
mmorttles? Allow 14-year-olds criticizes a natwe leader be 
to buy liquor? labeled a racist. 
Mr. Payne can be fairly con- But given oar history, it 
vineing when speaking to con- makes sense to take a lot of 
servation of moose, but he care to make sure that the 
should not presume to be a motivations for such criticisms 
constitutional lawyer. - are valid, and that the criticism 
As far as the moose being is even-handed. 
killed along the roads to the Bruce Hill, 
Nass, if he had checked with Terrace, B.C. 
Old forests 
like a garden 
Dear Sir: New trees must be planted 
I've lived in the Terrace area for every tree cut, Wa must 
for 40 years. I've worked in replant what nature knows best 
the woods as s logger and I suits an area. 
now work in a sawmill as a 
head saw filer supervisor. 
I've read with great concern 
many articles in our local 
newspaper by avid fly 
fisherman and school teacher 
Rob Brown about the cutting 
of our old growth forests. 
I 'd like to explain a couple of 
things to Mr. Brown. 
Forests are like vegetables in
a garden or fruit on a tree. 
When they're ready for har- 
~;est, they must be used. Old 
growth does not stand forever. 
I believe we should be more 
concerned 'about good sil- 
vicultural practices. 
We must, in order to have 
forests forever, pay a lot of at- 
tention to silviculture. 
All gardens need additives 
put in the soil to make them 
grow. 
Nature has for thousands of 
years made compost and put 
nutrients into the soil. Trees 
need compost to hold moisture. 
We shouldn't bum and 
destroy this. Young trees need 
this during dry summers to 
help protect hem. 
I'd also like to mention, Mr. 
Brown, that the jobs created 
from manufacturing paper and 
lumber are $20-an-hour jobs. 
We as taxpayers couldn't af- 
ford the 4axes to cover your 
high wage as a teacher if it 
wasn't for forestry jobs. 
George Chitin, 
Terrace, B.C. 
More on Page A8 
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Party She l te r  hei op, °
It was a b=g party for 
people at Terraceview . It is for people "w] 
Lodge. . not have a home. 
It was like a birthday The shelter is run by the 
party. , , Terrace Anti-Poverty 
l.~.ts of girl guides came Group Society. It opened 
to give out.cake. . last December. 
These girls are with The money will help the 
John Ogb.ourne. . shelter stay open until 
The girls are, Enn March. 
Davies, Alesha Boyko, People are also looking 
: ~ The Stari is for pop e Kimberly Boyko and at more ways to help the 
: learning how to read . .  : . Meredltl~ McLeod.  homeless.  
I I I  I ~1 
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Building 
values drop 
TERRACE ~ Although the city 
has been enjoying a boom, the 
B.C. Assessment Authority has 
reduced the property value of 
nearly half of local businesses. 
~, This is not as contradictory as it 
appears, says city treasurer Keith 
Norman. 
That's because business proper- 
ty values are based on the health 
of buildings and land, not on the 
• business that goes on inside. 
Figures released by the assess- 
ment. authority show it reduced 
, the assessed value of 185 build- 
ings by up to 20 per cent. 
(The valuation also includes a 
figure for the land on which the 
building stands). 
A further 122 buildings face in- 
creases o f  20 per cent or less, 
leaving only 81 being hit by hikes 
of greater than that. 
The overall effect is a mean in- 
crease of just seven per cent for 
Terrace business premises owners 
compared to the 21 per cent jump 
local residential property owners 
have to handle. 
Norman pointed out the asses- 
sors base their valuation on 
estimate of the market value ol 
given property. 
While businesses themselv 
might be thriving, " i t 's  the bu: 
ness space that's not doing well 
he explained. 
I fa  specific building is fully c 
eupied, the owner could sell it 
such and get n better price on tl~ 
basis. 
Yet there are a number of bull 
ings in the commercial sect 
which have vacant space. 
Empty buildings, includi~ 
newly-constructed ones, Io 
value, said Norman. 
And when a major business h 
moved to another, newer bull 
ing, the value of its original loc 
tion would likely drop unless 
was replaced by a comparal; 
"anchor" store. 
Apartments don't follow t: 
same pattern, said Norman. 
The city's low vacancy ra 
combined with the lack of si 
nifieant new rental construe% 
means that apartment buildi~ 
values are rising. 
TERRACE - -  Victor Prystay 
of Prince Rupert was installed as 
president of the Northwest Real 
Estate Board Jan. 28. 
Joininghim on the board are 
past president Gordon Sheridan, 
vice president Erika Pelletier, 
Prince Rupert zone director 
Elaine Hembroff, Terrace zone 
director /oyce Findlay and 
Kitimatzone director Manuel 
~i~ ~, . :0~ ~"~ " ~.~'~ ~;~"' 
~ha~'.~ (  ~i]~.atiSn i~;Erika~Pei - 
letier, arbitration is being handled 
by Michael • Hrehirchek, govern- 
ment liaison :is Dick Evans, pub- 
lic relations is the responsibility 
of Veme Ferguson and the execu- 
tive officer is Myrna Rolfsen. 
Manuel Leite of NRS Kitimat 
Realty, Gordon Olson of Century 
21 Wightmau Smith and Terri 
Glass of Kitimat Realty were 
named the top three Multiple 
Listing Contributors for 1992. 
9r 9r 'k  9c ~r 
There'll soon be another 
¢2evator in town. 
c,T~v/T~:trg,~ .O!t~ B!strict:Ot~it ',~ 
Union is installing one in' its,.. 
building on Lazelle Ave. 
The tr=ove is mainly directed at 
providing a service to hand- 
icapped persons, says credit 
union manager Dennis Brewer. 
Terrace Chamber 
of Commerce 
TERRAC'E TRADES HOW 93 
May 7, 8, & 9 
at the Terrace Arena 
These organizations are going to be 
in this year's trade show. 
SHOULDN'T YOU BE! 
TNJ Sound 
Northwest Logger 
HireALogger  
River IndUstries 
Terrace Realty. 
M6tor Vehicle Branch 
Wayside Services 
Spee DeePi'inters 
Skeena Project Services 
Acadia Heating 
Ventilating & Gas 
Installations 
Skeena Cellulose 
Remax of Terrace 
Independent Industrial 
Supply 
Design Windows 
Skeena Sawmills 
Fountain "13re ' 
First Choice Travel 
Copperside Foods 
Aqua Clear Bottlers 
Realty World 
Neids Enterprises 
-I.C.G. 
Northern Health Care 
Chevroni - " • : .  skeenaCablevision 
Blue Ridge Graphics McEwan GM ,.. 
Link WlndowCoverlngs .Sight.& Sound " 
Min.:ofForest:Services century 21 ; . 
Central Gifts All West Glass 
Coast Inn of the West Lockport Security\ 
Astro Pure Totem Ford 
Pendragon Computers Tote m Press '". 7 
Phoenix PubilsNng and - N6~herri'C0mpdter, 
Communications " TerraCe Chamber.of 
Arrntex ' : - Commerce 
)cean bound 
=ENDER Takhar of P and H Trucking securing a 
keena Sawmills lumber for the trip to the docks at 
Jpert. It'll be loaded unto a ship and Is bound for 
,u are 
:ltoa 
with 
Public Forum 
Honourable Glen Clark 
Minister of Finance and Corporale Relations 
on BU 3 
(HOICE A~l tGf5  
Monday, February 15, 1993 
Highliner Inn , 
815 1st Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
7:00 p.m. 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations 
LENTINE'S DINNER FOR 
b ETHEART  
Sunday ,  ° 
Feb .  14 on ly  
TIGER PRAWNS o 
Prawn - Ve ;gg ies  , ~ " 
Choice :of~otat6!or, dee .... O'f i~ ; :'"1 
¢= "~"#"95 -'°~1~ ' ,,..,,.!=,,, 
-.~'~°=_ ~)/U e a .~,14o2 Lakelse 
Reservations 
,.,',,~ _.%. 
638-0644 or 638-1503 
.-.] 
, :  . . . . .  present 
, S torybook  Wedd in  
Br ida l  Fair  "93 
r 
For the soon to be married, The Terrace 
Standard and The Coast Inn of the West 
• proudly present: 
A STORYBOOK WEDDING 
Bridal Fair '93 
Friday, March 5, 
4:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
This event will be a showcase for your business 
or service. An atmosphere of displays, 
demonstrations and fashion shows are just some 
of the things that will make up this exciting event. 
To Book your advertising space 
call Mike, Janet Or Sam at 638- 
7283. The deadline for ads is 
Tuesday, Feb. 16.' " 
To Book Your Booth ca l l  ' : , , ,  
orothy at 638-8141. ' ~:~';- 
i ] i i I 
- " i ; :  
:. ," / t / 
/ ,' I . 
i2{:~;¢;: <:g 
: -/. • .... . ~-; 
=: ] - : :%. ,  
r• • '4  ,~..: .: 1. 
• , ',~ : .~ ,2  
MJ 
-) 
, .. :. :::.'.. 
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on the l+isga'a 
TERRACE-  Federal officials 
aren't saying why their chief ne- 
gotiator for the Nisga'a land 
claim has been removed. 
Gay Reardon is on what is 
being called a lea~,e until being 
given new and so far unknown 
duties. 
• She was replaced Feb. 1 by two 
people - -  a Chief negotiator and a 
new assoeiaie chief negotiator. 
A press release announcing the 
appointments of David Osborn as 
a chief negotiator and Chris 
Thomas as associate chief negoti- 
ator did not contain any reference 
to Reardon. 
Gov't 
boosts 
claims 
effort 
TERRACE - -  The federal 
government's new chief Nisga'a 
land claims negotiator comes 
with years of settlement experi- 
ence in the Northwest Territories. 
David Osborn is an Ottawa law- 
yer who worked under contract 
on trio claims in the Mackenzie 
Valley. 
When the negotlation.~ on the 
second claim wrapped up late last 
year, Osbom was asked to be- 
come more involved in the effort 
to settle land claims in B.C. 
" I t  lead very quickly to another 
decision to get more deeply in- 
volved in the Nisga'a negotia- 
tions," said Osbom last week. 
He was introduced to the 
provincial government and the 
Nisga'a during a December nego- 
tiating session and his appoint- 
ment b'e~ame effective Feb. 1, 
.Osborn said his appointment, 
and that of associate chief negoti- 
ator Chris Thomas, signals a deci- 
sion to l/commR more federal 
" I  really can't tell you anything 
about that," said Indian and 
Northern Affairs spokesman 
Jonathan Rayner when asked why 
Reardon was removed. 
Reardon had been leading the 
federal negotiating team on the 
Nisga'a claim for the past three 
years. 
Rayner did say there had been 
four provincial and claims nego- 
tiators daring the time of Rear- 
don's service. 
Reardon's removal comes 
several months after Nisga'a 
spokesman said they wanted to 
get rid of her and would ensure 
this would lake place. 
Their comments came last Oc- 
tober following a meeting in 
which Reardon and provincial 
chief negotiation Jack Ebbels got 
into a public dispute. 
The dispute, at an open house 
meeting held to give infornfation 
on the claim talks, was over 
release of the Nisga'a interim 
protection measures agreement. 
Reardon told Ebbels she 
f l ?~d, '~v  o ~ Wo'.,- 0- o- o'V'-6v'- vo,,~ ~=.V~ 
l a n d  c l a i m  , 
wouldn't si
the provino 
surances it had 
over with affec 
Ebbels said tl 
ready provided 
would not 
wanted. 
The dispute was eventually 
settled and the agreement 
released in December. 
Rayner said he wasn't aware of 
any Nisga'a pressure to have 
Reardon removed. 
And Nisga'a Tribal Council ex- 
ecutive director Rod Robinson, 
speaking last week, said that 
while it was unhappy with Rear- 
don at times, it never asked for 
her removal. 
"We are critical of the process 
and we tell that to them and when 
we make an assessment of the 
critique," said Robinson. 
The Nisga'a mostly were un- 
happy that the federal govern- 
ment hasn't devoted a lot of 
resources to the claims talks. 
"Some of that wasn't her 
+ 
  alentznes Day 
'I Spedals 
< ~ ~"~G°rge°us'Glftb°xedR°ses$t 0 .95  
with Canoy and Balloon .... = 
r 
Jumbo Heart Balloon Candy $"1 
and Carnations ....................................... / 
resour=stotheNisga'a talks. Valentines Chocolate, Candy $.41 991 
~.The Nisga!~ ,talks involve three 'Carnation & B~illoon Comblnations;,.F..r.o... m. | - 
" + ' .............. 9s l  
l~o[thwest Te~--~I"tod~s but there<Is -,, ' " , . . . .  ,, ~ '~ ~': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, " 
a':key di~ere.= here, said Os- ' . Send SomeoneA M~G)CRO,)~NC~ 39 .  
born, (Flowers & Chocolates $~ 
3'he province has jurisdiction inside a balloon) ............................... 
over land and resources which Personal Delivery .................................................... $5 00 
represent the key portions of 
settlement. Your Choice of Tuxedo, Cupid or Pink ~ J~ ~'~ 
-'"I anticipate good, hard Gorilla Delivery (Feb. 12. 13 & 14) ........ lkJla~Jllh#( 
~~i~ii~:>ii w ii: ~O b° i~:°~i  tee ' a?h~~ir~ ef nngoti  ~ - - o o k E a r l y  ~.~ d  !ilrl~2e b 'BIm 1~e2]i?::::: : : r ; :  ° rd e r .~ 
Thomas begins work M r o i . ' . • . 100'~ Satisfaction Guaranteed 
|awyer, Thomas has intemationm 
trade negotiation experience and 3309 Kalum 635-6312 
haS been involved in arbitrations • (inside Copperside III) 
and dispute resolutions. 
i! ii iiiiiii 
Specially for Morns! l!:i';::~!?i "/he Price ~ P~ht :::?i::::::i:: She Will Love It/ 
, ........... + , ,~g+, . , ,+ , . ,  +, ,+,+ ..... 
1O Karat gola I i~:~i ...................................................... .' ::i::~ 
Floating Hearts l i .10 karat gold 10 karat gold 
, Sn99 I!~i Diamond Heart ~?,i:,i!'~i Diamond Heart 
~ ~ ' ~ i  Earrings Ladies' Ring 
S 99 ~, Only S9999 _ , - , , r , -  . . . .  ,.,-,:1", "~ii:ii;::i!:;!i:;!~ Only 79 , ~ ~  
| 
Gay Reardon 
c tlcLbte 
store ; 
Foods 
(Reardon's) fault. We had talked 
to cabinet ministers in Ottawa to 
increase the numbers on her 
team," said Robinson. 
Mal l  Ter race  
Valentine Weekend at Moun! Layton Hotsprings 
Bring your Sweetheart for a relaxing dip In our slides and pools 
Music by Eliza Ran in the Splashdown Lounge on Saturday Feb. 13, 8- 12 pm 
$7.00 per person 
. Quiche 
_ Eggs Benedict 
. CrepeS with your choice of Jilling 
.. Fruit platter 
Flowers for 
the Ladies / /  
johnstone Ointng Room 
5:30 prn - 10 prn 
Prime Rib or cornish 
Game Hen, your choice ot 
potato & vegetable 
Special Dessert 
BY Reservation 
o.~v / 
• I,~e'J, MOUNT.LAYTON.HO, I ;SP ,  R INGS ..,, ,,,~ ,,,, ,~,,,~_,, ~ . t  
7:  :t , . , ,~ : " "~ ' " " : : : ' " " " ' "  ' " . ;  ~" ~'(' " " t ' "  ~'F i[[r~''~')~- :~;" ~' -"~ + ' "  , '-  'l i l~" " :,, ,v f 
? 
Ter race  
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Letter to the editor i 
Salmon can"t swim in bleach 
An open letter to: you say there should have been 
Brian Gardiner, MP: an environmental review. 
Prince George I guess you might be right in 
Dear Sir: that case, but I bet you also feel it 
Some of my fondest memories will be morally and ethically right 
of my early childhood were going to. continue polluting the Fraser 
fishing and hunting in and around ~ver. 
Prince George. Then came the I could be wrong about you. In 
pulp mills - -  the chlorine belch- 
ing, bleach discharging, man 
made, economy building, pollut- 
ing epitome of the human race. 
I guess it's all right for people 
to bleach their clothes to have 
clean laundry. But to bleach the 
Fraser River salmon runs and 
other fish indigenous to the river? 
Somehow I didn't think the fish 
were that dirty or needed cleaning 
that bad. 
Here we sit, 30 years later and 
still polluting. • Yon might say that 
pulp mills have cleaned up their 
act a lot. "Your three mills may be 
better, but still add up to at least 
one real bad, which is still one 
too many. 
Now people like you seem to be 
doing your level best to keep the 
Kemano Completion Project shut 
down. 
You people have successfully 
shut down a thousand husbands 
and fathers, and reduced a thou- 
sand family incomes directly, as 
well as who knows how many in- 
directly. 
You seem to feel that you arc 
working on behalf of the environ- 
ment. Bat if that is truly your mo- 
tive, I believe that you and your 
friends would be doing your level 
best o shut down your pulp mills. 
Perhaps the environment is real- 
ly not your concern, perhaps it is 
a moral and ethical issue, since 
which case, now that I have 
brought your attention to the con- 
tinuing blatant destruction after 
three decades, we will assume 
you will work diligently to ensure 
that you get those disgusting pulp 
mill shut down at least until a 
review can be done to see what 
kind of damage they have done 
and are continuing to do. 
Some people say they are 
worried about the lower water 
levels in the Nechako River, and 
the fish. Since the Nechako River 
joins the Fraser River at Prince 
George I would like to point out 
something. 
I continue to be an ardent 
fisherman, and after living in Ter- 
race for twenty years and fishing 
every year I can honestly say this 
with accuracy, 
I have witnessed and watched 
salmon every year swim in two or 
three feet of crystal clear water, 
indifferent o fear or harm, save 
from eagles and bears. 
I have yet to see salmon swim 
in two to three feet of clear 
bleach. The point Iam ~'ying to 
make is not to shut down Prince 
George's pulp mills and econo- 
my. 
And not to put a thousand hus- 
bands and fathers out of work in 
Prince George, but to have people 
like yourself look at this issue 
through clear and just eyes. 
Allan Grier, 
Terrace B.C. 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
HAIRDESIGN 
635-1555 
TERR! LYNN BAHR 
Specializing in precision cuts, top quality 
perms. Braiding, sets, scalp massage, ear 
piercing, brow waxing. Also offering private 
color room and kiddy station. 
103 - 4716 Lazelle Ave. 
Exce l lent  Park ing  
About letters 
The Terrace Standard wel. 
comes letters to the editor. We 
ask that they be signed and a 
phone number be included. 
Letters are subject o editing 
for reasons of length and for 
good taste. Unsigned letters 
are thrown away. 
You can fax your letters in 
to 638.8432. The deadline is 
noon Friday. 
INVENTORY REDUCTION 
SALE  
DON'T MISS THIS 
GREAT SALE! 
Skeena Mall 635-2109 
THE ABORIGINAL FISHERIES STRATEGY 
. . • • . 
I ' ; ' '~"r~!~'  ' "'=~';:'''~'~:" I ~•~--':'":'~ " I , I  • " , ~, , ~ ,,,,,~,, ~ ll, 
:o-- ' "rrquesTlons   ,: :i; ll 
" II 
designed to implement he 1990 | 
f the Supreme Court of Canada, guaran- 
ives the right to fish for food, social and 
I purposes: This right has first priority i 
.=rvation. The AFS aims to increase [ 
opportunities for Native people, and at F 
:ime maintain, stability and profitability in the 
~1 and recreational fisheries. 
AFS being carried out? 
)vernment is committed to negotiating agreements ~ i~ i~.  4'. 
/e bands on a range of issues suchas habitat, 
nd economic development. In 1992, m, .~ 
80 agreements, involving 57 bands • .~"  
roupings, were concluded in B.C. .' 
salmon resources , : ' "  
~r0yed?  ~ ~  " 
ue to an aggressive 
;I program, salmon stocks 
eased dramat ca y over . ~  
lecade. The total catch of 
]lmon in B.C. increased 31% between the 1981 - 84 
the 1989 - 92 cycle. On the Fraser River, the total 
catch increased 93% in the Same period. 
L~t he problems last year?. 
was the first year of a new policy. With the experience 
eedback from both Native and non-Native fishermen 
ecommendations of the Pearse/Larkin report, we will 
se problems. 
~g commercial fishermen being 
out? ~ i~ 
or the past 15 years, commercial fisheries have 
,=d 94% of the total ~almon catch. Recreational Uses ~. 
!~:iiiii~i ~ accounted for3% and the Aboriginalshare has stayed .~ : : :  !~:. :~ JohnC;.Crosbie~ • 
O ii~,~:i ~ ~ .  Any additional allo( 4i~is~er 5fEishedes 
• •future will be carried out t 
commercial licences. • 
~., ~ ' .  :,!~ 
Fisheries 
and Oceans 
• ± . 
• - = 
Last yea r, three experimental projects were 
negotiated to test sale of fish by. Native s , within 
existing allocation levels. In 1992, no additional 
fish were allocated to the Native fishery. 
How can you ensure any 
reallocation to Natives is fair to the 
commercial sector?. 
DFO is committed to the stability of the 
commercial sector. Industry developed 
a system :for the sale of commercial 
licences. It is •completely voluntary and :~ 
provides market value for licences. 
DFO is now implementing it. 
Are B.C. fishermen paying the cos • 
of settling Native claims? 
No. The AFS is totally separate from 
the claims process. It is a response to a 1990 
decision by the Supreme Court of Canada.. 
Has the government consulted with 
commercial and recreational fishermen? 
~•~,: ii!!i i '  
r . -  
Yes. The government is committed to consulting 
with interested parties at every step of the way. In 1992 alon 
DFOheld 44 meetings with commercial and recreational .... 
t 
stakeholders on the developrnent of the Strategy and progress: -~/~ ,~,•~ ~ii~,:ii-i! 
of negotiations. The department will continu'e to involve them -• =ii~/~ i! 
in implementing the AFS. ~:  
Is the Department of Fisheries and Oceans giving 
its management responsibilities? 
No. DFO remains responsible for managing the fishery 
resource under the Fisheries Act. In 1992,563 charges were 
• laid aaainst non-Native commercial fishermen and 85 charges , .  
- w ,=re ~a~e against Native fishermen. In 1993, enforcement will : 
be stepped up. , : : i  , .,, • ...... ~' i:~ ; ii:; :: 
II 
~iiiillii~!!ii!ii ....... ~ ........ 
, ~ - : :~•  7,2 "ai~f.i e 
I , I  
• - ~ - • , ; . ; :4 -  
Gov't changes 
housing rep 
TERRACE ~ The change in 
govenunent in Victoria has 
brought with it a new north- 
western face on the B.C. Housing 
Management Commission. 
Municipal affairs minister 
Robin Bleneoe has named Ter- 
race'S Lynda Bretfeld to a one- 
year term on the commission's 
board. 
The appointment followed 
Bleni:oe's decision not to renew 
city councillor Danny Sheridan's 
term 0f offi~. 
Sheridan was appointed by the 
former Socled government. 
Teacher 
contract 
settled 
TERRACE ~ Teachers in the 
Nass Valley have signed a new 
two-year contract that gives them 
pay hikes of  2.3 per cent each 
year. 
iNisgha Teachers Association 
president Ravi Gill said the 40 
teachers there voted 94.7 per cent 
in favour of the new deal. 
Gi l l  called the talks "now 
confrontational" ~ a contrast to 
recent years in which negotiations 
ended in mediation or strikes. 
"Respect, mutual trust and un- 
derstanding have been restored," 
Gill said. "One of the highlights 
i.~ that they didn't have any hired 
gun to do the negotiation on be- 
half o f  the board." 
The settlement includes im- 
proved medical and dental 
coverage, snd isolation benefits. 
"The members are very happy, 
he said. 
..... We had very amicable negoti- 
ations," added assistant super- 
intendent Tom Ueda. 
• School District 92 was the 18th 
district in the province to settle. 
• Negotiations continue between 
School District 88 and the Ter- 
race District Teachers Union. 
A former group home super- 
visor, Bretfeld is currently man- 
ager of the Skeena Mall. 
She has served as chairman of 
the local Family Court-Youth 
Justice committee and was, until 
the appointment, a director of the 
Skeena Valley Housing Society. 
Bretfeld said she resigned that 
last position immediately on 
learning of her appointment so as 
to ensure "there was no conflict 
of interest, perceived or other- 
wise." 
The housing management com- 
mission attempts to provide ac- 
cessible and affordable housing 
for seniors, low-income families 
and those with special needs such 
as the physically disabled. 
It can, for instance, provide 
money allowing the newly- 
disabled to re-fit their home to 
meet heir changed needs. 
Having recently attended her 
first commission meeting, Bret- 
feld said it was clear the position 
would involve"a lot of work". 
The HEAD SHED 
Welcomes  
Denise Gillis 
to their team of 
professionals. 
Denise invites 
all her clients to 
see her at 
The Head Shed. 
 iiiiiiiiiliii    i iiil iiiii i 
• ,:  : :  . . . . : : . . ,  . : : : : :  ,::::::::,: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :,1:::: :: : : : : : :  :.::~ : ; : : : : :  
i!ii ~iill !i ~!~ii~i !l !i i ii.~il~iii~6~ ~i i~ '~~:~i~ i~i~ii~i~i~: 
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,H EAD SHED 
4615 Lakelse Ave. 638-8880 
Winter Workshops at the Women's Centre 
Breas~ct ~f~snop 
Eileen ~iI:~'~;~ ~'i:~.3~ - 8:30 
February  24  
Mammogram Workshop 
Sandra Hartford 7:30- 8:30 
March  17 
Menopause Workshop 
C. Toews 7:30 - 8:30 
March  23 
Taxes for Child Care Providers 
Carol Sabo 7:30- 8:30 
March  24  
Women & Body Image 
Gerry Kasten 7:00 pm 
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i ,! 8 Glasses A Day 
~ , Water Facts 
FLUID RETENTION 
the best way to get rid of excess fluid? When 
the body is deprived of fluid, it perceives this as a threat 
and tries to store every drop. This results in swollen 
feet, legs and hands. 
Diuretics are only a temporary solution. The best way 
to overcome the problem of water retention, according 
to Dr. D. Robertson MD., MSc. is to give your body what 
it needs, - plenty of good, clean water. Only then will the 
stored water be released. 
If water retention is a constant problem, the cause 
may be excess salt. The more salt you eat, the more 
water you require to dilute it. 
To get rid of the excess salt, drink lots of water. As 
the water is forced through the kidneys, the excess 
sodium is taken awayl 
,, ~~,,, ': 
PRICES CUT 
ON ALL USED 
CARS & TRUCKS 
BOTTOM LINE EVENT 
 land-Made 
For more  in fo rmat ion :  
I'ermce Women's Resource Centre / 
4524 Park Ave. (near t~e pool) 
~ ~? :~ '~ '638~-022 '8  '~:' ':i',!,/;, ~:':r" '~:~.i I only about 20;0'£)0k~;4door,. "! 4 door, automatic, air conditioning, 
| automatic, air conditioning, cruise, cruise, tilt, am/fro cassette, 
- -  zm/fm cassette, warranty warranty ransferrable 
sferable =1 995 $11,995 0 | 
t2 Chrylser Dynasty LE 
choose from, V6, automatic, 
:onditioning, cruise, tilt, am/fro 
sette, warranty transferable 
,,,,0, 15,295 
)2 Plymouth Acclaim 
t about 25,000 km, 4 door, 
~matic, air conditioning, cruise, 
am/fro cassette, warranty 
was $11,990 $ I ~  t'~[~ 
1990 Plymouth Acclaim 
-4 door, automatic, air conditioning, 
cruise, tilt, am/fro cassette, 
warranty transferrable 
was $11,950 *8,995 
1990 Sunda nce/S hadow 
3 to choose from, automatic, 4
door, air conditioning, warranty 
transferrable ~-~ ~e, ,  
' Valent n : 
i 
i 
: l 
I 
:i Bring your hand made Valentines to :Z 
Skeena .Mall administration office. 
We'll display them and customers i 
will judge the best 
• "x • 
Prize: a dozen roses and  
alates for your valent ine 
i ~ •.! " i /  ~ ~ 
H 
, Ter race  . . . . . . .  " ' . . . .  . 
Chrysler 
88 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
5 speed 
;$9,995 =8,495 
88 Eagle Vista L.X 
oor, turbo, 5 spe~d 
,$5,995 4~99 5 
87 Chevrolet Pickup 
yl., automatic, canopy, runs 
" =5,495 s $6,995 
80 Cadallac Seville 
w milage super clean, V8, 
tomatlc, tilt, cruises ~n~ 
s $5,995 &l~ ~ ~'1'~.  
Ford 
~J1 Mercury Topaz L 
kin's, automatic, air 
ndltionlng, casse~e, 4 door 
s$8,~5 ~8~49 5
rJ1 Mercury Topaz 
low kin's, automatic, air 
¢ondltionlng, 2 dool: 
w~s$8,~s ~7~995 
1990 Ford Pickup 
extra cab, XLT Lariat, stereo, air 
conditioning, power windows & 
1988 Ford 4x4 Pickup 
6 cyl., 5 speed 
was 7.995 *6,995 
Misc. 
1989 Nissan Pickup 
Iowkm's. *6 495 
was $6,995 
1989 Suzuki Sidekick GL 
soft top convertable, 5 speed 
was $8.995 =8,495 
1985 Nissan Sentra 
a must sell price $ 995  
was $3,995 2, 
1985 Toyota MR2 
2 door, sports coupe 
was $6,995 *5,995 
GM's 
1991 GMC Sonoma 
fully loaded clubcab SLE 4x4, 
a/c, tilt, cruise, automatic, power 
windows & locks, grille guard, 
fight bar, fog lights, natural gas 
=1 I l l l  411~ J l~  I~ l l  was $16,995 O,~O 
1989 Pontiac Firefly 
locks propane c~nverslon good economlcal transportation I 
was $16,995 ~13,995 = . . . .  I 
WaS $4,795 ~,  ~"~ )  I 
1989 Ford Bronco ~ I 
fully loaded, XLT Ladat, VS, 1988 GMC Pickup I 
automatic, air conditioning, low kin's, 8 cyl., Just In | 
cruise, tilt, runnl boards ¢ -  - - - - -  I 
I was$16,995 'r~15 995 was $7,~5 ~,a ,~b I 
TERRACE I 
! 4916 Hwy, 16 West DIr, 5958 635-7187 I 
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F)OLICE BEAT 
Parents vigilant after warnings 
THE PUBLIC is sensitized to the issue of child molesters prowling 
around local schools. 
RCMP Const. Kim Hall says police h ave fielded numerous calls from 
concerned parents after a series of advisory letters were sent out to 
parents warning of suspicious individuals hanging around schools. 
"We want to heighten awareness but we don't want to panic 
people," Hall noted. 
Although there have been several reports of "suspicious" characters 
near schools, not all the reports have turned out to be founded. 
The most recent case was an incident near Veritas school in which a 
young boy said he was asked if he wanted a ride by a man in a blue van 
with a chrome roof rack. 
There were two prior sightings at Kiti K'Shan Primary School. 
Hall said police are now holding off on issuing bulletins to parents 
until investigators can check each reported sighting. 
Flasher sought 
POLICE HERE are looking for a flasher after a Jan. 29 incident at the 
comer of Straume Ave. and Munroe St. 
A man sitting in his car asked a woman at that intersection for direc- 
tions, police said. When she approached the car, he exposed himself. 
The car is described as a white newer model Honda Civic with two 
rabbits' feet hanging from the mirror. The suspect is in his late 20s, has 
dark skin, black hair and wears glasses. 
Anyone with information is asked to contact he RCMP detachment 
at 638-0333. 
Moose tangles with RCMP 
TWO LOCAL RCMP officers were laid low Jan. 9th after their patrol 
car hit a moose on the highway. 
The accident happened 25km east of Terrace at around 10:15 p.m. 
The two highway patrol officers were returning from the scene of the 
fatal accident between a logging truck and a semi-trailer truck earlier 
that day near Gitsegukla. 
~, Dale's Fit Shop ~.~ 
4450 B Greig Ave. 638-0881 
Pr  .lnventory 
Blowout 
California B0dyTogz Shorts Kids Wear 
era Zee Wear T-Shirts Active Wear 
Sweats Spandex Rag Tops 
Muscle Shirts Jackets XXXLSizes 
Entire Inventory at Low, Low Prices!! 
Come on up the hill - just past the Skeena Hotel 
You Can't Afford to Miss It! 
Team Jerseys & Jackets Available (by order only) 
I 
Buy a $20.00 Gift Certificate - Redeemable I 
for $30.00 Goods - if used before March 15/93 I 
' Inn  estaurant THE " " "  J . , ,#WVI ,/t il,,4,t~lli 
The f r iend l ies t  " Inn"  town l  = , ~ .  
Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an evening 
of intimate dining and reasonable pricesl 
Start the New Year 
by joining our 
The officers suffered minor cuts and bruises and were treated and I~T IGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
released at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Damage to the Terrace RCMP's 1990 LTD station wagon was ex- I ~  SHRIMP STUFFED PRAWN~ - 
tensive. ' ~ l ~  *14.95 
Counterattack nabs I ~ = ~ ~  with swiss potatoes & cocktail sauce seven 
J~ . ,~~GARL IC  PRAWNS AU PERNOD - 
SEVEN DRIVERS were charged with drunk driving during the 1:Tr  ' 14 ,95  
Christmas Counterattack campaign, according to Terrace RCMP. 
Const. IQm Hall said another 24 24-hour suspensions were issued to with saffron rice and vegetables 
borderline impaired drivers and more than 150 other traffic charges 
were laid during the Dec. 13 to/an. 8 campaign. 
More than 2,000 drivers were checked during Counterattack, down 
somewhat from last year because of the cold weather. 
There were no fatal accidents during this year's holiday season, al- 
though three car crashes ent people to hospital. 
Police recorded a total of 33 motor vehicle aceid.ents causing property 
damage. Alcohol was cited as a factor in three of the accidents. 
Al leged pot dealers busted 
TWO STEWART AREA men are charged with narcotic possession 
for the purpose of trafficking after their arrest Jan. 13. 
The two - aged I9 and 22 ~ were heading out of Stewart when they 
were stopped in their late model Dodge car by RCMP. 
Twenty-three small bags o f  marijuana were seized containing 160 
grams .o.t{~.~arco.t3c. 
RCMP said the bust was worth about $1,000. The two men were 
taken into custody and released on a promise to appear in court. 
Can't decide? CA JUN PRAWNS - 
Try a sample of all three ~14 95 
COMBO '16.95 . . . . . .  " with spinach fettuccine 
Make Your Reservations 
Early for a Romantic Dinner 
~ i this Valentines 
(~1~~ ~)  Weekend 
' ~ ~  Phone 635-9161 
Sale on Now 
* Custom Made Blinds 
at an affordable price 
for example 
48"X 48" only =75,00 installed 
Offer expires March 31/93 
IH~ OllG ~IAt LOUVERORAPE ~W~ 
GOLDEN/TOUCH ~ 
f MIRI BLIND 
PREMIER LINE HORIZONTAL 1" MINI BLINDS 
Over 50 colors to choose from. 
Let us show you our large 
selection of window coverings. 
For  our 
Special 
Valentine... 
. A sweettreat, 
that'll please any heart 
Dannlel les ,Belgium 
Chocolates 
The most delectable, delicious 
gourmet chocolates in town 
• available only at,. 
GEMMA'S KITCHEN Bog 
635-4086 Skeena Mall 
o '~ ,  , f f  ?". 
o .__i,!/#/2 
- -  ' I [  
7/" 
,,:.,.% 
- o :  
I are clearance priced. StOp in ~/ 
todav to find vour bargains 
'~~ :: 7 ¸
'~~ :: 7¸ 
~ i;i~i : ~ ~ ..... i  i( i ~ 
. . . . .  . . . , ,C<. . . r -  
we aveiust: 
r Nedanew 
shipment0f 
ma resses 
° o o 
°0~ o " o 
arti- I 
.... i l ! i  l i l l - I  
,.,,,. .......... 
l,q,q.~ N ' " "  
'2. ~'¢ 
=._ L6 ~, m.v "°J' 
Gee _.. 
CHEV- GEO, OLDSMOBILE, PONTIAC, BUICK, CHEVROLET TRUCKS, GMC TRUCKS 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
OUTOFTOWN ' ' 
I V I~,,,l~,,,,,,,, VV~.~I  l ~ PLEASE CKL COLLECT 
Terrace ~ TERRACE 6354941 
~ ~ - -  ...-;;-;~- . KITIMAT 632-4941 The Bright Spot On Highway 16 West ~.~ =~ ,~..~o,~ 
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Alcan wins Kemano fight ; $ 195 ; 
but now waits  for review " " 
I lOne or 1~¢o Persons/ I 
I i . . " L . . " , -~S=n~on Fr ;~ser  I n n ,  
= ~ "In the Heart of Downtown" • 
| ~ 600 Quebec St., Prince George 562.3181 Fax 562-1768 [ 
" ,~  ~ '  Call toll free 1-800-292.8333 • , 
L. . . . . . . . .  . .  = . . - . . . _ . _ . . . _  .J 
announced Feb. 4 it will not hear 
a further appeal by the Rivers 
Defenee Coalition. 
This reaffirms Alcan's right to 
proceed with the billion-dollar 
hydroelectric project 
The coalition was attempting to 
appeal ast year's federal appeal 
court ruling that gave the compa- 
ny the go ahead to proceed with 
the half-built project. 
But Alcan vice-president Bill 
Rich says the 800-plus Kemano 
construction workers laid off dur- 
ing the court case won't be going 
back to work until new un- 
certainty raised by the province's 
newly announced B.C. Utilities 
Commission review is cleared up. 
He points to the apparent con- 
tradiction in the provincial review 
of the project. 
"They're telling the company 
there will be no changes to the 
conditions of the project and yet 
they still hold out the prospect 
that it's a meaningful review," 
Rich said. "That paradox is the 
uncertainty we see at this point." 
Opponents of the project say 
there are three remaining fronts 
on which Kemano can be fought: 
• Using the public review as a 
forum to bring pressure for 
changes to the agreement setting 
out minimum water levels. 
• Further court action, probably 
aimed at tying up the project in 
liative land claim actions. 
• "Direct action.' ' 
"It's another skirmish that 
we've lost," said Cheslatta band 
spokesman Mike Robertson, "but 
our battle plan is still in place." 
He said Carrier-Sekani natives 
are getting prepared for the 
review, which is to issue recom- 
mendations to cabinet by Sept. 
~30. 
"They better be prepared for a 
long drawn.out affair," Robert- 
son said. "It's going to be an ex- 
tensive review. They shouldn't be 
setting deadlines when they don't , 
Supreme Court. has given no indication as to 
Now, she says, she will work whether or not: it will participate. 
closely with the commissioners The fh'st federal court ruling 
who will head the review to 
ensure the process has teeth. 
If the review does not become 
an effective tool to probe the im- 
pacts of Kemano, she said the 
coalition and Carrier-Sekani na- 
tives won't participate. 
"We wouldn't want to lend 
credibility to yet another 
whitewash," Moss added. 
Premier Mike Harcourt last 
on May 8, 1991 ~ quashed AI  
con's 1987 Nechako Settlement 
Agreement and ordered the pro- 
ject to undergo a full federal en- 
vironmental review. 
The agreement is the foundation 
of the project, giving the compa- 
ny the right to divert more water 
to its generators atKemano ~ up 
to 88 per cent of the original 
flows of the Nechako River. 
that the federal government had 
the right to exempt he project 
from environmental review legis- 
lation. 
Although the Supreme Court's 
decision not to hear further ap- 
peal ends that legal avenue, Moss 
said there is a chance of reviving 
an earlier court case that disputes 
the fisheries minister's authority 
to delegate regulation of the 
fishery works on the river to an 
appointed committee. 
The Skeena Parents 
for Music  Society 
regret the cancellation of the 
Big Band Dance. 
We would like to thank the following: 
* Canada Safeway * NWCC * School District #88 
* Totem Beverages * Fields * Sight & Sound 
* Skeena Beverages * veritas * Coast Inn of the West 
thosewho purchased tickets and 
all of the parents who were prepared 
to assist in the preparations for the 
Big Band Dance on Feb. 6 
THERE'S A COLD HEARTED 
THIEF IH YOUR HOME. 
It's lurking outside the back door. Or in the shadows of 
the basement. It's the humming, whirring, clicking, old 
second refrigerator. And it's robbing you of cold cash - 
an old inefficient second fridge can cost you up to 
$100 a year to run. 
WE'LL COME AHD GET ITAHD GIVE YOU $30!* 
~,Ve can take the problem off your hands. We'll pick up 
your old operating fridge (10 cu. ft. to 24 cu. ft. size) 
free of charge, dispose of it in an environmentally safe 
manner and send you a cool $30. 
To register in the Progrmn, call the Refrigerator Buy-Back 
Hot Line toll-free 1-800-663-CASH (2274). In the 
Lower Mainland, call 683-CASH (2274). 
BChgdro 
*B. C. H y dro reserves, . the right to change, or cancel, the rebate offer at 
: ,any ttme w thout pr or not ce . . . . . . . . .  :- . - . ,  
~ Canada's National Catalogue 
SE__AIRS 
We're Still Here For You! 
Despite recent changes in Sears Roebuck 
and Co. U.S. operations, Canadians can 
continue to count on Sears catalog: 
Canada's national catalogue,., part 
of your life and your community 
• "~'e -~t~' o~,0. for over 40 years! 
4' a catalog recycling program 
that lets all of us turn somethi 
~: into Something new 
.~ .  . 
g and a choice ot 
delivery options 
/ 
lub - no handling fee f/I 
;r. Reward Program toc 
v Our famous guarante~ 
or your money refundc 
 /AUR$ 
SEARS CANADA INC. 
Air Miles International Holdings N.Y. 
Loyalty Management Group Canada, !n¢. 
Authorized User ~ . . . . .  ' 
• I I 
i 
Be Care fu  !. 
It '  s Loaded 
' 93  SUBARU LEGACY SEDAN TURBO 
* 160 horse power, 2.2 litre, 16 valve horizontally 
opposed overhead cam engine 
* all wheel drive 
* anti lock brakes 
* automatic transmission 
* power door locks 
* power windows 
* power mirrors 
* rear spoiler 
*driver side airbag 
* air conditioning 
* cruise control 
• * power steering 
..... : * poWer 
~ ~" * 15" alu 
* memory tilt wheel 
* 80 watt am/fro stereo with cassette and equalizer 
* 3 yr/60,000 km bumper to bumper warranty 
* 5yr/100,000 km warranty 
It's A Driving Experience/Test Drive Yours Today 
Carrying a complete line of Thule Roof Rack Systems. 
~ V8G 2N1 
Ph: 635-6541 
I I  II I I I  I 
• . , -  . -  , -  - 
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C enten ia l  Lion's C lub  
B / GER 
. - : ,  . 
Friday, Feb. 12 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm & Saturday, Feb. 1~i 10:00 am to 5:0L ~.... 
Proceeds to the Children's Dev~:;lopment Centre 
" {L ¸/i~!• i•iii •~i :! i : i~  
. ;~: !.(~ i :~ i ; '  0 
0 
0 , 
~ 'w .~1 ~ 
0 
O 
O 
o o C.~ 
~o 
. , . . . . .  . . . .  
!i!iiii~ ~, i .  ":~iii;~, 
..... :i? .... :y?: ' 
P"]:I*!!III ~ ::i ¸•'~! 
• i :¸ )?iiii i i,::d:i 
: '11% 
Western Family 
Bread 
WHITE OR 
60o/a:WH OLE :! 
WREAT"; ' ~ 
567 GRAM-  
LOAF 
' . ,  ., • 
i!:::]i::il;: ::iii:iiii.E::::ii:. U :  i 
iiiiiii~ii:ii!ii:ili!i:!~i~ii::!~i:!:iYi]:i!ili! 
Value Priced 
Hash B towns 
OR FRENCH 
FRIES~-.,.i , , :, ~I:!:~ 
FROZEN ! 
ONE.  
KILOGRAM 
~::i:i;:.,,~,.~ ili!![iii:: 
Western Family 
Large White Eggs 
G RAD E "A" 
LIMIT: 2 D()Z. 
PER 
DOZEN 
B.C. GROWN -125-138 SIZE 
EXTRA FANCY GRADE 
1.28/kg PER LB. 
Apple Juice .6  
WESTERN FAMILY- 
FROM CONCENTRATE 
ONE LITRE TETRA A 
Kraft Dinner, 
SPIRALS MACARONI & 
CHEESE OR EGG NOODLE 
& CHEESE 175-225 g .61 
)~i~.~iiii~ii!iiiii;i 
PorkSteak 
FRESH - BONE-IN - 
CUT FROM SHOULDER BUTT 
MIN. 5-7 STKS/PKG. 3.70/kg 
••Fri Buy 6 Piece ed Chicken 
Get  
1 Ib, Resers 
Potatoe Salad 
FREE 8 ~ |  
:!%i:: 
i~ ¸ ,:i L 
== 1: WESTERN FAMILY - LONG GRAIN OR SHORT GRAIN 1.81 KILOGRAMS 
~7~: .~!iiii:i!!ii!~':ii::iii!iif:!::ii~i~i~::iiiii!ii!ii?@iiii! i-~ :i":!!  i i~i~i~..: 
; :::::::::::::::::::::::: - ===================== :::::~:::;::;:' . . . . . .~ : :  
°.,'.Cook,es 2. 4 
SELECTED VARIETIES 
400 - 450 GRAMS 
1. .3 , ¸  i [.onoO , 
-: ~ :ii,: : " '~ " ~ '  " : it FrJ m- 9pm 
G/,~/1'iS.,oo,., PROUDTO BE THE OFFICIAL FOOD SUPPLIER FOR THE CANADA GAMES L Sat. Sun' 9 am-6 m, 
. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,  . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . ~ . ~ , ~ l ~ ' ~ ' ~ ' d ~ " l ~ ' , . - " ~ - - ~  . . . . . . . . .  -~, ~ .~=,~.~- - ' - :  ~ , ,==~:==~- ,  ~ , ;~- ,~ ,~, ,~- , . .~=~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ . ~ ,  ~ '  ~ ~. , ,~ .~, , .~ ,~m~ ' ' ~  ' ~ - - ' - . ~ . ~ - ~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~  . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ - ~  . . . . . . . . .  ~ L ~  - " • • • 
. .  , , - .  o . 
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•  OMSIUNITY NEWS 
 EFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
City 
Scene, 
Page B3 
What's 
.Up 
The Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up as a public service to 
Its readers and community 
organlzattuns. 
This. column Is Intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there is 
no admission charge. 
Items will run two weeks 
before ach event, 
We ask that items be submit- 
ted by noon on the FRIDAY 
before the Issue in which it is to 
appear. 
For other contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on the 
THURSDAY before the Issue 
• comes out. 
Submissions hould be typed 
or printed neatly. 
FEBRUARY 14, 1993 - Terrace 
Teredos water polo association is
having an annual general meeting 
at the Terrace Aquatle Centre in 
the meeting room at 7:00 pm. 1p43 
I t * I t  S * 
FEBRUARY 15, 1993 - The 
Arthritis Society, is having a dem- 
onstration of medical supplies ['or 
people with arthritis at the Happy 
Gang Centre between l:30pm lp43 
FEBRUARY 15, 1993 - Directors 
or volunteers for big brothers big 
sisters of Terrace is having a 
annual general meeting at 7:30 pm 
in the Terrace Library Meeting 
Room. Everyone is Welcome. llM3 
FEBRUARY 16, 1993 - Friends 
and Families of Schizophrenics 
Support Group at Mills Memorial 
Hospital in the Psych Conference 
Room at 7:30 pro. For more infor- 
mation contact Mental Health 638- 
3325. lp43 
FEBRUARY 16, 1993 . Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre is hav- 
ing a breast implant information 
session with public health nurse 
.4dleen Kallenan at the Resource 
centre at 7:30 p.m. 21342 
~BRUARY 17, 1993- 
H0mebased business meeting is at 
Gims' Restaurant a i2:00 noon, 
.~call ~35-9415. , lp43 
FEBRUARY 24, 1993 - Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre will be 
havi~fig a information session on 
mammograms with the public 
health nurse Sandra Hartford at the 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre 
at 7:30 p.m. 21342 
FEBRUARY 25 AND MARCH 
27 1993 - Community Arts Coun- 
cil of Kitimat is holding the llth 
Annual Juried Art exhibit, any art- 
isis interested are requested to fill 
a out  ent ry  'form. Call Liz 
Williamson at 635-2886. Place is 
located at the City Centre Mall, 
Kitimat. 2p42 
FEBRUARY 27, 1993 - The Ter- 
race and District Block Parent 
Association is having a workshop 
and everyone is invited. The work- 
shop will be held at the Terrace 
Public Library between 10 am - 5 
pro. 2p42 
MARCH 10, 1993 - Huff n Puff 
Asthma support group wil be hold- 
ing a meeting at the Terrace Public 
Library at 7:00 pm. 1W13 
MARCH 16, 1993 - The Terrace 
Women sResource Centre will be 
holding a menopause, myths and 
misconseptions meeting at the Ter- 
race Women s Resource Centre at 
7:30 pro. 2p43 
OCTOBER 7.3, 1993 - The 
BCOAPO Branch 73 is having an 
Annual Tea and Bazaar featuring 
year,round practical gifts and 
baked goods. It is held at the 
Happy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum 
Street, at 1:30 pm. tfn 
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY. 
Terrace masters swim club prac- 
tices. Swimmers 20 years & older 
eligible. This takes place at the 
Terrace Aquatic Centre between 
8:00 and 9:00 pm. For more infer- 
,marion call John Dando at 635. 
5637 21)43 
S * ~ S *  
,CRISIS LINE is open 24 hours a 
day for anyone in crisis. Call 635- 
4042, fin 
** t i tS*  
TERRACE PUBLIC Library will 
be holding preschool storytime for 
three to five year old Thursday 
afternoons at 1:30 p.m. and Friday 
mornings at 10:30 a.m., beginning 
Jan. 29 and 29. This is a forty-five 
minute session with picture 
b0ooks, puppe% fingerplays and 
lois Of runt Please/eg~ster in 
advance. Th6ie is no ehargt: Tel. 
638-817% 
IT'S A PUPPET SHOWI At the 
Terrace Publio Library, Saturday 
January 30 at 2:00 pm and a repeat 
performance Friday, Febrary, 5, at 
7:00 Ira. Enjoy the thrilling adven- 
tures of Molly Whupple and the 
Giant. There Is no charge, For 
more Information call the Library, 
Tel. 638.8177. 
. • " 
CHILDREN thrill to a pup- 
pet show by children's li- 
brarian Gillian Campbell. 
After the show, they had a 
chance to look behind the 
booth and try on some of 
the fuzzy creatures. 
PUPPETS ALIVE! 
"DON'T YOU WISH you were 
in a sack?" woofs the muffled 
voice of Moily..Whuppie from in- 
side the cloth bag. 
"No!" erupts a chorus of little down and goes away to seek 
girls and boys voices, more adventure. 
But the giant's wife, against ~ " I t 's  a bit of a modern 
their sage advice, decides to see 
what it's like iuside the sack. 
A moment later and our hero - -  "Fa i ry  tales are good be- 
Molly Whuppie - -  escapes from 
attother tight spot and. is out o f . .  C,a..~ e there's lots of action. 
They ' re  basic l i fe.and. 
death situations: Wil l  the 
g iant  get me?"  
the castle and across ihe bridge ~, 
with all the giant's gold. 
It's puppet day at the Terrace 
Public Library and behind the 
curtain are the deft hands of chil- 
dreu's librarian Gillian Campbell. 
Today her audience is a group 
of 60 spellbound Grade 4 stu- 
dents from Claren.ce Michiel 
Elementary School. 
And they hang on every scene 
right to the end when Molly- 
Whuppie returns the King's 
sword and he asks her to be his 
Queen. 
But Molly-Whuppie turns him 
She pulls the strings 
finish. 
All the puppets are either 
homemade or adapted. Much 
work goes into each performance. 
" I t  is a lot of work, but it's 
fun," says Campbell, who has 
animated the puffy-checked 
giants, the floppy-eared onkeys, 
and the red-tongued snakes for 15 
years at the Terrace Public Li- 
brary. 
The proof is written on the 
smiles of  the children's faces. 
"Kids are so responsive to pup- 
pets," she says, adding she 
chooses tories with plenty of ex- 
citement. 
"Fairy tales are good because 
there's lots of action," Campbell 
explains. "They're basic life-and- 
death situations: Will the giant 
get me?'" 
ending," admits Campbell, who Campbell says it's traditional 
altered the traditional fairy tale - for libraries to do puppet shows 
VOLUNTEERS 
and that's where they have been 
making a revival of late. 
Puppets and professional pup- 
peteers had been on the decline 
for years, Campbell says. 
"But then the Muppets came 
along and it put puppets right 
back up there in popularity." 
Her heart's still golden 
F OR MORE THAN 
a decade she was 
one of the most ac- 
tive local 
volunteers for the B.C. Heart 
and Stroke Foundation. 
On Aug. 1, 1990, everything 
changed when paramedics 
pulled her from a car wreck 
with the Jaws of Life. Her 
spine was crushed ~ she 
would never walk again. 
That was two years ago and 
61-year-old Edna Jensen s life 
i 
pROFIL E 
i 
will never be the same. 
But some things never 
.change, 
This February ~ Heart 
Month ~ Edna's back as an 
area captain for the heart foun- 
dation. 
"There 's  no use being 
9 '  
furious about it, Jensen says 
of  the accident, that put her in 
the G.F. Strong Rehabillitation 
¢,  
Centre for months. It doesnt  
improve you if you take a neg- TWO YEARS AFTER being cdppled in a car crash, 61-year-old 
t ' S "  . . . .  ative attitude towards h lng .  Edna densen is back as a volunteer with the Heart Foundation. 
shows guts andspir i t ."  
The  heart foundation isn't 
the only beneficiary of this 
dedicated volunteer. Edna is 
So she 's  back doing what 
she likes best -  helping other get around town. 
people. So canvassers drop by. her 
She works the phones house and pick up kits and 
organizing volunteers behind receive instructions there. 
the scenes to carry out the also active in the Order of  the 
• " I t  takes a lot out of you,"  " e door-to-door drive to False . ,, . . . . . . .  ,, Royal Purple and has m th 
sac  says. t~ut you just ao it .  ~ , . .  money. . . . . .  . ..... ; .  , . .  past worked wtth.the Arthntts 
Although she has. . . . .  a wheel- It s mcredtble that she~ s .Society, . . . .  
chatr hft at her house and her do ing this~ says BettyCamp-  She also takes m the oc- 
van ts equipped with hand bel l ,  a heart foundation castonal card gameand droner 
controls, it takes her Iongerto  ~ campaign organizerl 'q t  really / at the HappyGang Centre. 
day at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre• 
The band consists of  pianist Linda Lee Thomas, violinists Gwen 
Thompson and Mark Kocnig, Lee Duckies on cello, and Wilmer 
Fawcett on double bass• 
They specialize in light classical music, nostalgic "palm court" 
favourites, tangos and Latin American music. 
So far the group has released two CDs - -  [n Palm Court Style and 
Encore. 
The $15 tickets for the 8 p.m. Feb.17 performance are available at 
Erwin's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
Lions governor visits area 
THE DISTRICT GOVERNOR of the Lions Club will be travelling 
through the northwest next week. 
Terry MacDonald meets with the Terrace Downtown Lions at 
Gim's Restaurant at 7 p.m. He's off to Klthnat and Prince Rupert 
on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The Centennial Lions will be hosting a lunch at the hm of the West 
next Thursday, and the Kermodci Lions will be there for dinner 
later that day. 
All the meetings are open to anyone interested in finding out more 
about he local Lions clubs. 
An ode to the 'Scan 
We, the people who used to live ther~ 
would like you to know, we really care. , .: 
We heard you want to buy a ~can, 
e~ to~, Foh too'el hp ln  if we ran. ' ~ - 
Victoria. : 
The group called themselves Terrace Nites and met regularly in 
the provincial capital during the 1980s. In 1990 S0me:members 
returned to Terra~ and the rest dispersed, l~eanwhlle:th¢ group's 
operating fund grew unti! it was decided recently return it over to 
the Dr, R.E.M. [,eeHospital Foundation. .... 
] ] ] I ] l  I I  
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Party Mixed 
Buffer Toffee 
Flevour House lVltxed 
Nuts 
Rag. $3,39 
'2.44 
Cookies 
7C0 g Chocolale 
Chip or Chocol~e 
Fudge 
Reg. $3,19 
=2.44 
Bleach 
3,6L 
Reg, $2,49 
2]=3.44 
Milk Chocolate 
with Almonds 
85g 
Reg. $1.11 
2/~1.44 
Cookies 
4OO 9 
Del~o A=odment 
Reg. ~.09 
'1.44 
Ritz Crackers 
24O9 
Re~ SZE~ 
=1.44 
Peanut= 
~25g'nn 
Re~ ~4o 
=2.44 
Mr. Clean 
1,2 L 
Re~ $3OO 
*2.44 
Fleecy 
SL 
'4.44 
BonAml 
Glass Cleaner 
'1.94 
Tam Kit Rice 
Odent~, Lo~ Or~ 
Old El Pare 10 kg Bag 
=2,94 =6,94 
Paper Towel= Bathroom 
94' . :94;:': 
Mini Pizzas 
S" 
=1.44 
Jelly Powlers 
Vagimt 85 O 
371,44 
Sweet Ripe 
Tetra Drinks ; 
3x250ml 
2/=1.44 
Hot Chocolate 
Carnation 10 pl~ 
=2.44 
Tea 
Han~onCoud 
=1,44 
Bakery Crbps 
Snacks 
eaO. Pizza, Oa~k: 
170g 
,94 = 
French Rolls 
=1.44 
Spring Water 
Evlm 15L 
=1.44 
Sliced Hm 
Devon 175 g 
~=1.34 
Pudding Mix 
Veillant Inslanl 
94' 
Fudge 
BrownleMIx 
Added Touch 425 o 
'1.44 
Hot Chooolete 
~p~eS50g 
=2.44 
• Table Syrup 
Maple Town 750 ml 
'1.44 
Pineapple 
Eden 10 ozlln 
'1.04 
Appleor 
Cherry 
Turnovers 
=1,44 
Sun.Rype 
SparMem. 
150 rd Bottle 
=1,44 
Laundry 
Detergent 
4Lot 8 LWOolco 
Brand 
Re;~g0 
=3.44 
~qM 
509~ 
Reg. $3.19 
=2.44 
Noodles 
Parkay Steam Fried 
94' 
Fabric" 
so~ 
. =3;44 ;.:' 
Ham Stealls 
Maple Leaf 1 75 g 
=1.94 
Mini Puddln9s 
NestJee 4 pkg 
'2.44 
Cake Mixes 
Added Touch,%~O g 
=1.44 
Heady 
Noodles 
Camping 
=1.44 
Pancake Mix 
Chefs Fancy ~;0 g 
=1.24 
Pickles 
Ok Baby D,~, 
Mixed, Broad & 
Butte, 750 nd 
=2,44 
DnnLlshea 
=1,44 
Cornish Game 
Hens 
Average Slze 650 g 
=1.94 
Scotch Mints 
800g Bag 
Reg. $2.89 
s2.44 
Biscuits 
Butterscotch or 
Coconut 
Reg. 2/$1,00 
4/Sl.44 
Fabric 
Softener 
3,6 LWOolco 
~1.94 
Tllex 
490rid 
~2.44 
Tang 
Orange Flavor 
C~/st~ 3 ~g 
M.14 L 
Gouda (~heese 
~ " 
Peanut Buffer 
Velvet 500g ' 
~2.44 
Ju-Jubes or 
Jelly Beans 
1 kgBag 
Rag, S3.49 
=2.44 
Fig Bars 
Barbara Dee 100 g 
Reg. $2.4,9 
2?3.44 
~oolco 
Bleach 
3.6L 
Chicken Weiners 
Maple Leaf, 1 Ib pkg, 12/pkg 
2/S1.44 
=1.44 
ABC Laundry  But ter  
Date:gent 1 Ib 
=4.94 =2'44 Luncheon 
Meat 
RoyalRO g 
=1.44 ~airm~d-~uice-~ 
I 
I In a Jar 300 ml Devon Bacon 
5o0g i,. , -r ,  t~.~,v.~,~ ,~,~:~'~,~:~'~ ,  ~'~L~'~ ,~,~%~v.,~ .'  '~: ~,:~ i F.re, e.Entry.to Win a Sony Walk~aq 
". "1.74 ~ .... " ..e~ eacH.. , . .  : , 
.o_" .... 4 / *2 .44  
;~ Chunks 
Chlp-lte Sang-Sweet 
26O9 
=1.44 
Sauce Cake Jams 
Mixes 
M°narch 2'~ o Nana'e Own 76o, g 
94 = =1.94 
Chicken 
Chicken I~aglc Crisps 
Monemh 
Me,arch 140 g 
.~1,24 =1,24 
Nestles Oulk Coffee Chock 
Syrup Full of Nut= 
Chocolate or Brick 
Strswhany :~0 nd 36og 
~1,44 =2.44 
Stews Magic Pantry 
~r~n~g Dinners 
~1.94 =2.44 
Hot Pepper • Buns 
Rings Hot Dog or 
750 nd Hamburger 
~2.44 
Mayonnalse . Margarine 
Kraft 750 nd Petke/3 Ib 
Value House Bread 
Ed's Fresh Baked, White or 
Brown 
.79¢/!oaf 
Dairyland Milk 
2%, 2 Litre 
 1.94 
Ant i f reeze  
Pres tone  4L  
=7.44 
Oil 
Quaker State, 10W30, 4 L 
=6.44 
$3.44 $3,44 
, Cheddar 
• Milk • cheese 
=1.94 =1.14 
Photo Album 
Mini 120 
Rag. $4.09 
'3.44 
Coin Wrap 
Starter Kit 
Reg. $3.09 
!2.44 
Photo Album 
49Peas 
Reg. $5.97 
=3,44 
Coln Rollers 
3e~g 
.99¢ 
271.44 
Wdting Pad 
150 Sheets. Ruled 
Peg. St .~ 
271.44 
Tape 
3 pkg Transparent 
Reg, $I. 
=1,44 
Bra or Brief 
Smart Boxed 
Reg. $3,18 
=2.44 
Stretch Sleepers 
Children's 
Reg. $2.99 
=2.44 
Children's Cords 
or Overalls 
Reg. $5.97 
'4.44 
Vinyl Baby Pants 
Infants 
Reg. $135 
271.44 
Tramper Slippers 
Children's 0-24 rnos 
Reg. $5.99 
=4.44 
Dickies 
ladies or Girls 
Rag, $2,99 
=2.44 
I'xl0 C°'°r i r Enlargements Enlargement 351 .mm Polaroid Film 2 Reg, $2.99 
=2,44 '2,44 ~2,44 
Ught Bulbs Windshield 
Card Holder Magic Trolls 4 pkg 40,60orlOON Washer Packing Tape 
Tan or Clear Super Starz 800 Reg. $1,59 4 LAntifreeze 
F~. $1.09 Rag ~,9o Reg. $2.29 
=1.44 =4:44 2/~2"44 .9# =1.44 
Troll Activfly ~ ~ 
Treasure Troll utreez .OCKey Street Hockey Hockey Tape 
with Wmhsfane Book Puck or Ball Blade l ernm xem 
Reg. $3.09 Reg. SZge Cooper Reg. $2.m 
=2.44 n~ ~. Reg.$2. Rag.o, 
"~/'""* =1.44 =1.44 =2.44 
T~bl~.cl~th', Ironing Cover & ~ ~i  ~ Pad Set Fabric Special Crochet Co.on 
Cambridge 
' :-~ Reg. $4.6/ ' . ., Reg. $3;T//m '.,:,',; R~'~"$2:gg . . . . . .  
Reg.r~.m 
=3.44 =4.44 2/=3.44 m =2,44 
. L  l 11:;~;|i~,'L~ 
Flannelette 
Printed or Solid 
=2.44/m 
Hangers Shelf Liner Lace Clearance Wool Yam 
Assoded Cleamnos Rubermatd Assortment Red Head 175 O 
Peg, $3.4`9 Reg. 3 ydt$1.09 -- Reg. $1,00 Reg, $427 
=1.44 Pk '2.44 6yd/=1.44 2/~1.44 =3,44 
Nail Polish 
Remover 
Perspective .200 rd 
Reg. $1.5O 
2/~1.44 
Johnson's Baby 
Powder 
1009 
Reg. $4.099 
=3.44 
Disposable 
Razors 
Men's or Lady's 
Reg. $1.99 
=1.44 
Combs 
16 Pack 
Reg. $1,99 
'1.44 
Shampoos Or 
Conditioners 
Assorted Brand Names 
=2.44 
Vaseline Hand 
Lotion 
600n~ 
Reg. $5,99 
=4,44 '
Mouthwash 
750 ml 
Reg. $3,92 
=2.44 
Cosmetic Bag 
Reg. $1.29 
2/~1.44 
Johnson' s Baby 
Shampoo\ 
6oond 
Reg. r~.TS 
=3.44 
Gillette Foamy 
350rd 
Peg. $3.19 
*2,44 
Hair Accessories 
Children's 
'2.44 
Cosmetic Puffs 
Merit 300 or I O0 Jumbo 
Reg, $1.~ 
2/~2.44 
Work Socks 
"Union Approveo" 
Reg. $2,09 
• =2.44 
Dress Socks 
Men's 
=2.44 
Knee High 
Panty Hose 
"Ever/Day Preference" 
6 Pko 
Reg. $2,09 
=2.44 
Panty Hose " 
Brand Name Clearance 
Reg. $1,09 
2/=1.44 
Sport Socks 
Men's or Boys. 
' 3 Pr Pkg 
Re~$2.99 
=2.44,", 
SilpwSocks 
Ladles 
";' Reg. $1.99 
J 
:!,S0cks 
Asanded Men's. 
Reg~ $1.00 
r2~i'44 
Panty Hose ~ 
,rand Ne~e Clearance 
Reg.iZ~ 
2/~2.44 
Danby 
Microwave 
77 month "NoWony" 
Worranly .4 cu. ft. 
only$94.44 
• Blue Jeans 
Men's, Name Bm~d, 
Assodrnent 
Reg, $29,99 
=24.44 
Lamp 
3WayTouch 
Reg.$~09 
=39.44 
T.V.'s & Stereo's 
DIsconlJnund 
34% off 
Sheet Sets, 
Comfodm, Blanke~ 
Cismdlnued, Huge 
A.odzosnt 
24% off 
Color T.V. 
MTO 28' Monitor Style 
on Seem Display 
Re~ $609.99 
=594.44 
Video Camcorder 
FLC.A. 
Reg. $709.99 
~644.44 
Beaded Seat 
Cushions 
Popular Seat Cushions 
for,autos or Chairs 
~,~ 
=4.44 
SuperNea 
Control Set 
Reg. $119.99 
'94.44 
Telephones 
Reconditioned, Fully 
W~enteed 
Reg. $13.49 
=9.44 
Fltrlm Exercise Bike 
3 Function Cornier, 
Balance Weighted Pedal, 
7kg Rywhed, UType 
Hande~ 
=94.44 
The Beer 
Machine 
Reg. $74.89 
=64.44 
Stereos & Ghetto 
Blasters 
Dlamnttnued, Great 
Assadmenl 
34% off 
Entertainment 
Center 
4Z'x 49" x16", Black or 
Wood ~. 
Reg. S74.~ 
=69.44 
Serger Sewlng 
Machlne 
Brother 
Reg. $449.99 
=344.44 
Sale prices effective for two days only or while quantities last. We reserve the dght to limit quantities. No rainchecks. 
WE RESERVETHE RIGHT 
1"0 LIMIT QUANTITIES 
~mB • 
SORRY NO RAIN CHECKS 
II I I I 
HOURS: 
Monday & Tuesday 9:30-6:00 
Wed., Thurs.,.& Fri. 9:30-9:00 
Saturday 9;00-6:00 
' Sunday11:00:5:00 .~ ,.i., ~ 
I 
. ~ ~) 
<!Q: 
'~V 
• : ::/•/i:: %:¸(::¸([¸¸i ::i•~¸¸ %¸¸  (• 
• • •/ : / ; i  ¸  : ) / i~::(:  : : :  
~ i: iiiiill ~ i~: i/!ii ! i~i ? ! 
/ 
i!!:! ¸ i i : i  ii /ill I ii i 
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Fox 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10 
R.E.M LEE THEATRE 
T ICKETS ON SALE  THIS  SATURDAY AT 
S IGHT & SOUND 
PRODUCED BY PERRYCOPE '93 i 
WEST COAST QUINTET Viveza specializes in salon music and Theatre on Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 8 p.m. It's another present~- 
the rhythms of Latin America. They'll be at the R.E.M. Lee tion of the Terrace Concert Society. 
VIUSIC 
& VIVEZA, a five:piece band presents the lighter side of classi- 
ii ca l - -  salon music including tangos, boleros and escardases - -a t  8 
i ~ p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 17 at the R.E.M, Lee TheaUe~ A Terrace 
i: Concert Society presentation. Tickets $15 ($10 for students and 
THEATRE 
• THRILLER OF THE YEAR, a whodunnit murder mystery, 
by the Terrace Little Theatre plays at the McColl Playhouse on 
Kalum St. Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Showtime 8 p.m. Tickets 
$10 at Carter's Jewellers, Skeena Mall and Bank of Montreal, 
This Week 
at the Terrace Inn 
In Augies 
Monday 
Lasagne $4.95 
D in ing  Room 
Spec ia l  
Friday 5 pm - 8 pm 
seniors ) at Erwin's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
! A JACK OF CLUBS plays at the Terrace Curling Club on Feb. 
i 12 during the Ladies Valentine Bonspiel, and THE RANGE 
ROCKERS play on the 13th. 
A THE LOW BUDGET BLOOZ BAND bare their soul at the 
: 3rd annual Spring Fever Dance Saturday, Feb. 13 at the Thonthill 
Community Centre. Tickets $10 at Fabricland. Doors 8 p.m. 
•DARREL  AND LEONA HENNESSY play country-rock, 
i Scottish and Irish music until Feb. 13 at George's Pub in the North- 
i: ern Motor Inn. 
• L ITrO COSTELLO plays Feb. 12-13 at the Royal Canadian 
: Legion, Branch 13~ Also on stage on the•!3th isELIZA FRAN. 
Jk KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to [ a.m.) and 
Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
:L'm and every Friday night (7 p.m/to 1 a.m.) at the Thornhill 
• MULTI-MEDIA '93 features the work of local art gallery 
members on display now in the Terrace Art Gallery for the month 
of February. Opening night is Friday, Feb. 5,: Gallery hours are 
:i Neighbourbood Pub. noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday. 
U ' 
!•  ELIZA FRAN plays Feb. 19th at the RoyalCanadian Legion, * Make the 'Scene! Call 638.7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
Branch 13. i " ,- . . . . .  ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " yorur :event to the Standard's free entertainment listings. The 
. . . . .  "' ....... " ' " ................................ : ~=" .... ':'": ...... deadlineis 5pJn. Thursdayforthefollowlng week's paper. 
Turkey Dinner with all 
MOVIES  
Tuesday  the trimmings & dessert 
Ethnic Tuesday $4.95 = | 11 Q_r-t 
Wednesday  : . ._ v ,  v v 
• HOFFA starring Jack Nicholson and Danny DeVito plays . Shepards Pie $4.95 [ Valent ines  
Wednesday and Thursday at the Tillicum Twin Thealzes, playing at 
7 and 9:15 p.m. BODY OF EVIDENCE, with Madonna nd Wil- " Thursday  ~ . - .  - - - - - - .  
lem Dafoe, plays at 7:15 and 9:30 p'm. , . . . .  I ~I ~peGla!  
Starting Friday: CnicKen P'esio _ . . . i Feb 13 & 14 
NOWHERE TO RUN, featuring Jean Claude van Damme plays re~ucini $4.951 Roast Veal I, 
at 7 and 9 p.m. from Feb. 12-18. SCENT OF A WOMAN plays at 
8 p.m. oniy. Friday I or Steak Diane Ba,o° of Beef $5.95 [.em on, 
ETCETEi '¢r. 
Suggested 
~ l ,  rt , ~ " ~  
tce rt ll  D  n l  ~ Feb. 8- 20 I 
,,°,,Ca ,ooo,, IIl/l Ji "PrairieThunder"l 
I    i r 2 t o a d l ~  ._ . . . . .  /n ............ I 
efo l l w lngw , er .  i 635 6630 ........ ; .  
,, , Lee HospltalFouidatlon 
If you are 
getting married... 
Supporting the Terrace Regional Health Care Society 
This basket-holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Ph'bne Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllan 635-3044 
libel *1~ ~LTO 
: HE TERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY PRESENTS 
2 ... 
I. 
:ev 
:le of classical music- 
md excardases - played to themax! 
sensation dazzling audiences 
p selling recording artists 
ednesday, February 17 
8:00 pm 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
s: $15/Adult $10/Student/Senior 
............ J at Erwin's Jewellers, Skeena Mall 
ii:SpOnsored by Braid Insurance 
The Directors of the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation wish to 
extend their sincere thanks to all who contributed to the Foundation 
during the past years and to those who supported the Cash 
Calendar Projects. 
The Foundation was formed to work with the Terrace Regional 
Health Care Society and Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace. Its 
mandate is to increase and improve medical care by encouraging 
individual, corporate and community support. 
The provincial government does not provide unlimited funding 
and therefore hospitals must rely on community and corporate 
donations. 
Funds raised by the Foundation are used for the purchase of 
diagnostic and medical equipment. By enhancing the scope and 
quality of medical services available at Mills Memorial Hospital, the 
health needs of our residents and of the neighboring areas, can be 
addressed locally thereby eliminating costly referral to larger 
centres. 
With your support, the C.T. Scanner Fund has reached over 
$600,000.00. Quotes to date for a mid-price Scanner are between 
$585,000.00 and $720,800.00. 
Donations are gratefully accepted. Any funds over the price of a 
C.T. Scanner will go toward other equipment o aid in the health care 
of patients. 
Through your donations, over $115,000 of equipment has been 
purchased for Mills Memorial Hospital to date. 
Mills Memorial Hospital has developed a list of some of the major 
equipment it would like to acquire: 
Infant Intensive Care System $17,000 
Portable Ultrasound Unit $50.000 
Colonoscope (used in the OR) $20.000 
2 Defibrillators 
(for I.C.U. and Emergency) $16,000 each 
The Foundation is committed to aid in improving regionalhealth 
care and to enhance the quality of life for residents of the region. 
Your ongoing support is greatly appreciated. Thank you. 
llii!ii,!ii! i : 
- The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation ::i 
ti: 4720 Haugland Avenue - 
:;/~ Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 ~ 
,/ 
~ ~ 638-4021 or 638-4098 
• . -<  : ; -  . 
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Couple toasts 50th 
Eric and Ella Turner are wel- 
coming their friends and family 
to their 50th wedd ing anniversary 
open house Sunday Feb. 14 from 
2 to 3:30 p.m. at Terraceview 
Lodge. 
The couple was married Feb. 
12, 1943 next door to where they 
live today - -  their Park Ave. 
home beside Gim's Restaurant. 
That same day Eric and Ella 
moved into their home, which 
Eric had started building h= 1942. 
Just three months later Eric 
joined the army and was shipped 
out in May, 1943. 
After four years overseas he 
returned to Terrace and worked 
with his father on a bridge crew. 
Eric worked with various local 
sawmills until shifting to the 
forests ministry as a scaler in 
1974. He worked there until his 
retirement in April, 1985. 
Since the age of 12, Eric had 
been involved in music bands. A 
great singer, alto-sax and guitar 
player, he performed with the 
Melody Kings, with Rex Baxter, 
the Schdels Bros, and of course 
the Moth Balls with Jim Daniels, 
Gordie Gilbrith, Gordie Coalter, 
Bert Ljungh, Doreen Goodvin 
and Scott Easton. 
Erie's parents --Thomas and 
Rose Turner - -  met and married 
in London ii~ 1919 and returned 
to Canada after the First World 
Wa/. 
They fkst lived on 160 acres at 
Jackpine Flats. At that time no 
bridges crossed the Skeena, They 
took a ferry in summer and 
walked across on the ice in the 
. winter months. 
Eric's grandfather was known 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
/ MARCEL GAGNE 
Thornhill Motors 
Let me he/p you with your 
purchase of your new or use< 
car or truck. 
BUS: 635-7286 
Res: 635-1165 
ALL NORTHERN VETERINARY CLINIC 
is pleased to announce that they have 
enlisted the services of 
Dr. Britt Mills, D.V.M 
practice limited to horses 
Dr. Mills is a highly qualified Equine practitioner whom we feel 
will enhance the level of care we are able to provide the 
horse owners of our community, In addition, Dr. Mills will be 
available for seminars in horse care and clinics on riding 
insb'uction. 
Appo intment  with Dr. Mil ls can  be made 
through All Nor thern  Veter inary  Serv ices  
Phone 635-3300 
|1 
Exciting Specials. All Day Long at the Back Eddy 
Tuesdays- One Pound of Popcorn Shrimp .......................... =6.95 
Fridays- Steak & Fantail Shrimp .......................................... =8.50 
Saturdays - One Pound Hotwings ........................................ =4.50 
Sundays - Free Pool All Day 
Bring 'our 
to the Back Eddy for a late breakfast 
(featuring a variety of eggs benedicts) 
11:00 am to 3:00 pm on Sunday Feb. 14 
I 
Phone: 635-5336 
as "Two-Gun Tommy" because 
he'd reputedly shot a man down 
south who accused him of cheat- 
ing in a card game. Thinking he'd 
killed the man, he fled north, 
ending up in Terrace. 
Ella was born in Houston July 
24, 1924 in a family of 11 chil- 
dren. 
Her father remarried after the 
flu death of his first wife, taking 
Constance, an Italian mail-order 
bride. They moved to Terrace 
~ l !~,~f f  I ,  ~ 11 as 10, i~ing a t~a,  . . ":'~ . .. . ~ .  (.. .!~ ;..~<.,¢.?! 
~. .+,urn  St. - ' ~ '++:  ~+; " :" :'L'~ 
t~i~,aibecause of his health'j,'has 
bee" li~,ing at Terraceview Lodge 
since Sept. 3, 1992. 
Licensed Prernl 
. . .~.~ . ~a~'7 . .2~, t / , /~ ,  l, iglW~." 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Cit izens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specia ls  exempt)  
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m.. 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
located  i n 
the  
oLUM+BmR 
LODGE 
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4702 kake lse  
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++ AT THIS SPECIAL PRICE, 
THE +'93 E ' " XCEL CX S ARE DISAPPEARING FAST, +: 
MORE STANDARD FEATURES 
With more standard features than any car 
in its class, including 5 speed manual transaxle, 
variable speed intermittent wipers, 1.5 litre elec- 
tronic fuel injected engine, Michelin all-season 
radials, and much more, the 5 passenger 
~See aealer ,or oetall$. 
Excel CX has always been, and continues to 
be, an unbeatable value. 
5 YEAR/100,000 KM WARRANTY 
Hyundai continues to deliver one of the 
best warranties in the business with the 5 year/ 
.100,000 km major component warranty and a 
3 year/60,000 km bumper to bumper limited 
warranty+' ~ ~  " 
24 HOUR ROADSIDE ASSIST 'qCE +: 
And now, Excel also comes with 24 Hour . ..... 
Roadside Assistance. Whether youneed abat . . . .  
tery boost or simply run outofgas, help is only   JnlDR I 
a toll-free call away. It's somethingyou.may/+i- .+ : ; , I  ~, +: 
+, i (  " Where The Smart Money Goes. 
*Limited time offer In effect from Janua~ 4 1993. 1993 Excel CX 3-dtx,r from $7,888 :~ - 
inc uding freight and P.D.I. License and taxes extra, Prfeeshog;n is M.S,R,P, less pmmntlonal discount. Participating dealers may sell for less. : +" 
never use, but it's nice tO have that little extra 
peace of mind. 
Whatever Hyundai you choose - the 
sporty Scoupe, the spacious Sonata, the stylish 
Elantra or the value packed Excel, of one thing' : 
you can be sure;you're choosing a+commitment • , 
to quality. 
HILL HYUND 
e Smart Money G 
+rrace, B.C. Oea,erNo. m, ,  63 ,= 
+ . 'e ~ 
. ,  . , ;  ~ ~:  . .~ , , - .= .~;? ,~+C~:~. j ,~:~) ,~ .~:~:  +% =: . - :~  ~.  ~. . - .  , .  = .. . 
; . . . . .  +-:' +i i:?,~ / '>  +(:~++ + :+i . . . . . . . . . .  
_ 
+ . • + 
+.. . .  
+ +[ .  L ~++'+ 
Skeena Angler 
Rob 
Brown 
Lip service 
"THE SALMON RESOURCE," 
brays the Minister of Fisheries in a 
recent letter to the Vancouver Pro- 
vince, "is healthy and enjoying 
tremendous growth." 
• The Honourable John Crosbie then 
proceeds to speak only of increased 
harvest and sockeye abundance in 
certain parts of the province, con- 
veniently forgetting about the other 
species and about biodiversity. 
"The total catch of Pacific salmon, 
averaged over the four-year cycle of 
salmon returns, increased 42 per cent 
(1981-1984 cycle and 1989-1992). The 
average coast-wide salmon catch in- 
creased ,fr, om 28,463,400 to 37,350,200 
salmon, says Crosbie with reference 
tO spawning escapement and with no 
mention of the critical condition of 
steelhead stocks, most notably the 
steelhesd that mn to the Thompson 
without question• the world's finest 
strain of sea-run rainbows. 
With each election I hope that an en- 
lightened captain will be installed at 
the helm of the federal Department Of
Fisheries and Oceans. With his letter, 
Crosbie proves that when it comes to 
the problems of the west coast fishery, 
he, like his predecessors, is either in an 
advanced state of denial or he simply 
doesn't know his buttocks from his 
earlobes. 
After Mr. Crosbie's facile response 
to the editorializing of the Province, I
offer the following open letter from 
Craig err, president of the Steelhead 
Society of B.C. to Prime Minister Mul- 
roney as a purgative: 
Dear Mr. Mul~gney: ~,~,~. 
The Steeih~b~ociety of B.C. f~  
vently hopes "~t  you will back ~i[/~ 
your recent promlge to protect.C.ana- 
da's biological diversity, .
You could make a good start by 
saving the Pacific coast fishery 
resource and by preventing the ex- 
termination of many races of salmonid. 
Doing even that much will require im- 
mediate and determined action. Sign- 
ing treaties, citing plans or posturing as 
one of the concemed is not enough. 
Action is required. 
To save the west coast fisheries you 
must replace the minister and deputy- 
minister of fisheries and a whole 
phalanx of bureaucrats. 
Their collective myopia is far too 
dangerous not to do so. 
You must also seek the counsel of, 
not attack, those very people whose 
tongues are not easily compromised 
and whose eyes see that our collective 
future is inextricably inked to the en- 
vironment. 
When you recently stood at the 
Reifcl Bird Sanctuary in Delta, you 
heard and saw and, let us hope, 
responded to the snow geese that come 
to the Fraser River delta from Siberia 
each winter. The Fraser is one of the 
world's still great salmon rivers. Let us 
hope yon have a genuine feeling for 
the salmon. 
Though salmon are less audible and 
less visible than geese, salmon are also 
Gypsies. 
And the salmon's ocean odyssey is 
truly a marvel; many of them explore 
thousands of miles of the Pacific 
Ocean before their urge to spawn 
brings them home. 
Many races of salmon will never 
again wander the sea, never again fill 
the net or test the line, never again 
spawn. 
For we have exterminated hundreds, 
yes hundreds, of races of them. And 
we seem determined to exterminate 
hundres of races more. 
The Steelhead Society suggests that 
you will have to act decisively to over- 
come the public's cynicism. The 
society hopes that you soon provide the 
kind of leadership that permits Cana- 
dians to expect a continued high 
qualtiy of:life and that you show a 
heightened awareness of the impor- 
tance of the environment. 
Many years of federal government 
neglect and mismanagement have 
taken and are still taking considerable 
tolls on fisheries resources that have 
immeasurable conomic, recreational 
and cultural significance to British 
Columbians. 
Please demonstrate hat you genu- 
inely care about blodiversity. 
Craig err ,  
President 
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Kla How Ya gold rush 
Terrace figure skaters were no longer 
agilely gliding when they came away 
from this year's Kla How Ya meet in 
Prince Rupert. 
They were staggering under the weight 
of 31 medals including a meebleading 
14 gold. 
And, had they taken along a couple of 
more skaters, TFSC would also have 
walked offwith the club points title. 
As it was the Kitimat's Snow Valley 
group was able to use its eight extra 
competitors advantage to squeak a 93 
points to 92 win in that category. 
Coincidentally, the team trophy was 
decided by a single point last year. The 
difference was Terrace edged out 
Kitimat hat time. 
Terrace's plundering included clean 
sweeps of the medals in three vents. 
Katie Dediluke took gold in First Fig- 
ure with the other placings going to club- 
mates Alane Pearce and Carrie Iamele. 
Dcdiluke was on the top podium again 
in the Preliminary Ladies 10 years and 
over, flanked by Dana Randrnp and 
Kendra Eys. 
And Dediluke was back for another in 
Beginner Team Manoeuvers as she and 
teammates Erin Goodall, Stephanie Kerr 
and Grace Mitchell edged out Iamele, 
Pearce, Randrup and Jennifer Kuehne for 
the gold while Leanne Ballinger, Elissa 
Vales, Vanessa LeBlanc and Lindsay 
Moleski completed the shutout. 
Terrace hauled in another gold in Team 
Manocuvers when Jody Kyle, Tanya 
McNee, Khalie Eys and Jill Harvey took 
the Pre-Bcginners class. 
Filling out TFSC's complement of 
firsts were Vales (Preliminary Figures, 
Group A), Khalie Eys (Pre-Prcliminary, 
9-10 years), Jill Harvey (pre-Prelims, 11 
and over), LeBlanc (prelim. 10 years and 
over), Grace Mitchell (prelim. 10 years 
and over, Group B), Stephanie Kerr (pre- 
Juveniles, 11 years and under) and 
Melanie'Kerr (Prc-N'ovice) while in pairs 
action Vales and Grace Mitchell com- 
bined for gold in the Preliminary Ladies 
and the duo of Melanie Kerr-Kuchne 
duplicated in Level II Ladies. 
Silver medals went to Lisa Goodall 
(Fourth Figure), McNec (Pre-Prclim, 11 
and over Group A), Vales (Pre-Prelim, 9 
and Under), Dediluke-Erin Goodall 
(Prelim Pairs), Stephanie Kerr-LeBlanc 
(Level I Pairs), Kuehne-Randrup-Iamelc- 
Melanie Kerr (Formation 14-Step) and 
Kuehne again in Silver Artistic. 
Rounding out the medal total with 
bronzes were Stcphanie Kerr (Second 
Figure), Moleski (Prelim, 10 and under 
Group B), Kuehne (Intermediate Ladies) 
and Jennifer Mitchell (Open Artistic). 
LeBlane was also awarded an 
honourable mention for the artistic con- 
tent in her freeskate solo. 
HIGH NOON: It was a shootout between the Terrace and Kitimat bantam rep 
teams in weekend Tri-City league action, with Kitimat;taking Game One el, 
Friday night 8-5 after a penalty-filled third period. On Saturday it was another 
duel. Strong play by forwards like Chad McKay kept Terrace close. Full 
results next week of the final clash between the zone archrivals before zone 
playoffs in two weeks time. 
Bantams fine 
ambassadors 
']'hey might only have finished fifth in 
the final standings, but the Terrace In- 
land Kenworth Bantam rep team 
nevertheless cored a major triumph at a 
recent Prince George AAA tournament. 
The victory came in being named win- 
ners of the Rahier Award, presented to 
the most disciplined team at the event. 
In a letter to the Terrace Minor Hockey 
executive, tournament chairman John 
Engbrecht explained "this award is pre- 
sented to the team that has exemplified 
the most discipline on and offthe ice." 
He went on to explain the selection 
committee had gathered reports on all 
teams' conduct throughout the weekend, 
when playing and when not. 
The Terrace squad had earned the 
award through the "very positive" 
reports received about hem. 
"Your organization should be proud of 
the excellent conduct displayed by your 
Bantam players and coaching staff," 
Engbrecht added. 
Trophy donor Darcy Rahier is coach of 
the Prince George team. 
Explaining the reason he created the 
award, Rahier said more than 30 years 
involvement in hockey had: convinced 
him !'discipline and the right philosophy 
are the most Important aspects of.the 
game." 
Suggesting a player's years in minor 
hockey could lay the foundation for the 
path they follow later in life, he added, 
"All too often winning is put to the fore- 
front at the expense of the integrity of 
the game. 
Rahier said everyone, instead of think- 
ink about what they can get out of the 
game, should be laying to do something 
for it. "I  believe this trophy is the most 
important one," he concluded. 
Apart from getting their names placed 
on the trophy, Terrace Minor Hockey. 
president Brian Downie said the team 
also received a cheque for $500. 
Although no decision has been made 
yet on what to do with the money, he 
suggested a significant portion would 
likely go towards the team's travel ex- 
penses. 
Those travel expenses could possibly 
include travelling to this year's provin- 
cials, Downie idded. 
Terrace will face Kitimat in the zone 
playoffs at the end of the month. 
Although Inland Kcnworth has been 
struggling against heir southern eigh. 
ALL SMILES. Terrace figure skaters had reason too after their performance 
at the Kla How Ya competition in Prince Rupert. Seen above are (back row, 
left to right) Grace Mitchell, Dana Randrup, Jennifer Kuehne, Carrie lamele 
and Alane Pearce with (front row) Stephanie Kerr, Leanne Ballinger, Elissa 
Vales and Undsay Moleski. Missing from the photo are Lisa Goodall, Melanle 
Kerr, Khalie Eys, Kendra Eys, Jody Kyle, Daniel Miller, Stephanie Miller, 
Nathania Talstra, Jennifer Mitchell, Jill Harvey and Tanya McNee. 
-iwimmers back 
nd far from blue 
rio of Bluebacks are anything but 
after strong performances at the 
• provincial championships. 
'.lyn Coxford, Aimce Peacock and 
McKenzie all had reason to be 
..d with their showing at the meet, 
each Mike Carlyle. 
lifying for six finals, Coxford 
1 in her best performance in the 
individual medley. 
ford swam to the sixtit fastest time 
• qualifying heats, slicing a full a 
d off her best ever time. 
said Carlyle, there was better still 
ae as she slashed a further four sec- 
Df that time to take fourth spot in 
=16 years-old final. 
ford also came away with a fifth in 
30m butterfly, sixth in the 100m 
eventh place finishes in the 200m 
Ld 200m free and an eighth in the 
fly. 
t of those finishes represented an 
vement over her placing after the 
Carlyle pointed out. 
dso suggested Coxford could have 
even better had it not been for the 
effect of swimming three finals in 
-,le evening and her remarkable 
IM effort. 
McKenzie also rewrote her per- 
sonal best sheet, recording fastest imes 
yet in six of her seven events "Tori took 
three to four seconds off most of those 
times," Carlyle added. 
Although even that wasn't enough to 
make the finals, he pointed out McKen- 
zie was up against sometough opposi- 
tion. 
She had to swim in the 17 years and up 
• caiegory, he explained, and there's no 
top age limit there. 
As a result, she was up against compe- 
titors from B.C. and Albertan nniver- 
irfsities including members of the national 
-, team. 
Peacock made the final in both her 
breast stroke events, finishing seventh in 
the 100m and 200m. 
Carlyle said he was well-pleased with 
that showing because Peacock had 
changed her stroke only three weeks be- 
fore the meet.. 
That change is in line with the long 
term goal to qualify Peacock for the na- 
tionals, possibly as cady as the Ed- 
monton meet in May. 
"It was important to practice the new 
stroke against tough opposition," he 
said, more important than where Peacock 
finished in the field. 
Noting the Bluebacks have a heavy 
schedule against hem, Carlyle said next 
up was this weekend's trip to Smithers. 
For younger swimmers only, those tak- 
ing part will spend Saturday in the pool 
and then head for Hudson Bay Mountain 
Sunday for a day's kiing. 
The following weekend sees the Junior 
'AA' Provincials in Surrey with five 
Bluebacks slated to make the trip. 
A couple of Bluebacks would also be 
taking part in the B.C. Winter Games in 
Kitimat at the end of the month and then 
it was off to the 'AAA' provincials in 
Victoria the first weekend of March. 
Not that anyone's complaining. "This 
is what we like, this is what we train 
for," Carlyle pointed out. 
Turpin takes a turn 
at Northmen helm 
By DAVID HULL 
Willie McCicar3, has been returned 
to a second term as president of the 
Terrace Northmen rugby club. 
• Also elected to the '93 executive at 
the Jan. 31 annual general meeting 
were long time Northman John Dodd 
(vice.president) and David Hull (secre- 
tory and fund rundraislng 
chairman/tour co-ordinator) 
John Turpin, a new face to Terrace, 
but certainly not to rugby, has been 
assigned the ominous task of coach. 
Recently transferred here With 
I.C.B.C~ Turpin has played top level 
rugby in the Vancouver area for many 
years, 
Ernle "Energizer" Dusdal was 
elected field captain for another year 
bouts all season, Terrace ~ came out on And will also serve its assistant to Tur- 
• top a t  Prince George where IOtimat pi'n. 
endedup in seventh,~ ...... / : i  : ~::: i Hawaii has again been chosen as the 
destination for this year's Northmen 
tour, the third time the club will have 
gone to the World Invitation Rugby 
tournament. 
The jewel in the world crown of 
rugby tournaments, the eight day 
event attracts teams from around the 
globe. 
The Northmen find the tournament 
format far more convenient and eco- 
nomical than trying to organize a tour 
taldng in a number of different 
destinations within one or two coun- 
tries. In Hawaii you can play teams 
from cold, wet countries and then go 
and lay on the beaches of Walklld -. 
cer~inly the best of both worlds. 
Depending on weather and field con. 
ditions, the Northmen expect to start 
practising in late March. For Informa- 
tion on local rugby, call David Hull at 
638.1327, 
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 ,ports Darts  + Drummond McCall 
Ladles  Thursday  Nil~ht 
• " Division of Fedmot Inca 
M e ~  TOTAL OAME POINTS ~ 815 Enterprise Ave. Carla Boreham 333 ~ 
Men's  Recreat ional  Hockey ~e, ,Hken  315 " Kitimat, BC vec 2P1 
Joyce Bradley 281 
THURSDAY+ FEB. 11 Recreational Division ,4~-;im Ratcliffe 201 TOLL FREE 1-800-565-8220 PHONE 632-4702 FAX 632-6585 
Minor  Ho©k~y TEAM GP W L T GF GA PTS Georgina Ratcliffe 174 
BANTAM HOUSE LEAGUE: AJI Seasons 31 20 6 5 192 122 45 Marg Saulnier 156 ' 
9:15p.m.-  RemaxRealtyv Skec, aHotel 31 16 10 5 161 154 37 BettyCampbell 153 [ ~  { ~ }  
LakelseLogging Back Eddy Pub 29 15 11 3 169 142 33 Joan Magrum 117 NOW ACCEPTED 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 30 15 13 2 154 139 32 Peggy Degerness 108 I 
FRIDAY~FEB. 12 Precision Builders 30 9 20 1 116 151 19 HIGH SCOI~ POiNTS FOR YOUR ] [~  
Curlin8 Coast Inn ofthe West 29 6 21 2 114 198 14 AnnetteHken 174 CONVENIENCE 
VALENTINES Ladies Carla Boreham 163 
B0nspiel begins,.f'mals on Sun- 3anuary 31 • Ge0rgina Ratcliffe 64 FOR PURCHASES 
ally afternoon. To enter, phone Skecna Hotel 7 Precision Builders 3 Marg Saulnier 49 
I~ecur lh~gc!ubat635.5583,  Back Eddy Pub 5 AliSeasons 5 JoyceBradley 48 OF  STEEL, ALUMINUM OR 
February 2 " - Betty Campbell 40 REBAR 
• SATURDAY~ FEB.13 All Seasons 14 Coast Inn of the West 2 Anita Ratcliffe 39 
Cross country siding February 3 : " - PeggyrDegerness 20 
.CROSS COUNTRY" Back Eddy Pub 7 SkeenaHotcl 3 .  Joan Magrum 6 G IVE  JOHN OR SUSAN A CALL  
skl marlthon at Onion Lake Februa/y4 
Ski Trails. Registration 9 a.m., Norm's Auto Refinishing 2 Precision Builders 5 :---:  - - - - - - - " 
.racing starts at 10 a.m. 
- .  Oldtimers Division STEEL • STAINLESS STEEL -ALUMINUM • 
• ' " SUNDAY~FEB. 14 TEAM GP W L T GF GA FI'S 
Hi!r ing Terrace Timbenncn 25 17 4 4 123 77 38 NICKEL • COPPER • BRASS 
~VAL~NTINB'S DAY cross Riverside Auto Wranglers 31 13 14 4 114 131 30 A Federal Industries Company 
.¢o~nUy .ski trip to Sleeping Northern Motor Inn Okics 30 13 14 3 116 101 29 
:l~iutyMt. 10gging road. Good Convoy Supply 32. 9 20 3 102 146 21 
Ik i ing + On L L level;terrain, bring January 30 ._~ • 
.lunch tnd meet at' 10 a.m. at li- 
blll;y.~Phone Kelly. (798-2535) No.hem Motor Inn Okies 8 Riverside ~u,o W=,,+ 5 0]~[f~ 0fC' a 
i for 'mo" tnform,tlon. ' ' Terrace Timbermen 10 Convoy Supply 2 Benevolent a d Protective Or~r na 
.... , : ~ February2 
,'/. ;,~ M'oz~mAY, tomB. ~s mvmideA, to Wrang~n 4 Con,~oy S.pp~y 2 TERRACE, LO DGE No, 425 
M~6r  He©key: * Februa w 3 I Iru©K Allan Banner I -.~'m+ oft~ North" 
:~ igq ' rAMHbUSE LEAGUE: Terrace Timbermen 2 Northern Motor Inn Okies 2 I Mount  I 
"g i l s :p :m. , :BradfordandSonv  - " I .'r , take this opportunityTHANKSon LIi~|Sl~•]+0ggillg: " r~ l l~ ._~ , JoeSabo.ri. 120 +o 5o.o CARPE CLEANING 
~: , , . , :  . . . . . . . .  ,,,,,o, Ta.k , ,  ,0 , , . ,  l( ~ F o ! Terrace Elks Lodge NO. 425. Tobehalfthank Ofali the the <'+ Wednesday Night Mixed G'ginaRatcliffe SO S9 48.8: r .  i 
' . : i '  TUESDAY, FEB. 16 • E 
: .Milt; l .  lR0rckey. "GP  W % ArtEorlmer 146 71 48.6. Ic~C stlmates I local, and out  of town business 
b~melteHiPen "19 51 64.6 Joyc+Bradley ,, ,, +.,. l~ l J~  Reasonable I 
• B~A~H+USELEAGUE:  ee 101 63 624 NealNordstrom 127 61 480 establishments, members  o f  the  R .E .M,  Lee  John Ho% . • 
. , :7:4$p.m'," :Eakels©Lo~i~gv Ray Tank 54 32  593 Lauml Mclntyre 146 68 46.6. />~. Prices ! Foundation, our own Elks members, and 
R=m.axl~ea|ty BobBennett 105 60 57:1 TheresaDoucctte131 m 46.+ / / , (~ .E f f i c len  t I many local individuals who assisted us with : Brian Mclntyr¢ 146 82 56.2 Betty Campbell 125 57 45,6 
6 John Doucette 53 24 45 3 . . . .  : PRIDAY~ FEB. 19 Malcolm Baxter 114 64 5 .1 
l loekey . . . .  JohnGmot 146 81 55.5 HildaBennett 105 47 44.8 / ) l~R°tary  ! this year's Cash Calendar sales. A special 
• B]~]~c R'I PEEWEES KeithNorman ~07 5~ 55~ m~b~,,~=~ 9+ 4O 42,~ /L~t'~t X~Extraction I thanks to our local radio and T.V. station for 
,togmIme.t ge~'under way, Clare Groot 139 70 50:4 Sally Ryan 139 57 41.0 I their great support 
• wlads up Sunday, Feb. 21. Frank Bowsher 
, , . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ - , ~ Without the support of each and everyone of 
i:: ~ ~A'~AY,  FEB. 21 free Wlritc~ W~t~ you this great project would not have been the 
m,. ,  . ~. "+ , - , -  * Movie+ RX.20~ great success it has been over the past years. ]3MV.+,t+'~S'['~S s|alom and ,.,u..e. 
I I  ,.,.+.~,.. Our sincere THANKS to each andeveryone lllint+ dlllom-taces at Hudson 
• ~y l  ML;'Smithets, con,inuing OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED:  of you. 
.... ;~l~l~ll'y~::/Phone .84?-2058 for ,Fire & W=ter Damage Restoration L. Baker  ~ 
~Ii!i.~S~/+;'.:;,;. ' ' .Odour Control,Pet Od0ur Control ' -' : •. " 
"" :':!: ! ~:+:+!iri'A' ~" * * C~ PHONE ~ Chairman = 
++ i: i : 
+'./{:+::,.' ,;i'i : ..-? . ~ 635-3558 ~ Elks Lod~+e No. 425 + 
F A~r~,AL~ Anyone inter- ~o. ~un 'mz,~ i 
~t~, l~- : ]p I Iy lng  in the Senior -- - - - ' ~ • 
' i~*"  ' :  . , , 
::+I ,,,+ COASTAL MOUNTAIN FWGHT RE • ..... CENT 
' ~"~'L: '='~O" =V+" Satur- ~ Pr ivate /Commerc ia l  P i lo t '  ~ ~  
• " " ,  I -~ ' ;~ ' ,  ~ ' , ' - *  + ,  , - . ~ j .  
~)+j~,:9,30-11.a;m. al Omen 
'~k+i,ki"i lrails:F0rinfo, ph0nc G r o u n d  S c h o o l  ~2~=9:: ++ , , 
!~T+! INOON:  HOUR drop 
! ! l ,~eytakes  ~ place at :Arena +~ 
+~i(45i;m,+ t Freq.,every Mon., 
~.W~&+:~itnd FrL +i Minimum age ;!ii"? 
Thursday ,  March  4 7 :00  prn - 9 :0Opm 
. . . . .  ~'! 635 ii,+~": " ~++" ' ':' .............. ~$9..Val.!~ ~r ' 1~'~'~ Phone: -1355 for details 
pt',y+m e.ch d.y.lm'it+d to rest 2O ~ ',..+.. ~+ * P lease  note:  :Coastal Mountain Flight Centre  will be 
~:!!T~,,Ze~ace Standard of- ..,~'""°""~'~',.p~..,,.,,,, ~<~__~ expanding, services to our Summer  Full T ime Schedu le  
"'f~iSportSMenU, jocdlsports~O.~#~icetOorgam.~tions.+its readersaS'a pub-and ,,.~/~~~.~..___~'~.. '"'" """ =~i! i ( ( : j  O pe ra t ing  7 Days  a Week  Beg  inn ing  March  1 ,  1993 
~. ;++i , , ,  ,~; , , , , , ,  ~ - . . _ FRONTIER AUCTION SERVICE  
i'~,..;!'t"+"d~'"=dd~'°'h'~: ~ ~ UPc~IO~ V ID IO presents 
: "  !~}T0.; iWake .+ the  followlt+g ~ FREE K iD '$  MOVIES  . . . . . . . . .  
++,.+,,,+o,,o,. II - -  - - + . . . .  Cios e ....... o f ' .+ , ,+ . , ,  O u t  . :i~i.~.,~-:*:~: , , * 4721 Lakelse Ave. 635-4333 . . ,  
Atom Motors  " + +" i)i:'! LU GO ' +': OLLAR BIN " r I " 
{: i . i "  ' ' .  . :;i :..i. " " ' ' .... 
;~FEBRUAR PALACE C ? , Y, 1993 FEBRUARY 1993 " 
1 Terrace 2 Kermode 3 Terrace 4 cAl' I o;?.,;;='16 s~,,,, 
..~. !i, :.:. Minor Friendship Blueback s . . .  
, : : . . ' ,  Hockey Society Swim Club Terrace Nlip'a, Tdbd KlnCteClub . ..J ..... :;~ . )~ .~....: . ;=.:  ,. . . . . " . . . . .  
T0tra¢l Figure . " :' L :I ." : ' ~ . ': . i . . ' Anti.Poverty Coun¢lI.Terrlce Skdtni ~ ~ !! 
. . . : . . . . . . . .~  . . a. Roynl ':-pariplegl¢ Thottrl. 
. . l " i ,¢ i~ lu . , .  " Terrace Kerm0de . : Terrace,, Purple " A"0dtti°n Kln'men'Clu'--'I"~ L ~  " "ii:iii:i!::;~ 
. .  ~,.t,=: ..... ::.::~Mlnor Friendship " ' Peaks , Terrice ' Nltil'lTrlbd " 8llrchind - ' :~- . : :  
' ":A=m,i.U*'.! ~m,  : .'+Y-. :HOokey. -, . * Society Gymnastics • ' Anti.Poverty CounclI.Te,a©e RII¢,I :-~':;--" ...... , i "  ! 
! i+++J + ",.' • • + +.- ',,#Ptrapleolc am+! , ! i l l ;  
+i+.i.l~+ati,, .' ,TerraCe 'I Ke+mode ' Terrace/ . "  ,¢,,.t,+ 7+0o " " " ' ° " " " .  Feb .  13th  - 11 :00  
'-: ,: ; I~ I,'. " ,' . ~MIA,0r I ~ Friendship Kitlmat Shrine Te.,©e Tin.ca S0©.r . . .,.= . . . . . . .  
'+"" - '  " °0" ,  ,00,,,, + o ,+ + 'n ' " " ,+  ' " " "  "+ '  " " " '  " ' " "  +INDOOR,  < atAtom Motors G .M.  ,++++: ..'TalE~cdm " ' i :1  : ,  ..+ . . , . Council.Terrace Skatln| 
" "  25 o,+.of 2 = c..,+,, m, • . . . . .  21i;;++ = ~+'+~ 22 '  .... 23  , -~ r "0';' Vp,,,+,,+~= 27 +"'"'. ~ . . . .  312Enterpnse, Kitimat B.C. 
, '~I'~,'~' +I++ i' 'U+' i[ '++'Tart'ca ii+Kerm°de ' Terl'aCe' , , ,urp,. • .^,,odil],on, Plrlntllor, ; ~ _  _ _ _ ,~  - 
' " '  " ' ' .+. Minor.+ ,Friendship :~ p .~,  I Frmch ~ , i  ... ~Viewing all d+Fr idayatthe+ . : . :+ .T I t r l c I  . ' , "  /.Nillll'i~rlbll :.  " ' 
+!(" -m,  iBasebaii' :+. Soclety uym tlCS "I ,Anfl.POVldy ¢ouricll.Tirilci+ Sh, , , I  " : ~ , F rc n gnments ', ',' i f  Ekmhi : . " . ,. :" • - .... .,. +~ sk, c,+ + ;~ On The BIockWil l  Be 
,+++=+.ram, I ~ m ~ 8 0 .- 100 Cars, Trucks, 4x4's, .=- - • 
~ +~ L ' I i ,,~ :i + :. or information Call i '"'=+": +" ....... i . . . . . .  '+ . . . . . . . . . . .  " :: , ;+ i ,  I , . ~ R.V.'s, S hopEquipment, 
~+,-,,,-,: ~ ...... ,~ i ! -  *: ,~ + +i i i>~i:il `` .::~ ! :,: I, :' _~ Office Equipment; Parts.& Mike orMonty Aldoff at '! +r  ++ , . u . + , + l ! I t t e i l I t l  
~lL:&SurLAfternoonGames +' +Doors l l :30a .m.  G i lmes12: .45  . r " ~ Morel l  372-0560 in Kitimat 
',EVi'+,, nlng, +~Games, .. , +,, i:: ,+:,, ' . . . . ,  Doors" +~ . '4.30` .. p"+.m. .... GIimes ..... 6.1' s F- ,, 632.7141 +,+`#.'~>: i + i.:~ ,+ ... 
ThUm.~'Fr i . ,  Sat. Late Night Games :Doorsg :30p ,m.  : "Games  10 :0o  p .m,  : Frontier Auction Services Ltd .  ;++ *~:+~; :+ 
t: MONITORs {E NcEss IO  . . i T,~ "i+i, sMoP REMOVAL:  AISLE+Co N , Th Professionals in Business for 35 Years/', 
' ' I I I " - I I  I i I I I  I I I I  I I ,++ , • • . .+ . ,  
• , . ,+ , .  . • . . . . , . . . . : .  • . . . . . . . . .  - .~+K~?~.  : :~  - , ,~ ' -+,_  : "  
Make mine 
a Standard/ 
LOSE TOO MANY games at any bonspiel 
and it's guaranteed you won't  be taking any 
prizes home. 
Not so at this year's Loggers Bonspiel, 
April 7-11. 
Your team can lose five straight games this 
time and each member still drive home in a 
brand new,car. 
And your team only has to make ONE shot 
each to make that happenl 
How can that be? 
Easy: the Terrace Standard is sponsoring 
Spiel for Wheels. 
How does it work? 
All four members of the team get to throw 
one rock and all they have to do is cover the 
pin holein the centre of the button with part 
of the running surface of the stone. 
Do that, and you all go home with a new 
carl 
Incidentally, there's no sweeping allowed 
so it's the coldest draw you're ever going to 
be asked to make. 
Okay, so that's a toughie, but there's more. 
Assume the first three rocks arc on target 
and you're left depending on a skip who's 
notorious for choking on the clutch shots. 
It doesn't matterl The three of you have al- 
ready won a car and he's just shooting for his 
own vehicle. 
Only two shots cover the pin hole? You've 
just won yourselves $1,000 and there's till a 
chance for a car. 
Each of the successful shooters gets another 
reek to throw and if either repeats the feat, 
they both get a new set of wheels. 
And even if only one of your players sue- 
ceeds at his first attempt, there's money to be 
won. He ' l lbe  given two more shots and if ei- 
ther covers the hole, he'll pick up a cheque 
for $500. 
The Terrace Standard Spiel for Wheels 
will take place during the traditional Satur- 
day afternoon break from round-the-clock 
curling and is open to any rink in the Log- 
gers. 
But take note: the rink that enters the Spiel 
for Wheels must be made up of the same four 
players entered in the Loggers - in other 
words, no "select"  foursomes are allowed. 
There will be a designated referee on hand 
for the event and his/her decision will, of 
course, be final. 
For  more information on the Loggers 
bonspiel and/or to register, call the curling 
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A hairy experience for Kozaks 
shot on his first rock, Kozak followed the same 
path to push it out and count. 
Baker then pulled off a near duplicate of his first 
shot to corner freeze and again lie shot. 
The rock was, however, hittable with Kozak only 
having to repeat his first delivery to take the game. 
And it looked good until his rock picked up a 
hair, veered sharply and wrecked on the front lear: 
ing Baker with the singleton and the 'A' event itle. 
Third went to local Dave Dennis who'd been 
Top spot in this year's Legion Open Bonspiel 
went to Smithers' Glen Baker rink, but it was only 
by a hair. 
The hair in question was the one George Kozak's 
tenth end hammer shot found as he attempted a 
through-the-port chip for the game. 
It was a cruel climax to what had at times been a 
wild one. 
Home town hope Kozak  appeared to have the 'A'  
event f'mal sewn up when he put together'a four- 
ender to open a gaping 7-1 lead. 
However, Baker was far fi'om ready to concede. 
Cashing in on mistakes by Kozak's crew, Baker im- 
mediately struck back with a five. 
In the tight battle that followed, the Smithers 
quartet managed to squeeze another point to send 
the teams into the final end tied at seven. 
After Baker had drawn through the gate to lay 
Uawoson 8-6. 
'C' event provided another alf-Terrace final With 
Fred Martens and Larry Burke staging athriller. 
Having traded ends throughout, it was still• any- 
body's going into the final frame, Martens with the 
hammer. 
And when he came to throw his final shot, 
Martens found himself having to pull o f f  a double 
takeout to sneak the win. 
Although the shot was a relatively straighforward 
Region's 
reps find 
rival rinks 
too much 
to handle 
blown out by Baker in one semi while fellow Ter- one, curlers know only too well those 'simple' 
racite John Hcighington took fourth. Heighington shots can easily go awry whcn the pressurc's on . : :  
had lost out to Kozak7-5 in their semi. But not this time as Martens made the double 
In an all-Terrace match-up, Ron Murphy's rink cleanly to clinch the title 9-8. 
drove Joe Turner from the sheet early to lake thc That gave third spot to Don Andcrson's ~ four- 
,B, event in the 44 rink spicl, some, 8-3 losers to Martens in the semis, While 
Murphy had got to the final by defeating Louise Kevin Oates' took fourth having narrowly lost.his 
Radford 6-4 while Turner had knockcd off Jeff scmi azainst Burke6-5. 
• . • . 
Ron Townley's rink lbund the compe- 
tition just a little too much at the Jan 29- 
31 Interior curling playdowns. 
Townley's bid for a berth in the Men's 
provincial championship opened with an 
'A' event meeting with Paul Devlin of 
Trail. 
Twos picked up in the first and fourth 
ends proved to be enough for Devlin, 
who held offTownlcy for a 6-3 victory. 
: The Trail rink eventually won 'B' 
eventto secure one of the four provin- 
cials spots up for grabs. 
Relegated to 'B', Townley's quartet 
produced their strongest game of the 
playdowns but couldn't quite find the ex- 
Ira against Fruitvale's Ed Wilcox, a 5-4 
winner. 
George rink prevailed 7-5 to eliminate 
Terrace's hope. 
The northwest's other epresentative at 
the playdowns, ian Cullen of Prince 
Rupert, fared better but also came up 
short. 
Down 5-0 in his 'A' event opener 
against Engstrom, Cullen conjured up a 
spectacular comeback to score an 11-6 
victory. 
That brought him up against another 
Prince George foursome, the tough Bob 
Ursel rink. Cuilen's quartet made Ursel 
work for it but in the end came up on the 
wrong end of a 6-5 decision. 
An 8-3 loss against Wilcox sent Cullen 
to the last-chance 'C' event where 
McPhee of Kamloops proved too over- 
club at 635-5583 . . . . . . .  ~ ~, ,~ : ,  ~ .~ .,~..~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . .~ . .  , . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  
' I,~ . . " ~ l ,  ~ , " ~ . ,~  . . . .  ; . . . ' 
:., . . . . . . . . .  . . : . . . . ;  ; : ;,....; . . . .  : ~ . , . . .~  ~ , ~ . .  ,~,,~ ,,,,,,(g< ~. ~. '~a~'  ~ d~:o~ C event gam e .i.:~h..e four~rov,nc,al berths went to the 
rmk.g and now word of fhd'~el~far Whee?i ' l '  against Uoug Effg~lh'o!n, but the Princi~ h d/ivily fa~,oured Rick Folk • rink of 
is out, it won ' t  be long before it's filled. - [ " " . ,.......' . - ~, 
. , ; ,  
, ' :  ] - -  
WILL IT or won't it? 
Skip Larry Burke keeps, a 
close eye on his rock as~]t 
heads for its target. He made 
this shot and his rink made' h 
lot more as well in curling to 
the finals of 'C' event in thi~ 
Legion Open Bonsplel. Un- 
fortunately, they came up one 
short in a gripplng game aS 
fellow Terracite Fred Martens 
took the title. 
Next up at the Terrace:cu'rl~ 
ing rink is this weekend's 
Ladies Valentines BonSp!el." 
That gets unden~ay'Frlda~/ 
night with the finals set for 
Sunday aftemoon. 
Kelowna, Devlin, Ursel and Cranb;ook's 
Erie Wiltzen. • . . . .  ' • -. : :, f.t 
The provincials get under way t0mor: 
row in Kamloops withthe final ~Jfi Sunk 
day. " 
~ "k" 'k" "k "k 
Wendy Atchison of Prince Rupert got 
offto a strong start in the Ladies"p/ovin- 
eial curling championships but cou!d~ 
keep up the momentum. 
After winning two of her first three 
games, the' northwest's zone rep fell 
away to finish tied for fifth with a' 45 
record. 
Atchison did, however, manage to 
close out on a winning note with an 8-6 
victory overHermanson f Kamloops. 
Julie Sutton's Victoria rink will carry 
the~ B.C. eolour~ at...the, rl~ltiO~lS',atlf~ 
event ~'she we n'.' ~n'199 t,, 'l~/tit,~.filflfll~ 
runner-up in last year. 
. , ,  - : ,  - , : ,  7 : [  
• ), "rf'" "! ? 
Start to 
take care of y0ursel[j 
now with a Credit nion 
S /o /t 
You know you should be We'll take care 
investing in RRSP's but 
every year it's the same of the rest,. 
struggle... 'coming up with 
the money before the A Credit Union RRSP Loan can 
deadline for contr ibutions.. : . i  help.you get started on your-way 
:to financial security for your 
This year can be different, retirement. One visit to our office 
You can start to take' car! of i.~ and iyou'll,have made the first step! 
your ,retirement needs with :,'i:: :Chine talk to us about your RRSP 
a little extra help fi :merit and a personal loan to 
Credit Union. it all happen.., today! 
Terrace  trict Credit Union 
' :~  ;46U3 Lazel le Ave. ,  Terrace 635 '7282 
®'--"¢'~Waa~g-aa.v:=.~...,, , .  ,., . , . • (./ 
l l i~ l  I l l  I I I  I I  I i i  I 
. . . . . . . . . .  0 . . . . . . . . . .  J "1  
customer satisfaction 
. , . .  
is my #1 concern. The  
professional team at  
Kelly's ensures quality: 
and service. With all:  
our products we 
guarantee total 
satisfaction. 
Pau l ' s  Spec ia l  ' . .  , 
FOR THIS MONTH TECHNICS 
DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK 
• Double Auto-Reverse Cassette Deck with 
24-hour Series Playback 
• Dobly TM HX-Pm, PLUS "B" & "C" NR Systems 
• 2-color FL Display with Peak Hold & Dual 
Counters 
' Bias Fine Adjustment (Deck 2) 
, Full-logic Feather Touch u transports 
. Auto Tape Select 
• Tape Program Search (TPS) 
~ R  • Front Panel Headphone Jack 
eg. s2899s 
$319.95 
4645 Lake lseAve .  635-9220 
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Newspaper  Adver t i s ing  is 
"CONSISTENCY"  
Your Advertising Message is at your customers fingertips 
when they want to see it. If it's not in print your message is 
just floating in the air. 
Bus iness  D i rector ies  ads  - $22 .00 /week  
Contact  the S tandard  at 638-7283 
635.1131 ~ 63"}-8545 
BUSINESS # ~ ~ ' ~  HOME 
MECHANICAL ~ k~:i i¢i4~. ) I FLEET 
:122270RM/~NcE ~ SERVICE 
" GAS & DIESEL 
ENGItIES:I: : ; : ENGINES 
CHARLES PASSEY 
' LICENOED MECHANIC 
4818 B HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
TERRACE. O,O. VSG 1L8 
BUSINESS 
OF. THE 
WEEK 
~,  c ~ ! (i~ ~ 
THE C) NLY 
c T(- 
R I VE.~:::,~~!~'i!ii~iiiiiiii~'::::::~iiiiiii 
PH: 635"61~ ';"'~i~ii::~ ii 
FAX: 635-9766 . K i tchenet tes ,  
: / 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave, Terrace 
Direcfoi"s : 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
Bronze plaques fA  
& monuments 24  HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers F I $erwce Pr=e,.,e. ooo-,=,~,,,~ AsSOCl~hOn 
:: JANE •TURNER . .  
Jane's Pet Gal]ery 
Do.g and Cat Grooming 
. FREE  PICKIJP AND I )EL IVERY 
;LPetPortraits~,,,,, 
Dogs, Cats, t lorses and Wildlife 
635-6552 
" 638-8018 
I 
K:9 CONNECTIOb SI 
Professional Pet Grooming I 
' ,  f0rana~paOir;nentcall Large and Small ] 
at 638-1115 or ~ weGroom'emAII I 
4s4s~l~Pz=e~l; Ave No Tranquilizers Used I 
| 
i ir 
' • " CANADA LTD, 
~Jl~. ' .i .... No.thland . 
,Gb; Communcations Ltd, 
l ' i "  " Mobile Radio Sales & Service N i4 ~ 5OO2 eo,~e 638-0261 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIF IED 
LOCKSMITHS 
:~ 3238 KalumStreet; {!~, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE --  1-800-661-2676 
We're Back  
Pioneer Upholstery 
IINC210"/3 
Same Location 3901 Dobble Street 
Terrace. B.C. 
~, 63~,Tp434 
. . . . .  :'~ i Bd( , io i~ - auto eustomlzln'g ".;,~ ",;~:~ 
• , ,  , . ,  . ' . 
car carpet fabrics, vinyls & canvas 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
Skeena Valley ~ 
m i Dr. of Optometry Video Clinic 4550 Lakelse Ave. 
gC~~ Terrace, B.C VSG 1P7 Audio-Video-ComputerRePairsl 
(604) 638-2020 i i 
202-4716 Laze l le  Avenue Ter race  635-7762 I 
I 
I 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION ~ Carpentry - Renovat inng  
: '.'NoJob too Sra 
Seniorsi~Rate 
3678 Jhniper  St. " " " . ' Ma lco lmSimons  
Terrace, B.C. • " " Ph; 635-7724 
~.. VSG, 5E7 
I I 
When you gotta' have it, We'll dgJJxgr.iti--" r 
~ =, .u~.  i ,  ~ ............ ~ I F  ~ J  
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
| 
. oPTOMETRIST I ::'~;i ;:~ i, 
Victor P. Hawes, o.o. 
OPTOMETRIST 
I I 
#1 4748 Lakelse Ave Appts : 638-8055 
Terrace, BC. Fax: 636.8087 
VSG 1R6 Modem: 638-8697 
I 
Scrap Car Removal 24 Hours Service 
Reasonable Rates 
DR, HOOK 
TOW. ING 
AND WRECKING 
Fast, Reasonable 6.18-1977 
Service-Call . . . .  . -  ! " . -  TERRACE,  B.C. 
, ~MLRAGE~V!oDoE~O~P, RODUCT I 0 N S 
, Entertainment/Music/Red Estate Dame Videos "All Special Evente" 
A Picture is Worth A Tl~ousand Words 
A Video is Worth "Infinity" 
Multi-Type Video Duplication {8oVHS,VHS, Video 8, Hi-VideoS, also Super 8mm, 
Photos and Slide to'Video Transfers) ( Mall Orders Welcome} 
*PAL-NTSC,PAL and SECAM .NTSC-SECAM CONVERSIONS 
*Bulk Duplication *Full Editing & BroMcastlng Tdling 
2807 Hall Street 
Gary Ventura Terrace, B.C, VB(;I 2R6 635-3908 
WINDS! 
~.~. Windshield Repair/Replacements g[;. ,--7, . i  --- 
E~~ • Auto G~ass 
%,L~/~ • Icec Repteoement, 
~ ~ "  .Mirror, 
~ T ~ . ~  • Windows , . 
~ i ~ :  • Sealed Units . .- 
- - :~AL-C 'S  GLASS.:LTD 
i, ~,, 638-8001, in Kitimat 632,4800: 
• _.~, 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday,  Sunday  or Monday,  the deadl ine Is Thursday  at 
6 p.m. for sll display and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4e47 LAZELLE AVE TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified an~ classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS.! 
1: Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Msc 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunitie; 
26. Personals 
27. Announcement-~ 
28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10:,Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11; Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to sat rates therefore and to 
hetet~ine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that It Is against 
the provincial Haman Rights Act to discriminate on the basis 
of cNIdren, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads, Laedlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves Ihe right to revise, edit, 
classify ~ reject any adverllsement and to rataln any 
answers directed la tha News Box Reply Service, and to 
~epay/ha cusiomer the'sum paid for the advertisement and 
box rentaL. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked np witNt~ 10 
days of oxplry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those answering Sex 
Numbers are requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss, 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by he advertser reques ng space that the 
liabilly of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount pakl by the advertiser for only one incorrect'insertion 
for the portion of the adveflising space occupied by the incor. 
reet or o~llted item only, and that there shall be no llabiilty In 
any event urea erhan the amount paid tat such advertising. 
1, Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVER~SING WORKSI 
You're reading this aren't you? 638- 
.S~VE. 'tfri .... 
.~.AMS LAKE STORE.LOCATED"~AT ,',; 
• Adams Lake, B.C. 1/2 hour from Salmon 
Arm- 45 rain. from Kamioops, 10 min. 
from Shuswap Lakes. Fuly renovated 
with very attractive living quarters. Show. 
ing excellent return in an area of growth 
~d terrific dimate. Start the New Year on 
a positive note. Phone 1-679.6904. tin37 
3. GREAT ALTERNATIVES TO RENT- 
ING. 3986 Mist (3 Bedrooms) $62,500, 
1,4685 Copper River Road (3 Bedrooms) 
• :$64,500.3983 Simpson Crescent (3 Bed: 
~room Mobile) $39,900. Call John Evans 
(Remax of Terrace) 638-1400. 37tin 
C',OMMERCIAL BLOCK building cw/store 
• front gas heal, washroom and 75'x200' 
}0tn  busy location In ThomhilL Asking 
$75,000.00.635-4332 3p41 
WARII=U: 3 p us bedroom home quiet 
location. Sou~ fadng yard. Acreage or in 
town. No agents please. Reply to file #12 
do this paper, 3p41 
I:OR SALE 1979 Ridgewood 14x68 
Mobile Home, 3 bedrooms, fridge & 
stove, washer & dryer, nice & dean. 
Ready to move Pdce $23,008, 567. 
( 2804~ :': • " 4p42 
• STARTER HOME near schools and hes- 
: i  pital on dead-end street. 5 bedroom 2 
barroom large landecaped lot, fenced 
• i :  b~.Ckyard shed greenhouse N/G heat 
.~ P~ial renovation. Appliances negotia. 
ble. 638.1088. 4p43 
1. Real Estate 
NEW 3 Bedroom home in homeshee Split 
level, both floors finsihed, w/w carpet, 
2100 sq 'It. living area, 14 X 28 carport, 
20X25 workshop in back. Reduced pdce 
125,000. Cd] 635-2357, 3p42 
GORGEOUS OLDER home. 4-5 bed- 
rooms, has potential for bed and break. 
fast. Must be seen to appreciate. 638- 
0993 (non). No agents 31o42 
NEW HOUSE, spilt level 3 bedroom. 
1,176 sq' Thomheight Subdivision. For 
mere information 635-7497. 31)42 
Join the growing 
number of people 
who have already 
cashed in on the 
Air Miles program. 
Call Us Todayl 
Wightman & Smith 
Realty Ltd, 
3227 Kalum St. 
Terrace, BC 
635-6361 
Independently Owned & Operated 
1. Real Estate 2. Mobile Homes 3. For Rent 
SPACIOUS SiX bedr0onl home on 4.26 
acres, Also 2 acres with well and hydro. 
Will sell together or seperate. 635-5061 
3p42 
TWO BEDROOM home next to 
Coppemide 3, Davis Ave, 1425 sq feet 1 
1/2 baths roof/furnace less than 3 ym 
old. Fddge and stove included 59,000, 
638-1283 3p42 
APPROX 3.5 acre future property 
Panaramic view.Excellent spring water, 
CW 2 bedroom cottage, e35-7480 3p43 
USED MODULAR Homes bungalows 960 
or 1056 sq' $22,500.00-$30,500.00, 
Delivered Smithers, Terrace, Bums Lake 
Vanderhocf. Set up prices avalllable on 
request. Good used office trailem located 
in kitwanga 10 X 40 $7,500,00 12 X 60 
$10,900.00 Mens and Ladies propane 
washrooms 10 X 20 en Frame and 
Wheels $8,000.00. Brian 1-782-1033 or 
Herb 403.264-6122. 11o43 
SOUTH SIDE Lot, Approx 1/2 acre, city 
sewer, water. Call 638-1319 3p43 
COZY 2 Bedroom starter home on quality 
downtown street; large yard, fruit trees, 
natural gas. Private sale, must sell. 
$55,000,638-1468. 3p43 
~ !  • .{,: 
: " :+ "+'i÷:,<' 
Cozy  2 Bedroom Home 
in Horseshoe area. New natural gas 
furnace and approved wood stove, 
fenced yard with alley access. 
Detached insulated garage. Four 
appliances Included. By appointment 
only. 635-5477. No Agents Ploase. 
EXQUISITE NOBLE Home Sates, =Single 
WIde, double wide, modular, modular 
• spedai. The right choice. Phone 635. 
3557. 3p42 
1975 12 X 68 mobile home, Excellent 
condition with many Improvements. 9'X 
24' Porch and 8' X 16' sun deck, lots of 
extras, new carpels through/out, ensulte. 
Appliances & some furniture, Asking 
24,000. O.B.O. Phone 632.4298 anytime, 
(shift worker) 3p42 
12 X eo, 2 bedroom mobile home. 
$10,000, Phone 635.4156, after 6pro. 
lp43 
14 X 70 Mobile Home located on private 
lot, must be moved, with or wi~eut side 
porch. Renovated ~roughout 3 bedroom, 
fridge & stove, built in china cabinet, 
wood stove. By appointment only, 635. 
3430 no agents please. 3p43 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur- 
ing 1150-1300 sq. ft, plus basement, 2 
baths, private yard, carport and satellite 
TV Houston. Phone 845-3161, 31fin 
1" BEDROOM APARTMENT right down. 
town. Fridge/stove, security entrance. 
Paved parking. On site management. 
635-7957 15tin 
TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST. Rooms 
by the night or by the week, Call 635- 
5537 or 638-0888, leave message. ~30 
RETAIL SPACE available at the Houston 
Mail. Reasonable rates. For information 
please call Bert at 639-6316. Also avail- 
able is second floor office space at the 
Houston Malt. 8p36 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bedroom duplex in 
Thornhill. Non.smekers, References pre- 
ferred. $500/month. 635.4200. 3p41 
2 BEDROOM Basement suite in Horse. 
shoe, close to town, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Utilities Included $425 per 
month. 638.1505 alter 5 p.m. 3p41 
3 BEDROOM To'house for renL C, en. 
traily located. Hook-ups for washer/dryer. 
Ill TK REALTY MARKET Ill No pets. for appt. to view call 635. 
III OmNO, OmN0,GmNm III 336O. 'a~l 
Ill CONCERNS III FURISHED SUITE (Kitchenette) Utilities 
IIIWel'~veourran~listedln~imat,2111 included, for $450/month (damage 
Ill censlder~or~llbmln~es that Th ewarrant turnkeyyOUr IIIlll .dep°sit required), Suitable for quiet work. 
Illoperatlons have excellent rack]]l mg person or college student. 638-1511 
Illremrds and are priced competitively. Il  3p42 
Illlf you are oonsidenng an Ul FOR RENT 3 bedroom trailer, 4 appli. 
IlJe~epreneudal change or buslnesslll Maces, availlable Mar 1, Call alter 5:00. 
IIlexpanslon, please phone for more III 635-2319 3p42 
Illlnformatlon (MLS). Ill 
III GeorgeVogel (635-6611). III SHARED ACCOMODATiONS, Furnished 
FOR SALE 
Duality built home In Caledonia 
Sub. Built by owners, Features 2x6 
construction, has nat. gas heat & 
hot water, a large kitchen with 
nook & lots of oak cabinets. The 
large sunken family room looks 
out onto a new sundeck and a very 
private back yard. The dining room 
& sunken living room ehare•  
vaulted cedar ceiling, There Is aleo 
= laundry room & a half bath on 
the main floor. Four bedrooms 
upstairs Include= a large master 
bedroom with walk In closet & 
large ensure. To view ploase call: 
635-2635. 
.. near col ege. Large farm house, Female 
' ' ~ i~o'r:m~e t ~Norklng or student only $300.00, 
-~ ' +' +" . ~ ?, '~;i:~ j.~onth ~llties in'~Uded;'635~772~i 3p42 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME. Refer- 
ences, no pets. Immediate possession, 
3117 Clark Street. Call 635-4949. 2p42 
FOR LEASE 
OFFICE. RETAIL- CLINIC SPACE 
Central location, off street parking, 
1,400 sq. ft. ground floor 
Upstairs Apartment 
AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY' 
CALL: 
635-2252 (days) 
635-5531 (evenings) 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  l 
Get-a-Way ' 
Victoria or Vancouver Airport : I 
Any two nights for $99. :-:. 
or i 
Kelowna o r Kamloops .~(- 
Any two nights lbr $89. +- :~: 
Bnsed on single (,r dmtl,le occupancy. S.hjccl I .  rite aplrlicable Ittxcs lind avaihd, i l i ly .  
Must he Co,scculive Nights - ~did u,lil Match 31193 
Enjoy fantastic skiing in Kelowna or Kamloop,~ or 
experience Victoria attd Vancortver ~unique city life. 
I There's omething for everyone at Stay 'n Save Motor l/tits 
I CALl., 1-800-663-0298 FOR RESERVATIONS 
A second home I ,,,,,.,,,, I Vl,:,,,,i. :+Z'+3M.pl~S,,,:c, 3,3-.~lJt ~ ega,~ 
I VancouverAIrport 1(1551St. Edw.tds Dr, 273-3311 
Kelownn 114(I ttarvcy Avenue 862 8R88 
at  beautiful Babine Lake J Kaznloops 1325 C31.,nbla S, W¢., 374:8;77 
m m m i m m l m m m m m m ~ l m m l m m m i m m m m m m  J 
from as little as $20,000. 
FOR RENT 
.... ~. . ~ ,~.~J -~:  : :~  NEWLY RENOVATED 
COMMERCIAL/SERVICE SPACE 
PRIME LOCATION NEAR CENTRE OF TOWN 
5700 880 AND 1320 
SQUARE SQUARE FOOT 
' - -+"  FEET BAYS 
.mtmted at Graz~e, In cintra] Brl~h Columbia. 4800 S Q UAR E 
. Ideal for llshtng, hunUng and year-round r~eatton. - s tore  front FEET 
++ Lo.g=t mtum]]~ m B.C, - on Highway 16 With 3 phase power All with 
~, t~mantwoh0urs dave fa'om Smithm'arport. - excellent visibility - 12 x 12 OH doors 
s local convmlences ~ L~e town of grantsle. 
,e ,4,11 lots fttUy-servlced. - good parking - natural gas heat 
i e Two and three-bedroom modem homes with full ba~ent~;  ~ - washrooms 
:~;, Prl~rom$20,000tom5,000, . . . . .  Progressive Ventures Ltd. 
" ¥or detalb or appohtmmt=, ~d11-697.2201 +" 
! ot rote to: .o=1~, Boa =000, ~ le ,  ]LC;V0J xwo 635-7459 
i - [ I [ I I  [ i [  I 
BRAND NEW 3 Bedroom Home with N/G 
heat. Suitable for professional couple, 
No pets, Avalllable immediately. 638. 
8084 to view, 2p42 
ROOM FOR RENT, male or female, pre. 
fer non smoker, in dean quiet home in 
horseshoe area, dose to town. Call 635. 
6995 31o42 
ROOM AND BOARD for working person. 
638-8293. 3p42 
3 BEDROOM Trailer. N/G heat, 
Ridge/Stove located at Terrace trailer 
court, Must have references 638-1702. 
lp43 
3 BEDROOM mobile home in Thornhill 
$508 per/me and 3 bedroom home in 
Copperside $675 per/rag. Rental pur. 
chase arrangement considered. Call Herb 
Styles 403-264-6122 or Jana 638-0918. 
3p43 
3 BEDROOM BASEMENT Suite close to 
downtown. Availlable March 1st $550 a 
month plus utilities. 635-7058 alter 5pm. 
3p43 
BRIGHT 3 Bedroom basement suite 
close to town. $600/menth, sorry no pets, 
Call 638.0797. 3p43 
FEMALE WITH Dog and kitty looking to 
rent dose to town. Prefer small house 
with yard. References avalllable. Call 
635-1351 messages. 3p43 
12 X 50 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME 
avalllable immediately. Includes fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer. N/G heat. Call 
638-8084. lp43 
FOR RENT 2 three bedroom trailer. $500 
each, 1 availlable now, 1 availlable nd of 
month. 635.9415. lp43 
SINGLE FEMALE Wanted to share 4 
bedroom house, Availlable immediately. 
Asking $330/month. Call 638-2029. 3p43 
1 BEDROOM apartment downtown, heat 
included, $400/rnonth, phone 638.1702. 
No pets, must have references, lp43 
FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNIT 
Cable and utllilles Included. ReferenoBs required, 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
635-5350 
For Lease 
or Rent 
Large Warehouse Space 
good location, good zoning. 
Formerly CopperMoun~n ' , , 
Elect~onlcs . ,,, 
Also 
Office/Warehouse Space 
brmorly Nlsga'a School Board Office 
Good for Store front on Grleg 
Call 638-8398 
5. Misc. For Sale 
350 LOADER. New Engine, new tracks, 
e/c, $1400,00 O.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft. house boat 
lifetime aluminum, has everything & 
trailer $19,500. 82 lade 2-door auto - 
good cond. $1500. 14 it. Td.hull speed 
beat -.50 horse menk, trailer $2800. 
ean Okanagan Camper, hyd jacks, 
,008. new Kuboda lite plant & battery 
change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tin 
PREFABBED WOOD Constructed utility 
sheds, garages, workehops. Also trailer 
skidlng, decks, fences, joey shacks, and 
snow roofs. DIRK BAKKER, 638. 
1768, 6p41 
NE'W WBDER Weight Bench Inc. 200 Ibs 
of weights. $250.00. 638.2069. 3~1 
bASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savings, warehouse pddng cabl. 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada. 3566 
Massey Dr. Pdnce George 561-2240. Fax 
561-2250. tin 
MICROWAVE. Excellent condition. Ask. 
ing &250.00 c/w or without stand. Stand 
$150 and various household items, Call 
838.1088. 31)42 
QUALITY BAND Equipment. GSC MX 
2000 FWR Amp $900, Network Bass Bins 
(JBL) $1500, 12' JBL GTR,SPKR Cab 
$500, Phone Matt 635.3125. 31o43 
ip GIANT FLEA MARKET I Open every Sat. and Sun. 15 table I
rentsla availabho. Arts & craffsl 
welcome. Heated store and Iota o~l 
parking space. For table reserve/lone I 
hone 635-6416, 2823 comor of| 
lark & Paquette (Thornh]ll) I 
~;. Misc. For Sale 
UVESTOCK feed year end clearance 
sale, Home feed 20% to 30% off, Log 
cabin feed store. 3p43 
1 LADLES Red shortle coat wool with lin- 
ing Sz 16 $15.08, 1 afghan kit to crochet 
white to ecru to brown $15.00,3 palm 
ladies shoes $15.00 each, 1 pair BIk ten. 
der tootsies Sz 8 1/2, 1 pr Naturelizer 
Gray 10 1/2, 1 pr Reebok large size 
white. Only tded on never worn. Evenings 
838.8735. lp43 
~-UMINUM Stove for wood-fired hot 
lubblng. Made in Seattle, USA, $500.00 
obo call 638-8960. lp43 
FILTER QUEEN For sale. 2 years old 
$850,00 excellent condition. Lots of 
extras. No vacumm bags needed, filter 
only, 635-9014. 3p43 
FOR SALE: Kitchen suite with swivel 
chalrs $200, Queen size bed new foam 
mattress $350, Gold co]our recliner 
$40,00. Phone 635-4672 lp43 
30/30 WiNCHESTER Carbine $200.00, 
308 Browning lever & Scope 4400,00, Ski 
type exerdzer $100,00, Electdc cement 
mixer $200.00, Back Entertainment 
Centre, 3 draws & glass door $300.00, 
Panasonlc microwave & stand $500.00, 
plastic full size pickup box $150.00, 120 
gallon fuel tank $50.00, fun~ van rear side 
windows smoked $100.00, for 3.73 read 
end complete $200.00, call 635.9233 or 
after 5pm 635.9246. 2p43 
~rylCK OF DIETING?~ 
something that worksl I 
produd, bums fat, raises metabolisml 
only $48.00 J 
h: 1 -978-7091 To, Free,/' 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil- 
dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Affairs Canada (604} 666.5003 to ensure •
it meets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result in a tragic acddent but also is 
a violation of the Hazardous Products 
Act. tin 
WANTED: One used crib in good 
condition, that meet s safety standards. 
Call 635-4410. tin 
WN'qTED: Skidder, 440 or 540 prefera- 
bly. Please phone pdce and condition, 
Call 846-5600, 4p41 
WANTED: Piano In Good conditiol}. 635- 
+50~1 i , ; +~i , "~W 3p42 
WANTED: 'Any used:;ig~or~fes, gun 
Safes btc'lh'~dy good'Eo~lsn, call 638. " 
8290. 3p43 
WILL THE LADY With the 15 yr old 
daughter named Sara who borrowed our 
sample books 5 weeks ago please return 
them!l Pioneer upholstery 635.9434.2p43 
7, For Rent Misc. 
FOR RENT: APPROX. 1 acre 
(fenced) with 2 small barns. Suitable for 1 
or 2 horses. $100/month. Call 635.5537 
or 638.0888 30fin 
MNI STORAGE UNITS 
, Budget priced 
• 24-hour access 
• Port-A-Stor units also available 
635-5350 
i 
8, Cars for Sale 
1986 BUICK Sky hawk, good condition, 
auto, p.s., p.b,, $3100 or best offer. Call: 
845-2463 evenings or days at 845- 
2944. 4p40 
1981 0LDS Cutlass supreme; 350; auto; 
tilt; etc,; excellent condition; $2900. or 
best offer. Also a 1979 4.door Chev 
BelNr; 350 auto; good winter Uree; runs 
great, S800, Call: 845.7703 4p40 
1987 PONTIAC Sunbird h/back 1 owner, 
74,000 kin, serviced regularly complete 
w/summer & winter tires & dins. Excellent 
condition $6000 OBO Prince George 
After 4:30 p.m, 564-5231. 4p41 
1986 FORD XLT Lariat Explorer. R 180 
4x4 302 fuel Injected, auto, many options. 
Excellent conditions. 1.692-4282. 4p41 
1988 MERCURY Topaz, auto, 4 dr. P/S, 
PN/, air, cruise, $7500.00 OBO. 1976 
Toyota mini motorhome, Gov't checked 
$4500, OBO: 1978 CHEV 4 dr. $1500.00 
OBO. 846.5643. 41N1 
N1992 CENTURYS V6, Tilt, Cassette, 
Automatic, Various Coloum and options, 
16,900. Schultz Ponttan Buick, Pdnce 
George, 563-0271 4~2 
SHOW & SALE  
presented  by  
George Cameron Antiques 
at  
Skeena Ma l l  - Ter race .  B .C .  
Feb .  22  - 28  
~Antiques and Reproductions *Great Selection *Great Prices 
See  You  At  The  Ma l l  
BAILIFF SALE 
1988 GMO Sierra Classic 4x4, V8, Locks, Till, Am/Fmrl'ape, Meg 
Auto, C/C, A/C. Power Wheels, Tinted Glees, 56,160 
Locke, Tilt, AM/FM Radio, Kin, 
104,492 Kin, 1987 Toyota Xtra Cab Pickup, 4 Cyl. 
1988 Chev Corsica, 5 Speed, 4 Auto, 282,018 Kin., Runs Good. 
cyl., AM/FM/Tape, 94,23S For an appointment to view, ©all 
Kin, 635-7649. All sales are on i "as ts. 
1990 GMC Rally SI"X Van 5.0 Iltre, where Is" basis, no warranties or 
V/8, Auto Trans. with OK). guarantees are Implied or given, 
A/C, C/C, Power Wlndows & R. Jones 
i i 
i 
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8. Cars for Sale 
1976-1:OYOTA Corolla Station Wagon. 
In good mechanical condition. Excellent 
for run.about $850.OO OI30. 635-4600 or 
JVC video camera, $750.00 OBO, 638- 
0874 3p42 
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am. 2 door V6 
Loaded. White with grey interior. Auto. 
matic, Rally wheels, 2 sets new tires, 
$6000.00 OBO. 635-3072 3p42 
FOR SALE, 1978 Chev STN wagon, 
good shape, no rust new rubber, runs 
well. $1625.00 OBO 635-7250. TFN 
1983 CADDI LAC fleetwood/braum. Well 
maintained, excellent condition. Asking 
$4500, call 635-3697. 3p43 
1983 PLYMOUTH Reliant, white, 150,000 
km, good running condition. Asking 
$1800, phone 635.5531. 3p43 
9. TRUCKS for SAL.E 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4X4, 2.9 Utre 
engine with rack and canopy. Low mile. 
age. EC. Asking $8600. 635-7400 after 7 
p.m. 15ffn 
1981 V.W. Pick-up LX. Diesel, low mile- 
age. Excellent condition. $7900.00. Bums 
Lake 1-692-3762 eve. 4p40 
1974 I.H.C. 3 ton with 16 ft. reefer box. 
G.R.C. Reel maintained. $2500.00 OBO 
635-2728 Days. 3p41 
1986 FORD F250 4x4 Deaiel, S.C. XI.T 
Lariat. E.C. 638-8373. 3P41 
1986 SUBURBAN 4x4 3/4 ton, 350. 
Trailer pks. G.C. $10,900.00. 638- 
0309. 3P41 
1990 X].T SUPER cab 1 ton Dually, 
Loaded, Turbo Diesel, Canopy, Running 
Boards, White, 44,000 kms, $21.400, 
Schultz Pontiac Buick, Prince George, 
563"-0271 4p42 
1989 FORD 4X4 pickup, heavy 3/4, 
$9,900, Phone 635.3934 3p42 
1982 CHEV Crew Cab, 1 ton pickup, Big 
6 engine 1981, chev 1/2 ton. Good condi- 
tion, phone 635.3934 3p42 
1990 FORD 4X4 F150 300, 6 cycline. 5 
spd, Cruise Control, AM/FM Cassette. 
Heavy Duty Suspension, Tilt Steering and 
Canopy, 632.2464 3p42 
1989 GMC JIMMY 4X4, 2 door, 65,0o0 
kin, excellent running condition, clean 
interior, exterior. Am/Fro cassette, air, 
cruise, and more 12,000. Phone Time 
cleaners 635.2838 or after' 6pm 635. 
6183. ctfn 
1987 FORD XLT Van, 11 pass, propane 
converted, 302 cu in, 75000 k/m, asking 
13,900 very good condition, open to 
Offers. BumsLake 1.692.7212. • 4p43 
14. Boats & Marine 
LEAVING THE COUNTRY. 21' glasply 
470 mero cruiser, command bridge, full 
canvas, head, stove, trailer, 1990 survey 
$14,500, asking $10,000,624-2180. 3p43 
15. Igachiner~ 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500. 9 U 
D8 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 
2.0(;3 Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & OC,3 
Cat parts. 2.20' aluminum boats. 1-697. 
2474, 1-0697.2393. 16tfn 
PLOW Trucks, sander and graders with 
snow wings, loaders, backhoe, dozzers, 
excavators. Servicing flat decks and 
dump trucks, low beds, belly dumpers, tilt 
trailers and cone crushers. Financing 
availlabie. 493-6791 4p42 
FORD TRACTOR, 12 volt system, 3 point 
hitch, blade, new rubber and chains. 
$2,500, Call 638-8960, 3p43 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR Sale! 635.2652 3p42 
17. Garage Sales 
4831 SCOT]" AVE. 3 days only. Whets 
left must go sale! Mon 15 - Wed 16 2:30. 
7:00 pro, call 635.3238. lp43 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts. We rebuild standard 
b'ansmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel-air Automotive Auto Pads and 
Service. Ph. 846-5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
AUDIOSPACE MAN: Quality sound D.J. 
service. Available for dances, weddings 
and parties. Ughtshow also available. 1- 
699-8426. 4p40 
TERRA BOBCAT services: snow 
removal, earth auger, backhoe, backfill- 
ing, dean up, sweeper, collector, level- 
ling, residential, commercial. 638-8638. 
Mobile 638-3808. 6p41 
ATTN: SMALL BUSINESSES. Why pay 
high accounting fees for your bookkeep- 
ing needs? For confidential, professional 
bookkeeping services, Call 635-4320 or 
635-9592. 6p42 
J e f f ' s  Gu i ta r  
Repa i r  
Call after 6:00 p.m. 
635-7031 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
MUST SEU.J 1977 ford F250 4X4, Auto- Lost and Found Classifi~. Phone 638- 
~-4~k) 1 ~(~)i!~hon e~?.2.676 c,'~ ,'i~ 3p43~'.,,SAVE Fdday 5pm.'.w:,.;~,'.-"., ':':~ .~ y;. ~:, ! 
~9~8 ~X4 ~R,  ve~'10~qfriiles. Cle~" "'FOUND: :Lady's ;gold ring .at Eby- 'and '~! 
$s~, 'so~ ~st, $2,500 63;8.8968;3p43 L0en. Ph;635-8841 . . . . .  2~1 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
1992 25' TERRY Resort 5th wheel used 
2 ~veeks. Fully loaded with hitch 
$19,000.00 firm. Phone 632-3766. 3o41 
1:). Snowmobiles 
1986 PHASER. Low miles on rebuilt 
motor, ice picks and tunnel protectors, 
heated hand grips, cover. $2700. OBO. 
847-5498 after 6. 4p40 
1984 GRIZZLY 440 Polaris Dualtrask 
Ionglxack. 1500 odginal miles, Beautiful 
"condition. Electdc start. Reverse, hand 
Warmers, large cargo rack. Moving south. 
Sacrifice 3100. 647-3029 Paul. 41o40 
WANTED: Snowmobile trailer, Call Doug 
635.1201 (home) 638.5029 (work) 3p.42 
,1992 ARCTIC Witd Cat 700, ski skins and 
cover, 300 km, new condition, $6700, 
Call 638-0771. 3p42 
1978 ARCTIC CAT El tigre. Long back, 
new dutch, asking $900 obo. Call 638. 
s~3. 3p43 
MISSING: A pair of lady's size S 1/2.9 
black leather dress boots.. Was mistak- 
enly taken from the Baviarian Inn on Sat. 
Dec. 12, 1992. A similar pair of size boots 
with an ankle sbap and buckle was left 
behind, If these are yours and you have 
mine, please call Cheryl at 638- 
8359. 2p41 
LOST'. Women's watch in the Terrace 
Hotel on wednesday. Jan 20193. 2p41 
LOST: On Queensway, a golden lab. Has 
tattoo (KZ63WRE) On One of his ears. 
Neutered, has brown collar. Answers to 
the name Duke. 638.0532. Reward 
Offered. 21o42 
20. Pets & Livestock 
WE HAVE registered highland cattle for 
sale; For more informelion please call. 1- 
694.3734 Bums Lake, 4p41 
YEARLING Chamlals and Red Angus 
Bulls, Deposit will hold for spdng delivery. 
Giddings Bros. Telkwa, B.C. 846. 
5628. 4P41 
' " - I 
HOME-BASED/~'~ 
BUSINESSES ~ ,==1) 
- _  
. . t-ro-Pure 
BecJerlo~tstlc Water Purifim 
ENJOY SPARKLINO CLEAN WATER ON TAP.., 
AT A FRACTION OF THE COST OFBOTTLEO WATER 
100~ Rcmmah~ G~'dla t.mBa (B4m~ Fw~) 
~-,v~L=,."~.=, (604) 635-3697 
Terrace, B,C. 
Discovery Toys ® 
Ow~oOment~ Toy=, Boo~ a ~tm== F~f NI ,~u 
• od,w~, plot 11me & Pal ~ C~r.6' Opporlmll~ 
• .  ' .. Vba/MOAoc~ted ": • 
: :, SUSAN M.RIDLEY 
. . . .  (604)638.!319 
~J) T___T HOLIDAY 
=...~I !1 HOUSEHOLD HELP 
C0mplete House, Child & 
Pet Sitting Services 
Maxina Bob 
4614 Davis Ave,  638-8648 
Creative Linens 
Custom Made Bedroom AccessorIes 
carolyn Ann C{#E ' 
~h. (604) 635-5181 4805 Davis Ave. 
-'ax (604) 635-9068 Ten'ace, 8.C. V8G 1Y2 
Z::r -  "- - - - - -  ~_-=.-7~_ _ 
( ~  i ADDRe::tMna: ing 
b.#, ' Custom 
~A'a  Sewing 
635-130.4 
Machine Quilting 
Beautiful, Fast and Inexpensive 
I~t Me Do Your Quilling 
Joyce Casors0 638-8814 
Mustafa's EmD0rlum ~
Sliver & Gold'Jewellery at 
Affordable Prices 
Leather Bags - Embroidered Vests 
Olive Wood Carvings Nativity Sets 
Showroom Rt 4719 P=rk Ave. 635-5218 
LIST YOUR HOME- 
BASED BUSINESS 
HERE FOR ONLY 
$5.50 PER WEEK ON 
A 13 WEEK CONTRACT 
• . ,  :For Informagon On The 
TERRACE HOMEBASED BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS 
• : Meeting' heldon The 3rd of each month 
Please Phone 635-9415 
20. Pets & Livestock 
RE---~-D-ENGUSH springer spaniels. Both 
parents champions. Health & tempera. 
ment guaranteed in writing. Excellent 
family pets $400 Prince George 1.564- 
7251 4P41 
IT'S NOT TOO early to st~ iookingi 8 
year old Bay Reg. O.H. Gelding for sale. 
$2000, four 1". Q.H. Evenings 847-4195 
4p42 
WHITE MINIA:rURE Samoyed cross 
puppy with shots. $200. Also 1990 JVC 
video camera GF 500. Call 635.4600 or 
638-0874 3P42 
BABY LOVEBIRDS, cockatiels and 
budgies. Call 635.6770 days and 638. 
1246 (evenings). 31o43 
THE TERRACE SPCA has animals up for 
adoption, For more Jnformstion or to 
report lost and found pets. Phone 638. 
2002. 6p43 
21. Hel p Wanted 
PART time C.D.A. for busy or, he offce in 
Smithers, Send resume to Dr. Steve 
Davis, Suite 203 - 575 Main St., 
Penticton, B.C. V2A 5C.,6 4p40 
MOTEL MANAGERS. Modern motel in 
Cariboo requires experienced hus. 
band/wife management team. Excellent 
manager's accommodations provided. 
Send resume, references & renumeration 
required to: Box"K" can'boo Observe, 
188 Carson Ave. Quesnel, B.C., V2J 
3H6 4P40 
EXPERIENCED Barber/H airdresser 
wanted. Rent or lease in 'small, Busy 
shop located in Queen Charlotte City, on 
Queen Charlotte Islands. Great opportu. 
nity for person who wants to work. Sed- 
ous enquires only! Short.term accommo. 
dations can be arranged. Contact Chris. 
line H. Rowan @ Chds's Cuts work 559. 
4777 or home 559-8415. 4p40 
QUALIFIED Hairstyilst required full or 
part:time, wage negotiable. Apply in per. 
son or send resume to Veto& Alpine Cut, 
Box 664, Smithers B.C. VOJ 2NO 4p42 
WORKING Man requires housekeeper 
(20 km from Terrace) Ught Hcusekeep. 
ing, experience with wood stove, laundry, 
etc. Reply to file #62 c/othis paper. 3p42 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY (M.L.M.) 
looking for sales people in the Pacific 
Northwest. Excellent Health related prod. 
ucts and marketing plan, including BID- 
21. Help Wanted 
POSITIONS now available. We need 
people to wear and show L~dy 
Remington Fashion Jewellry. Sample kit 
provided plus generous earnings. For 
interview phone 638-1750. 4p43 
RECESSION? Who Cares? Ideal home 
based business unique product. Minimal 
invesf~ent unlimited potential-write P.O. 
Box 2193 Prince George BC Stn B V2N 
2J8 4p43 
LARGE National corporation looking for 
an aggressive individual with ambition to 
earn $30,000 pkis per year. Send resume 
to: Box 64 Terrace BC, VSG 4A3 1C43 
WANTED: Loving mother to babysit, 
Ihree girls for spring break, and summer 
holidays 7:45 to 5:15, phone 635.7683. 
11o43 
TOTALLY TROPICAL Requires consul- 
tents to sell a fabulous line of silk plants. 
Home shows/commercial businesses. 
Phone Debbie 1[403)-835.2461 or Deb 
1(403)567-4275. 3p43 
23. Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as given in the ad. Address to: File , The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8. Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies. 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. 
Forms, framing, siding, finishing inside or 
out. No job too small. Mike Gray. 638. 
0822 32fin 
WORK WANTED - I will work for any Ter- 
race and area business. I am a tireless 
sales representative. I work 7 days a 
week; days and evenings. I will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
potential customers every week. My past 
history proves I spent an average of 3 1/2 
days with each consumer in your market. 
I am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will 
work for you. Standard Advertising 638. 
7283. fin 
CUSTOM CABINETS, Renovations, fin- 
ish carpentry. No job too small. Steve 
Marshall. 635-7474. 12p40 
CONFIDENTIAL Bookkeeping for small 
business or self employed. Reasonable 
rates. Mary 635.7474. 12p40 
JOURNEY MAN Painter with or without 
crew available for work at winter rates. 
23. Work Wanted 
HOUSEKEEPER Availlable. Call Marie 
635-4760. 31o43 
CINDERELLA CLEANING Services. We 
do walls, dean cupboards, wash floors. 
10 yrs.experience. Free estimates. 638. 
8398. 3p43 
APARTMENT MANAGER with 12 year 
experience and excellent references, 
looking for position in family complex. 
Also motel management experience. 
Phone anytime 635-2985. 8p43 
I w~ Journeyman Carpenter I I do finbhi~g, renovations, Install cabinets, 
l patlo, palnling Also will build ftxniture. 
Prefinlshed Hardwood Flooring 
"Maple, ~rch, ash, oak. Available in natural 
various cdioum. (No sanding required) Size 3'4 "x 
21/2" or 31/4' 
CALL 635-6277 ~leave a meuage)  
24. Notices 
PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to gen- 
eral public; videos, pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia. Student 
enquiries welcome. Call 635-3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, 
excitement, perhaps a tropical island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635.6181 and catch 
the spirit! 5tfn 
FREE SERVICE. Help with your forms or 
letters. Call Melissa at 635.9119 for ~ 
help. . tfn 
l AN IRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Naturbl Healing through Aromatheraphy, 
Reflexology, Reiki, Johrel' &' 8plrituaJ 
Healing. By appointment or every' Fdday 
drop In 10-12. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
   -KID'S 
CASTLE i'~,"~l 
(LICENCED) ~ 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2½ to 5 
638-8890, 
24. Notices 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
Feb. 5, 6, &7 
Tracing Your Emotional 
Roots - Healing Your 
Pain With 
Dr. Gary Kalmbach• 
25. Business opportunities 
40 SEAT Family restaurant. Good hus- 
band/wife Operation. Cost of equipment 
exceeds selling pdce. Forlhppeintment to
view 747-3223 4])40 
PARENTSEEACHERS Tum your knowl. 
edge and experience with children into a 
money n~ing carreer with discovery 
toys. Be your own bo~, set your own 
hours. Call Cheryl-Anne 754-9851 2p43 
26, Personals 
KNOW SOMEin the Terrace/Kitimat re 
w~ alcohol/drug problems: Get the 
beautiful tape, "Raised from the Ruins". 
You'll love it! Free/confidential. Call toll. 
free 1-800.528-0070. 121)40 
INTERESTING, energetic, attractive 
woman seeking adive man. 40.55 yrs to 
share skiing, theatre, dancing, good con-' 
versation etc. Take a chance on life and 
meet. an independent, spirit.od woman. 
Send replys to file #30 c/o this 
paper. 21o42 
WHO SPEAKS For canada? Are you 
heartsick at the selling out of your ooun- 
by? Do the words freetrade and continen- 
tal economy make your Gorge rise? 
There is a cholce.For information about 
the national 'party and its leader Mel 
Hurtig. Phone 635-5268. 2p43. 
FUN LOVING, cadng, affectionate, full 
figured 45 years young female looking for 
that spedal man to share her life. Enjoys 
dancing, romantic evenings, camping, 
many other interests to share With right 
person, hopefully leading to serious 
committ~ent Who and What you are 
meat important Not looks or financial sta. 
,us. Share your likes/dislikes/interests- 
phone andphot0'appreciated. Send reply 
to file #78c/o this paper. 2p43 
f:~ II!lldoIo] , i  I[olo] "~ I ~ [tlm =ff~Ttt~ 1
MAGNETIC PRODUCTS (Wraps, Mat. Also have sand blasting equipment. For . . . . .  secure male:in mid thirties (non-smoker) 
tress overlays, jewetiery etc.) All products free estimate 635.4332~ 81)41 = . . .=, . ,  . , . _ _ . . . . . _  would like to meet an honest and sincere 
availlable locally, interested persons LEN'S RENOVATIONS. Drywall, t~lng, I~UW g l " l " l~ l l l~ l~ i i  U ladyfor companionship, Inter estsjnclude, 
please cal1632.7547 4p42 remodel rooms, specializing in hath- TEDDY BEAR~ H skiing, swimming, travelling, and much 
NEEDED for 4 weeks 1 telephone sales rooms, hang doors, windows, painting, mere. Send replies'to file #23 do this: 
person 4:30pmit(W;;8:30pm.~Monday.Eli~: ~; plU ibidg;i repaivjobs; frea'estirnates. 12~ CENTRE ...... , ,T j : :, 
~ay, Hou~ j~.y~Ug~,,¢Jpl]yery people,, ~years.:635.,-6198 . . . . . .  3p41~ ~ ~  paper. ~ 2p43 
Must haver°wh'~" Day'~'hd~nig~t G(~xi 'I~XPERIENCED H~ki~ E u i~nt  ° r ~ in Th°rnhill ~ J  ( " '  
• • q p pe., UcensedFamily Daycare,.0 ' . i' rate of pay. Secretary 4:00pro to 9:00pro ator with Class 1 licence looking for work. 
Monday-Friday. Call B$ at 635-4605 . . . . . .  Newborn.& Up . . . . . . .  g , 2p42 Willing to lmln on what have YoU. Rick 
845.2157. 4p41 - Open 7:00 amto '5:oo 'pm ~-~ 
WANTED: Looking for an experienced 
caring person to babysit a twoyear old CARING MOM just registered with Call for information 
Skeena Child Care Sport Program will 38 
child, 4 to 5 days per week in my own babysit In my home dose to Caledonia •6  ()939 : 
home on the bench, full days, Must have School. Mon-Fd. 638.1636. References -~- - -=. - -~- ' - - - - -~:  - 
three references and own t~ansportalion, availlable. • 3p42 ' 5 .. 01" . . . . . . . . . . . .  
635-7574 2p42 BURK'S Renovations. Home repairs, [ 
DIET MAGIC lose 301bs in 30 days for door hanging, home or garage, nojobtoo I 'ERRACEPUBLIC LIBRARY I lU (~.~I , /~  ~:  ',~)l~,)~)f,: " ~1 
only $49.95. Allnatural, Phone Colleen smail or too big. Cal1635-2985 anytime. | TheAnnuaI.Gener~lMeeting|:' Ih l~ l{~' t t~. ' , '  ' [11 
635-7070. 4p42 9p43 I of the Teri'ace Public Library I "  III awc,  ¢o [11 
FULL-TIME Babysitter equired immedi. :XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX: IAssoclation will be held on I Ul ";:{ft//+OrW" . ; ,I 
alely for two children in our home. App l i .  LOokzng fo r  IThumday, February 18, lgga l  : I~ ,~oOK~-~) :~a O1 c{t"  MI 
cant must be experienced, responsible at 7:00 pm in  the. library II ~ ~ j .yg l ;~ , " '  " ill 
and punctual. Vehicle and references Ch i ld  Care?  meeting room. ' 6~ (~¢ l l l  
638-0686, after 6:OO p.m. 2p42 Skeena Child Care Support Elections to the board of ' 0~1, 
WANTED One live-in nanny/housekeeper Program can help you make Trustees will take place and 
for 2yr old. References required call 635. the right choice for your child, nominations for these positions ~' 
will be accepted #om the floor. 
Light refreshments will be 4639, 3v~ For information on choosing 
NOT SATISFIED with your current care and available options, call 
Income? We are looking for 3 person who Coco at 638-111 3. 
have the ability to increase their present A flee ae~ce provided by the Terrace 
income. Opportunity o advance the man. Women's Resource Centre and funded 
agement level. For your personal inter- by the Ministry or Women's Equelily. 
view call 635-3066 and as k Mr.Hommy. ;ZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX] 
MCSP,. MCPA: CAFC _ [ ]  
Registered Physiotherapist 
for Appointment 
I INCOMaE TAX SEASON is upon us If you need help preparing your return, call a professional who cares. 
Guaranteed lowest rates. 
B.D,R, Ventures Bookkeeping 
& Income Tax Services 
Servicing Kitwanga to Burns Lake and 
areas. 
638-0556 or 842-5667. 
served. 
Do You Wantto Lose 
Weight & Keep It Off?.. 
Thermojet ics 
Unique Herbal Produc(that works 
Burns Body Fat 
Melts Inches 
Controls Appetite 
Gives Lots of Energy 
Not a Meal Replacement Plan 
100% Natural 1OO%" Guaranteed 
Start Losing Today byCalling 
Terrace. Dianne Rowe 
638.i349 = 1' 
Kitimat - Mary (~32-6812 
MORTGAGES 
• newmortgage s 
arranged 
. existing mbrtgages 
purchased by 
PeOPle who want 
to help 
See Us Today 
I~i 
' Avco 
F inanc ia l  
Serv ices  
,,~00. T,,,;~o 635"2826 
27. Announcements 
Engagement  
Announcement  
Rudy and Sandy~Koopmans 
are' pleased to announce the 
engagement  o f '  their 
daughter, Cindy Leeto  Terry 
Victor, son" of Mrs. Pat 
~Zaporzan. \ ' ~ . 
I ol aCC . 
J it'sa c me" 1 
LUNG DISEASE 
.. ,~.~. Support 
:,' .dv . .ced 
• I T f , ,  :" "'. - " ' "' research and 
~ wovinee-wide ' 
commimity "
education programs sponsored 
by your Lung Association. 
B.C. Lung Association 
Box 34009, Station D 
Mmcouver. B.C. V6J 4M2 
,,t&rrthif;~ V~I r,h.m,,~lhl ,lli~p,d,llf.thml 
 TheC ast 
Inn o[theWest 
GOTTA THIRST  CIL   IN,G? 
We' re  The  Sat i s f ie rS  
With a Iocationand a selection that 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 11 P,M; 
4620 LA_kelse Avenue, Terrace 
II r i l l  iii i i i i i i 
is second to none, why would you go anywhere lse, 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYSAT 9 A:MJ 
635"6300 
. , The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 10, 1993 - Page Bl l  
YOUNG Adventuresome females ~ TERRACE REGIONAL 
required for employment opportunity. 
Written replies to Box 1247 Houston, B,C. HEALTH CAR E SOCIETY  
V0J lZ0. Indude phone # • w]l contact Auto Marine Electric Ltd. Is one of the 19zgest automotive after.mwket 
for personal interview. 4p41 :~ INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES companies In Western Canada with 50 locations throughout Alberta B.C, aild 
SINGLE Father age 29 native, emotion, i !  PHYSIOTHERAPIST the Yukon. We have an Immediate opening for a 
ally & financially secure, likes coun~ A physiotherapist Is required for Mills Memorial Hospital, Rehabilitation Branch Vlanager 
R&B, denting, cemplng, travel, N/D Medicine Department. in our Terrace location. The successful candidate must have a mlnlmum of § 
seeks ¢orrespondense. For friendship or The successful applicant will be responsible for assessment and treatment of years experience in automotive and heavy duty parts sales. Prevloul 
¢ompanlonship with woman 25.35 years. In-patients and out- patient• In a very active depadment. This position Is Management Experience will dered an asset, Responslbll of thll 
Send replys to file #31 ¢Jo this paper, available Immediately. Salary and benefits as per H.S.A. CollectiveAgreernenL position will Include overseeing the ride sales staff and a 2 person sen,lee 
31)42 Interested applicants are asked to call collect or write to: department. Competitive wage and refit package. Please send complete 
Director of Patient S.ervlces, Terrace Regional Health Care Society, resume Including references in confidence to 
I Happy 40th Morn 4720 Haugland Ave., Terrace, BC, V8G 2W7 Ken Jarvls, larine Electric Ltd. 
149 W 4th Ave. r Vancouver r B.C. V5Y 1G5 
IIt'e all downhill from here 
I ,ovosh,,,o ,v,,,,ob Account Manager/Sales Representative 0, 
L and Wendy DO you have an interest in Business Equipment 
such as computers, photocopiers, point of sales and 
office equipment? 
We are an established company with an excellent 
benefit and compensation program. Applicants must 
have a commitment to "Customer Service" and 
demonstrated communication skills. 
Please call and submit resumes to the attention 
of the General Manger at 
Wilk inson Business Machines  
4552 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 1 P8 
Phone: 638-8585 
A leading Terrace retai ler has  a part  
A Warm note of Thanks.., time position available. The position 
to all who helped Monday night during the fire on Kalum Street. 
The  Terrace and Thornhill fire departments and Terrace 
R.C.M.R are to be commended for their hard work, tireless efforts 
and patient support.. 
To Steve and Sandy of Northwest Sportsman - your help and 
kind support will be remembered always. 
To Anna of Misty River Books - thank you for your caring, we 
are so grateful. 
Thankyou to Russ Tanner and Ted Moon for all your hard work. 
To Steve, Fred, and Bart Straw, a vepJ special family who not 
only put in hours of work but gave us loving support. 
Last but not least to Chris and Dave a more special daughter 
and son-in-law has not existed. " 
We thank you all for your efforts and your oaring. We apologize 
if we have forgotten anyone. 
• Sincerely, ...... 
:~,Bob&Marg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,if (: •" . . . .  : ........ " " 
Oueenswizy T.rading " 
RS. Watch for us l  We wi l l  be back In bus iness  A.S.A.R 
21. Help Wanted Exciting 
Income 
Opportunity 
Phone 
635-3484 
ATTENTION HAIRSTYUSTS 
Looking for part time or full time 
licensed Hairstylist or Barber. 
Clientele preferred. 
Contact Terrl Lynn 
at 638-8941 
I] School District No. 92 (NISGA'A)may haves  limited number lot teaching vacancies this year. If you are seeking a personal land professional challenge, you will enjoy working in B.C.'s II most unique Public School DistrioL 
lit you wish to be  considered for a teaching position, please 
forward a complete resume including three professional 
references to: . . . .  
School District No. 92 (NISGA'A) : : 
RO. Box 240 
New Aiyansh, B.C. 
,VOJ 1A0 
If by Fax to: 633-2425. 
Interviews will be held i 
, i r 
I 
• CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
Finance & In=;urance Sales Person 
Start an .exciting and Interesting career In the automotive 
industry, J im MoEwan Motors-Ltd. in Terrace. operates a 
progressive, trsndsetting General Motors Dealership in spacious, 
modem, well equipped facilities. Afull range of employee benefits 
including a health plan, a dental plan, group insurance, etc. are 
available, 
A Guaranteed Salaw will be provided dudng the Initial training 
pedod afterwhich the Finance & Insurance Sales person will be 
paid on a rewarding @mmlsslon elan. 
The Finance & Insurance Sales person will be restx)nstble for 
the selling of finance and Insurance programs to new and used car 
and truck customers; This sales person will also be responsible for 
selling optional warranties, equipment, maintenance and 
protection plans to new and used car and truck customers. Other 
duties will Include vehicle laasin~], renting,• customer follow up, 
customer satisfaction plane; and generating reports. A computer 
will be made available to asaist the sales person in all duties, 
especially the selling procedure. Ongoing sales, technical and 
some computer tralnlng will be provided. 
= 'i Quallfl0atlons. We are looking for an aggressive, self starting 
Individual who enjoys dealing with ,people face to face and over the 
phone, Grade 12 educat on, busiriesa machine expede.nce and 
some mechanlcal expedence preferred. Must be prepared to work 
;Saturdays, shift Work and spend extra tlme at training and home 
study. Some typing expedence would be an ssaeL 
Send resume In strict confidence to: Sales Manager, Jim 
McEwan Motors Ltd., PC Box 940, Terrace, BC VSG 4R2 
Successful applicants wtllbe called ~r Interviews at a later 
date. 
would involve 28 to 30 hours  per 
Northwest Community College Invites applications for 
week. Retail service skil ls are 
necessary.  Co-ordination and  
display skil ls would be an asset.  
Please reply to: File #40 
c /o  The Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C., 
AUTOMOTIVE SALES CAREER,, ...... ....... 
Plus Benefits and Company Vehicle 
An exciting and interesting sales career can be yours with a well. 
established Terrace business, We offer an excellent work place, 
employee benefits, including health and dental plan, group 
insurance and corn pany vehicle. 
During initial training we offer a guaranteed salary but then you will 
set your own wages through our rewarding commlsslon and 
volume incentive plans, Ongoing sales and product knowledge 
training will be provided. 
Qualifications: Aggressive self starter who enjoys dealing with 
people face to face and by phone, Grade 12 education required 
and sales background an asset. Must be willing to work Saturdays, 
some evenlngs, and Invest extra time In training and home study. 
SEND RESUME IN STRICT CONFIDENCE TO: 
Sales Manage;" 
Jim icEwan Motors 
P.O. Box 940 
- • :::,, Terrace B.C. ~: 
Note'. No phone calls please, Interviews will be arranged with 
suitable applicants. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
AD MINI STRATIVE ASSISTANT 
Commencing Apdl 1/93, and for a minimum period of up to 15 
months, the Skeena Native Development Society has a high 
profile vacancy for the position of Administrative AsslstenL to be 
located in the Terrace area. The main function of this position Is to 
provide administrative support to the Manager of the Skeena 
Aboriginal Management Board, requiring an individual with 
demonstrated skills in office organization, overseeing financial 
functions including f/s prepS, consolidations, and spread sheet and 
. software applications, 
Candidates must have excellent interpersonal and communication 
skills, have had experience in working w/native organizations, and 
the ability to handle various tasks concurrently. Your resume 
should reflect PC skills preferably including Lotus and Word 
Perfect, expedence in office organization and supervision, and 
ability to work independently. 
FIELD OFFICER: 
Commencing Apdl 1/93, and for a minimum period of up to 15 
months, the Skeena Native Development Society has a high 
profile vacancy for the position of ELPJJ;LQW.Gr~ to be located in 
the Terrace area, Reporting to theManager of the Sksena 
Aboriginal Management Board, the incumbent will be responsible 
for identifying employment training needs and in developing 
proposals for native organizations in the delivery of employment 
training strategies. Preference will be given to those candidates 
who have the ability to assess written proposals, prepare 
contrlbution/fundlng a reements (initial training will be provided), 
and be willing to travel, 
Candidates must have excellent Interpersonal and communication 
skills, have had experience in working w/native organizations and 
the ability to handle vadous projects concurrently, Your resume 
should reflect PC skills and experience in dealing with the public. 
Should either of these positions interest you, please apply In 
confidence, by 12 Feb. 1993, detailing work •experience and 
qualifications to'. 
Clarence Nyce, Manager, Skeana Aborigine! Management Board, 
4630 Lazelle Ave, Terrace B.C, V1Q 1S6, or Fax to: 635-4073. 
. I 
a full-time Instructor to supervise students on 
pracUcum within the Social Service Worker 
Programme. Travel and flexible hours may be 
requited. The Instructor will: 
• work within the College region supervising Social 
Service Worker students 
• orient him/herself to students and social service 
agencies 
• evaluate students 
• work Independently and wit h programme faculty 
The preferred applicant will have a Bachelor of Social 
Work degree and be registered with the B.C. 
Association of Social Work. Familiarity with social 
service agencies In the College region Is required. 
This position will commence April 5 and will terminate 
June 25, 1993, will be for 35 hours per week and Is 
subject to enrollment of a minimum nurnberof~ ; ,:.~ m,, 
is .tudgnt~. ~.Tt~,, p ;~lz!ar~yy~ill !~e. ~In accordpnc~e~,W,,ith,.the., ~;~:. 
Collective Agreement i~tween the'Col'fag() and ' .' ." 
C.U.RE. (under review). ., 
Please contact Jake Muller for further Intormatlon at III 
local 348. Resumes should be sent In confidence by II! 
February 26, 1993 to: 
Competition 93;001C 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
CONSIDER THE 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
ADVANTAGE 
UCC IN KAMLOOPS OFFERS THESE DEGREES: 
a Bad~elor f Arts (from UBC) 
a Bachelor of Sdenee (from UBC) 
a Bachelor of Elementary Education (from UBC) 
a Bachelor of Business Administration (from SFU) 
a Bad~elor f Sodal Work (from UVIC) 
a Bachelor of Sdence- Nursing (from UVIC) 
' AND OUR BRAND NEW FOUR YEAR.., 
a Bachelor of Natural Resource Sdence 
• Animal Health Technology 
• Respiratory Therapy 
a Medical Laboratory Technology 
• Office Systems Specialist " i - 
' " - ,  .e .Computer Automated Systems • i'.~ ! ~.;~-?i' ii ;~!~ ii: -- 
s CADD Techn~ 
e Events and CG 
' ; - i  Adveliiure Travel Guide :~ :-"  '~ ' 
~ :ii" Meet with a UCC Representative 
Friday, February 12, 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm 
UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE 
OF THE 
CARIBOO 
IIorthwest Community College 
Advising Department 
Call 635-6511 (Ioca/207) 
for an appointment! 
BOX 301C, KAML00P8, BRITISH COLUMBIA V2C 5N3 
i 
t 
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p•TNIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE LIFE REGRESSION WORKSHOP 
WITH DAN VALKOS 
AT NIRVANA FEB. 13 
t0"6 REGISTER AND INFO 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
29, In Memoriurn 
~¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢" 
JOSHUA TITUS 
G UTrORM NISYOK 
Dec. 10, 1991- 
Feb. 8, 1992 
Oh precious one, we 
wanted you to stay but God I 
chose another way, so 
;remember you'll be in our 
;hearts always and though 
you can't be near, love 
stays. 
We miss you. 
Love Morn, Dad, & Brother 
:Owen Nisyok, Grandma & 
:Grandpa Schulmeister 
rvv~v vvvvvv  vv~vvv  ~vvwv 
ROBERT. LEsLis E;ARRETT 
FF -BRUAP.~ E~ ~,  l c )~ 
FEBRUAR."/' I I  ~"  lgC),9., 
"O~ ~ ~e, 
~~. . ,  
~4~e.  Xe~6 
' B.Y-HofF 
children Cind..~ , 1~5c% k:el ~/, 
~h~,ar~l  ~n , klei l  . 
T:Emi'~le', T~._ybr- c~d &'flier]. 
28. Card of Thanks 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free 
copy of Crisis of Conscience by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847.5758. 29tfn 
30. Obituaries 
North.EIo Richard age 75, of chase B.C. 
on Jan 19 1993, from cancer. Born in 
Coleman, Alberta March 21 1917. Prede- 
ceased by parents and two sisters. 
Served in the RCMP in Saskatchewan 
and Ottawa, the Canadian Army, the Sag. 
katchewan Federated Co.ops and B,C. 
Human Recourses in Terrace B.C., retir- 
ing in 1974. Survived by wife, three chil. 
dren, seven grandchildren, and five great 
grandchildren. Cremation arranged by 1st 
memorial funeral services, lp43 
E-le always eemed so bdght and alive 
But now our friend is gone; 
We thought he'd always be with us 
And now he has moved on. 
Remember all the good t~mes 
I'm sure is what he'd say; 
Now hem we are together 
to say goodbye this day. 
Perhaps we'll meet again my friend 
some other time and place; 
Jntil that day we'll all remember 
~'our shining simiting face. 
goodbye my friend 
We all miss you S{erling. 
31, Auction Sales 
SATURDAY Feb 13/93 at  11:00 AM 
sharp. Estate sale featuring small amount 
of furniture and household appliances. 
Very good condition. Other consignments 
to follow. For more information 605.7824 
L.W. Sears auction, 4106 16 East Open 
4-Spin. lp43 
33. Travel 
30, Obituaries " TOURS ' 
JERRY GAlL DEMMITT - Born; February I 
Z0~ 1 ~48, Chilli ,we&k, a~. : :  :.i{ :,:,~,. ...... , ' r  I ..... 
lg76~T~'i~;B;¢? ~'t;e4 ";'r:;(5:::>':':#:>:~:" i ' :  ::: } 
They p~sed~away'imddenly January 22, i
1993. Funeral Smvlces. Janu=y 29, 1993 at 
1:30 p.m. Sacred  Head Catholic Church. 
Cremation took place after funeral services. 
Interment • February 1, 1993 at 11:00 a.m, 
terrace Muddpai Cemetery. 
~urviVed by Wlfe end Mother -i Alma, 
Daughter & Sister -Tswyn~, Mother & 
Gmndn~. Belly Demmitt, Father In.Law 
& Grandfather - Joe Schulmeister, Sisters S 
Aunts. J~'q~ (Grog) Houlden - Kathy (Jim] 
Dalgmault Numerous Relatives. 
Predeceased by • Son & Brother - Aaron 
larry, Falher & Grandfather • Gall Demmltt, 
~other ~-Iaw & 'Grandmother - Aurora 
~chulmebler. 
Jeny came to Terrace in the spdng of 1955, 
He still hold= the reoord for the Mile Run st 
$keena Secondary School. Windng the Mile 
Run in Track & Reld for Western Canada. 
Jerry loved travel, dancing, mufl¢, golfing, 
biking a~l watching drag races. He was an 
avid skier. Jerry always had a story to tell. 
He w~ a great ston) teller. 
Amber Lee' lived ell her life In Terret:e a~ 
attended Caledonia Seoondmy School. She 
liked to watch the gWS play hockey, denting I 
music, ~ basketball, skiing, biking she 
cotlectlng cats and cows figures. She alwey~ 
had a warm greeting and friendly sme fOl 
weryom she met 
I'helr memories will remain with all of us In 
~ur hea~ forever. 
Vlackays Funeral Sea,cos Ltd. was In charge 
~f anmgements. 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
32. Legal Notices 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF 
LAWRENCEJULIEN WILFRED 
BURKETT 
Former ly  of Terrace, Brit ish 
Columbia. 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the above estate ere 
required to send full particulars of 
such claims to 114-4741 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, 
VgG 4R9 on or before the 19th day 
of March, 1993, after which date 
the assets of the said estate will be 
distributed having regard only to 
the c la ims that  have been 
received. 
Victor Lefebvre 
Administrator 
Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Environment 
Waste Management Branch 
• Waste Management Flhe No. PS-11859 
APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT UNDER THE 
PROVISIONS OF THE WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT 
• : ' (Special WaStes) : 
THIS APPLICATION Isto be flied with the Regional Waste Manager at 3726 
Mfred Avenue, Smithers, British Columbia V0J 5N0. 
'Any pers0n who may be adversely affected by the discharge of storage of the 
Nastemsy wl{hln: 30 days from the last date' of posting Under eeotlon 3 (a) or 
~ubllc~Uon, service or disp ay under.section 4, write to the manager statlng how 
~e Is affected." 
F~REAMBLE - The purpose of this application Is to obtain a permit for the 
storage of decommlsaed electrical equipment containing PCBs. 
I. INVe Agrifoods International Cooperative Ltd. (Carrying on business as 
Dalryw0rld Foods) of P.O. Box 9100, Vancouver, Brltlsh Columbia, VSB 4G4 
hereby apply for a permit o store spsolal Waste from out of aervlce electrical 
equipment containlng PCBs located at various Dalryworld Foods Iscatlons In 
Brltlsh Columbla nd give notice of application to all persons affected. 
The special waste storage site will be located at Lot 30.32, PL: 46 80 DL: 
370 RG: 05 Roll No. C457S8 Coast Range 5 which is at S098 Kofoed Drive 
Terracei British Columbia, VSG 3P9. .. 
The composition and quantity of special waste(s) to be stored Is: 
Substance(s) Maximum concentration 
(as spedfled In the of substances in 
spoclal waste Regulations) special waste (g/kg) 
PCB CONTAMINATED PCB UQUlD 
ELEC'~:IICAL CAPACITORS IN CAPACITORS AND I 
AND FLUORESCENT BALLASTS CONTAINS 
Maximum quantity 
1 of spatial waste 
to be stored (kg) 
8000 KG 
LIGHT BALLASTS I~0G~G 
4, The period during which the special waste will be stored will be until 
destruction f~illtles for PCBs become available, 
6. The method(s)to be used to store the special waste will bewaste will be 
packaged In plastic Ilnbd 205 litre drums shoed on oallsts In e 20 ft. cargo 
container =='rip!ere with Spill tray. Cont mar Will De located In:a secure fenced 
compound. 
S. Dated this 20th day of November, 1S92. , 
Borer Enviro~mental SetvlCes . ~ Calm D, Cor¢oran foi 
Tele hone No. B04 984-4450 ~. ~ , BovarEnVlr0nmental Services 
ESTATE SALE 
IN THE ESTATE OF: BENJAMIN 
CECIL GOSNELL (NO. 160-01) 
OF THE GITLAKDAMIX INDIAN BAND, 
DECEASED. 
THE ESTATE ASSETS AS *ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE. 
If you are interested in any, or all, of the items, contact: 
M. CAMPBELL, ADMINISTRATOR 
PH. 1.666-2549 OR 1-800-667-7017 
SALE CLOSES ON OR ABOUT MARCH 31, 1993 
*Posted in the Offices of Fisheries & Oceans in Port Edward 
and Prince Rupert and in the Gitlakdamix Band office. 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBLIC NOTICE 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
The MinisW of Transportation & Highways would like to let the 
public know of the deadline of March 15, 1993 for the 
registration of hired equipment in the Skeena-Dist~ict. The time 
between March 15 and April 1, 1993 being used to compile the 
new seniority lists for the 1993\94 fiscal year. The office will try 
to make personal contact with currently registered owners who 
have not yet re-registered, Letters have been sent out to all 
currently registered owners• 
Regislmtions received after March 15, 1993 will be recorded 
on the LATE REGISTRATION LIST, and consequently may 
not receive a share of the available work. 
If you would like to register your equipment, forms are 
available at the Skeena District Office, #300-4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
J.R, Newhouse, 
District Highways Manager, Skeena Diskict\ 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
HIRED EQUIPMENT REGISTRATION 
'The:Ministry of:.Tianspodstlon.and:Hlghways I  compiling its Hired. 
Equipment List for the Stiklne District and advises all persons or 
companies wishing to have their rentable equipment such as trucks, 
backhoes, loaders, excavators, graders, rollers, scrapers, tractors, sic 
listed, to contact he District Office at Box 148, Deese Lake, V0C 1LO. 
Owners of currently reglstered equlpment will receive a re.registration 
letter and Instruction prior to March 1st, and will not be required to 
complete new registration forms. 
Current policy does not permit the hiring of equipment hat is not 
registered with the Ministry. This Ministry will be hiring local equipment 
(where available) for projects In their area.. 
Deadline for reglstrstlon in the District is March 15, 1993. Applications 
received after thls date will be placed on the late fist and the equipment 
may not receive a share of the available work. 
For more Inofrmaticn please contact Sueann Clamplohlnl at 771-4511. 
B.R'Mackay 
District Highways Manager 
Stiklne Dlstrict 
Dated at Dease Lake, B.C. 
this 13th day of January, 1993. 
. •  Province of British Columbia • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Inv i tat ion to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are Invited for the following: 
Project No. 524-93-MW-008 
Location: M. V. Omlnaca Princess, Francois Lake Ferry. 
Description: Construction and Installation of Bow and Stern Wedges. 
Sealed tenders, Completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender 
on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Trensportation 
and Highways at 108.2nd Ave. p,o. Box 288, Burns Lake, BC VOJ 1EO 
until 2:00 p.m. (local time) On February 16, 1993,whentenders will be 
opened in publl~ (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be sent 
to:(604) 692.3419.) 1 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with 
the conditions of the tender.) 
A pretender meeting will be held on February 11, 1993 at 1 PM on 
board the Omlnec~ Prlncess. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are available at no cost from the Ministry of 
Transportation end Highways 105-2ndAve., P.O, Box 288, Burns Lake, 
BC V0J lEO between the hours of S:00 - 5:00 PM Monday to Friday, 
except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by 
certified cheque or money order, made payable to the Minister of 
Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
Por further Information contact Ken Miller at (604) 692-7161, or fax 
(604) 692-3419. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
. •  Province of British Columbia Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
33. Travel 
""-" ;r R L 
Cozumel  - Feb .  and  March  depadures  
from Vancouver from $649.00. Central 
Mountain Air - Terrace to Vancouver 
return $199.00. Vancouver to London 
from $648.00. Conllnenlal Airlines 
VancoUVer to Honolulu from $329.00. 
Vancouver to Florida air plus hotel from 
$S99.00. 
24 HRS. 635-6181 
32. Legal Notices 
I~ovtnce c~ 
Brit~t Cdumbta 
Mnbky ol ~ 
DIVISION OF 
VITAL 5TATISTIC~ 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an ~plicaticn 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant to 
the provisicm of the 'Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPUCANT IN FULL: 
Gurpreet Sldhu 
ADDRESS :4712 Hauglm~:i 
CITY: Terrace, B,C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 1G9 
PHONE NO.: 635-4697 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME:, Sidhu 
GIVEN NAMES;, Gurpreet 
TO: 
SURNAME:, Sidhu 
GIVEN NAMES:, Nine 
DATED THIS 3rd DAY OF February A.D. 
1993. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF JEFFREY HARRY 
TAKESHI KURISU, 
Formerly Of Terrace, British Columbl~ 
Creditors end others having claims against 
the above'estate am required to send full 
particulars of such claims to Crampton, 
Brown &/ur~it,//3-4623 Pad(Avenue, V8G 
1V5, Terrace, British Columb]g on or 
before the 19 th dW of March, 1993, alter 
which date the assets of the seld estate will 
be distributed having rsgard only to the 
de]ms that h~ve been received. 
James Sholchl Kudsu, 
Administrator 
CRAMP'ION, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
@ @ F~ovln©e of Mlddqt  of I r l l l sh  Co lumkl i  Fo{est= 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
The Kispiox Forest District Invites 
Proposals for a road construction and 
maintenance supervision contract, 
ENG93RO4-001. Individuals and 
companies with previous experience In 
supervising F,S.'Roed Construction ere 
encouraged to submit proposals. 
Interested bidders may receive additional 
Information and s copy of the Proposal 
package by contacting: 
Norm Largos 
R,O. Engineering 
Klsplox Forest District 
P.O, Box 2t5 
Hazelton, B,C, 
V0J 1Y0 
Phone: 842.7S00 
(All proposals must be received at the 
above address on or before 2:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 2,1993,) 
.~  .~  Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation 
4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam gift to 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept. on Eby Steer or please contact Helene McRae at 
635-5320.  Income tax receipts are available. 
~ - -~  Box 22, • ~ IMPROVING Terrace B.C. I~ |  YOURODDS VSG 4A2 " ^,, | A~RSl' Majorie Park 
'],,~ ~'1 -CARADA's 638-1167 
,o,c~l f l  K]LI FR. 
,acl<nowledgement card. 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your doriation to the address above, along with 
the name of the deceased, your name and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
- -4  
Played every Friday at 9.'-30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio inthe Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.O0 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your.chance to win thousands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Bingol Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Slmolghets, Nodhem Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Cam, 
West End Chevron, East End Chewon, B & G Gmcsry, Wayside Grocery, Terrsce Shell 
~xl Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Coppersld= three, Jams & Gold, as Well as, Sybil Morven of 
Terrace, Rhode Seymour of ~selas, and Della 8eodans at Northem Native Broadcasting. 
In New Aiysnsh at the New Alyansh Co-op Store, in Kitimat from Darelena S~r, In 
Kltimaat Village from Robeda Grant, in Greenville from Ron Sampare, in Gltwinksihlkw 
from Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more inf0: 
How Do You MANAGE 
TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT RSP 
INVESTMENT .7 
.6 ~,.',., N . . . . . .  . , 
'.,~ ~ :g" :.'::::.:i:'~.:;'. . 
~E~i . / ,  
' ' ~.~S'"'"'Z~., •
,. "'.-':"..."':" ':' '. ; " :"  :: . .9:; .',,{ 
: ' :":( '"; ,  " " " - .  "' ' : " : ;  .'"1'.';'"¢:'. ' ." 2 - ; :  
: .'.:¢::.." : ~;'-.'..:. :, '~',":' 
. .~.'. ~-: . 'g. . ; ' : ;  " . ' . "  '.'. ' ' ;  ..: : : . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .  ; '  " ; ; C.'.' : ' :  .':':.;'~.';';.;~.;" ": :".: :.'g 'a,l. ¢ ..;*~'~.'"...;!','. , k I 
I ~ ~ i ~ i . ; : h . . . . ; ; O : ~  ] . , , . , . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ; . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . .  :  . . . :  . . . . .  ; . . . . .  ~. . . . ;  . . . . . e . .  ,~ . . .2  . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~  :~. 
~TRIMARK WE MANAGE. : 
MUTUAL FUNDS TO ~rrPERFORM. 
For .lore i11[ornlatk~ll i~lCdSt' call or mail Ihe ullachctl coupott 1o: 
~ dltIL': __ 
Addccss 
City:  P rov ince :  Postal  Code:  
DayUmc Phone Numhcr :  - " 
Designed ~,  T r lm~rk  Invts tment  Man,~gernent Inc. > : . . . . .  
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Home By: 
' . . . .  L , : . . . . .  . ; - - - - . - . - .  : - :~ . ,  
: . . . . . . .  : ' ~~~'~ PRUDI , , .   : ImI.Ugl~.,lll
NEW TO THE 
MARKET- 
• " $89,900 
You will be delighted with 
what this home has to:offer 
for $89,000. From the 
moment you stop inside it 
will become apparent that a 
Io to f  time and effort has 
been spent on  decorating 
this totslly renovated 3 
bedroom starter home. The 
spacious kitchen offers lots 
of cupboard space and has 
.... been,,; redone, in todays 
modem,,colors with new 
lino and:: Countertops. The 
b~l~hf~livin~ ~room featu~s 
'gleaming hard~Vo'od floors, 
i4hat~ n to the through 2 
,bedrooms on themain floor. 
Ties, fully: finished 
downstairs offers a large 
family room with 3 piece 
bathi'oom, a third bedroom 
plus :den or computer room. 
Add fo' tiff s, new drywall 
throughout + new natural 
gas: furnace and hot water 
and you have the making of 
a fine starter home in an 
excellent area of the 
horseshoe. Call Suzanne 
today before this one says 
SOLD. Exclusive with NRS 
Pruden & Currie (1976) 
Ltd. 
"The  Best  Way to  Bu i ld"  
, f  Qua l i ty  P re fabr ica ted  Houses  
~"  Do  It  Yourse l f  o r  Le t  Us  He lp  
, f  Cos t  Cont ro l led  Bu i ld ing  P rogram 
, / 'Your  P lan  or  Ours   m =eem 
Call Roy Eldridge 635-4440 j 
I CONGRATULATION REALTY WORLD 
#1 IN SALES VOLUME $$ 
Denn is  Uss lmore ,  D iana  Wood,  O lga  Power ,  Verne  Ferguson ,  Dar lene  Sk inner ,  
RIc  Whi te ,  Brenda  Er i ckson ,  Dave  Parker .  
1992 figures are in and Realty World -Lakelse Realty is the TOP SELLING 
OFFICE for volume sales through the Northwest R_eal Estate Board, which 
includes the real estate offices of Terrace, Kitimat, & Prince Rupert. 
Verne Ferguson, president of Realty World- Lakelse Realty and the 
Results Team would like to thank their valued clients and friends who made 
REALTY WORLD' 
them the #1 sales team in 1992. 
The Right Agent Makes All The 
Difference In The World. 
CEDARVALE FARM 
Approx. 10o acres of farmland on the 
Skeena River, 3 homes nestled in the 
valley under the Seven Sisters 
Mountain. priced to sell at $199,500, For 
~nore Information call Joy or Shells MLS 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
6400 sq, it, concrete block building on 
an acre In prime Industrial are,, 
Preeentf/ leased generating excellent 
return on Investment. Land ts fenced and 
BUILD YOUR OWN ESTA1E 
on 6.76 acres In the Woodland Park 
Subdivision. Close to town yet ve,,y 
private. Pdoed to sell $23,900 Cell Joy 
or Shells MLS. 
GREAT STAR1ER HOME 
And the price has been reduced on this 
1100 eq. ft. home. This home has had 
some nice renovations recently. There 
axe 2 large bedrooms could easily be 
converted back to 3. Large kitchen, a 
separate family room. There's 2 storage 
sheds. Good garden area and lot Is 
completely fenced with chin link 
fencing. Fairly new appliances • could 
be negotiable. For the asking pdoe of 
$61,000 MLS, For more details call 
Dave now, 
WHY PAY RENT? 
W~th a 5% down payment of approx 
$3,495.00 you can start putting your 
money into your own home. With 
payments of approx. $580.00 a month 
here's what you can buy. A great 3 
bedroom bungalow featuring nat. gr,, 
heat & Water, large specious kitchen 
with lots of cupboard ar¢l counter space. 
Located on a sunny lot close to the 
hospital Call Suzanne today for more 
details, $69,900 MLS 
SECLUDED ACREAGE IH TOWN 
This two acre parcel Is located on 
Terrace's South Side, At the end of a 
deed end street. Ideal location to build 
your dream home or a multi-faml~ 
complex. For more information ca, 
Dave.Asklng $60,000 IVLS 
THREE BEDROOM HOME 
On 1/2 acre offers country living within 
city. Convenience, barn, greenhouse, 
shed, large garden area. Priced to sell at 
$84,500. Call Derlok for details. 
~ -= 
QUALITY HOME 
Built in a quiet area on a no-thru street. 
2x6 construction, 4 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, 2 family rooms, o~k cabinets 
in large kitchen, est[ng area, separate 
dlnfng room, bay window In IMng room. 
Home is on a double lot that can be sub- 
divided, 9ood garden roll and lots of fruit 
b'ues. Call Wancle for appointment to 
vlew $154,500 MLS 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
1240 sq. ft.. 14 year old home on a 
I~rge lot In a good area of the 
horseshoe. 3 bedrooms on the main 
floor, livin~ room fireplace 3 baths plus 
snsuite with separate entrance. Them',, 
a garage and paved drive. For more 
Information call Dave - ~klng $129,900 
ML.S. 
JUSTREDUCEDI 
Don't miss out on this spacious 3 
bedroom home close to hospital & 
schools, Fenced beck yard end large 
new garage for the handymen. To see 
this comfortable home now listed at 
$113,900 ~LS. Call Doug et 638.1715 
R.3 61X120 LOT IN HORSESHOE 
Zoned for revenue property • Vendor 
motivated - n~ke an offer. See Derick. 
LOOKING FOR A BUSINESS? 
Or Investment opportunity? Enjoy nature 
at its ffneet? Want Isolation yet require 
the basics'/ You can have it aJl at 
Tatogga Lake Resod- Drop by and view 
the pictures, Sheih IVILS. 
.... ~ ~  ~-~' t~ I l I I I I i  
HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY 
For an entrepreneurial person to get 
into your own business for e very 
modest price. Store, laundromat & 
carwash for only $169,000 MLS, Any 
reasonable offer will be considered. Call 
Derick for details. 
RESTAURANT-O.C,I. 
Excellent oppodunity to open e business 
on the beautiful Queen Charlottes which 
Is becoming B.C.'s tourist hot spot. 1/2 
acre of ocean frontage. Restaurant is 
fully equipped with 2 licen'. ~s. Owner 
accommodation also. $129,500 C.~I 
Shaila or Joy MLS. 
PROMISE  
RANCHER • THORNHILL 
$74,900 
Spacious and recently upgraded 
1400 sq. ft. rancher, oak cabinets 
with built in appliances and Island 
are featured in the kitchen. Nat. 
gas fireplace In the living room, 
Jacuzzl tub plus regular tub & 
shower, large dining area. For 
more Info call Shells MLS. 
WON'T FENCE YOU IN 
Develop you, own estate on this 2 acre 
10t located w~ln the city,' A quiet 
location with the conveniences you 
want. For more. information on this lot 
listed at $27,500 MLS. Call Doug at 
638.1715. 
John Curde 
.i 
Joy Dover Dave Reynolds Suzanne GIeason 
q 
Doug M1sfeldt Derlck Kennedy. Wands Walberg Shells Love 
635-3042 635-3734 635-3004 
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WEINMASTEK HOME DES!GN 
. . , . . . /~~ ~~~.~,~, , .~_  o ,~ V/IDTH: 39'0" (11.9 M) 
: ~'al~.~'~'~, .......... ~ ~ " : ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ' w : , ~  DEPTH:  37 '6"  (11 '4M)  += ,. ~ ' 
. . . .  - , " . . . . . . .  . .  
i L__~. :~~i  " ~ ~ I  Rouse Plans AvaiiaDm inroug.h 
I : , i" r-r-~-~- • i 
' ~,. r , -  . ~+. ~m'ace~ ~:" , , .  I'-~ 
l A;0ell . 
--" . . . . .  ~-  " ~ ~ ~ "  3207 Munroe Terrace 
+~,~o 635-6273 i 
' ~.~ 
/ compact dealgn ~/ll h 8grend entry. " 
/ combined living room and dining room 
create additional eDaelousness, 
/ Island kllohen Is brightene d by the 
extensive uIe of glass lhr0ughout the 
adjeeent nook and family room• 
/ master bedroom, with S piece snsulte, 
featurea access toTear aundeck, 
,/two additional bedrooms complete this 
home.- • 
/ sundeek Increases Ihe overall depth. 
FAMILY ___._ " r°; -.._ . . . .  
i -~ ~. m.,~ ' I". , l= l  
I 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
1397 SO, FT.(129.7 M z) ~ .~. 
LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
COV[R(D ' ~ .  
" -  ruin' ~' . . . . .  ." "'~ ~-~" ' 
LIL2 
. rUlUll[ "" ¢ ........... 
~. --~, , 
News Photo 
Reprint 
Service 
THE TERRACE STANDNID 
is now offering a repdnt service 
to it's readers. You can get a 
3x5, 5x7 or 8x10 copy of your 
favodte black and white photo 
from our news files. 
(pdces van/depending on size). 
Stop by our office and look 
through the news file. 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
638-7283 
THE MONTH 
RON REDDEN 
The management of TERRACE REAL'Ih 
L'rD, • ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
RON ~EDDEN ea the outstanding 
salesman for the month of JANUARY, ,1993, 
We value his excellent performance and 
sen+Ice to the publl¢ In the field of Real 
Estate, 
Rods detmmlnsUon and rnotivallon have 
awarded him 'SALESMAN OF "file 
MON'IH'. 
CONQRA'IIJLATIONSI 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
IvlEMBER 
Im 
Associate Broker Network ...... .... 
I I 
DON'T WANT TO PAY 
RENT'? 
Check out this 12 x 64 mobile 
home wlth a large addition, stove 
fridge, washer, dryer, end 
microwave oven .II on It'= own 75 
,x 100 lot. All this for only 36,000 
MLS, Cell Shaunce for 
appointment to~ew. 
. ACREAGE. WITH 3 
BEDROOM HOME 
~23 acres -with approximately.IS 
:ectes:delrd,~Mostly..fenced,~plus.. 
a three bedr~m,well czred for 
home. 2 wells, propane plus 11012 
watt power systems, gardens, 
green home, pasture, ConvenisnUy 
located with highway access, 30 
miles north, 'scenic drive, school 
bus service, Asking $45,000. Cell 
Laurie for viewing 
~.:i~i~!. ~.: ..... ~ ~ . :::~-::?:_~ 
= i i ' ?~ 
NICE HOME • LARGE LOT 
Check out this 3 + 1 bedroom, full 
basement, natural gas heated home 
on a 139 x 156 lot with a 20 x 24 
shop. Call Shaunce for more 
details. Now Only $94,500 MLS. 
MOBILE HOME 
1974, 12 X 68 mobile home w~ 6 x 
10 expando living room. Thee 
bedrooms, natural gas heat, 2 
eundecke, Frldge, stove and 
dishwasher Included. Sat up In Pine 
Pa,~ Asking ~9900 MLS. 
GREAT PACKAGE 
"I~IS 12 X 68 mobile home with a 12 
x 28 addition Is a great eterter 
properly. 11 x 27 living room with 
fireplace, Three bedrooms, 12 x 40 
garage shop. Fenced tot. Priced at 
$53,5OO MLS. 
Wightman & Smith RealtyLtd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 
INDEPENDENTLY  OWNED AND OPERATED 
-?..~¢,.~,~., .- .... ~ - . ., . . . . . .  ~ : . .  ~ .~ 
~ ~ : ~ ~  
~q?i~'~:;~.':';~.'"~-'~ " '". :.~ 
A new executive home wlth 3103 
sq. ~. of super quality finishing. 5 
bedrooms 3 baths, double garage 
and many more fine features. Call 
Shsunoa for more Information. 
MLS, 
EXTRA! EXTRAI CALL US 
ABOUT IT! 
Truly one of Terraoa'e fimmt homes. 
Thls home offer+ 2250 sq. ft, of 
lvlr~ space on the main ~r  I~lus a, 
3/4 b~emen-t, li'also features T 
bedrooms, living room, dining room, 
f~lty room, rec room, 4 I~tlvcorr~, 
N/G hot water heat, attached 
garage, workshop end much, much 
mere, For moire Information or you+ 
ea~nal appointment to view call 
I 
... ' + ~: ~ ' ?I . . . .  ,?i ~+117; 
Stan Parker Jim Puffy Gordon Clson Laurie Forbes 
635-4031 635-6686 838.1945 635-5382 
NO ()UESTION 
- - - . . , , .~ .~ i  ..... : i "'" ~ ~ ~  I I EXCELLENT 5 BAYSHOP 
., ~e ,~+/  , , Htm (3) lO g doom. (2)12 ~ doom. 
:'~ . . . .  " ' :  . . . . . . . .  "'" ! I Present use Is Is9al non-conforrdng, 
~ . : ~ k ~ ~ ,  Shop Is approximately 2803 eq. ft. In 
..'~:.-L~. +,/i;:~ ..:.~.',..i?~ size, has 9re~e pit, office, storage 
and parts room.. Attached Is a 4 
..:/. :::.; .-:. f-:..~?.!s";~ bedroom 1200 eq, f~ of living space, 
ATTRACTIVE LAKESHORE Sign posted, Call listing agent for 
- 129B sq, ft.. 2 bedrooms appointment to view, John or Hans. 
• 100 ft. lakeshore MLS 
• 3/4 basement 
Call Jlml MLS 
READY, SE~ MOVEINI WANTED - USTINGS 
12x68withlmgeedditlonoffering3 New listings required for a 3 
bedrooms, living room, family room, bedroom, non-basement rancher In 
N/G heal Fr]dge, stove, washer, town. A 4 or 6 plex, and also a 5 to 
dryer negotiable. Located on a 72 x 10 acre hobby farm. Call John at ~e 
125 Io~ Asldng $52,500 MLS. office or at 635-9312 evenings, 
is the"bast way io describe •thls . . . .  . . . . . . .  : ' "  ;" : !  
. listing In the Homeshoe. "Thls home CHEAPER THAN RENT 
offers 1200 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 1 
bath, N/G fireplace, 16 x 20 storage 3 bedroom condo - full basement - 1 
shed, and fenced 70 x 132 lot. 1/2 bathrooms - good condition . 
Located witNn w~lking distance to walking distance to schools end 
schools and downtown, Asking downtown. Asking $44,900. Call 
$87,500 MLS, Lauds. _ 
Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbfink Ted Garner 
635-5739 635-5382 635-5619 
ABOUT I1_? 
MAI(E SURETHE I-IOHEYOU 
I 
11 ACRES - 4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE 
Developed farm with majority fiat 
lend with barns, outbuildings, 
fencing, Home and buildings me 
very basic, Asking $33,000, Located 
on Fern' Road In CedarvMe, Call 
Laurie for details, 
1973-12 X 6a MOBILE 
4 applisnces,some furnishing, 3 
bedrooms, ]oey shed over entry, 
Insulated skirting, must be movedl 
when weather conditions permit, 
Asking $14,(~0, Call I.~ude, 
,. INVESTMENT . , 
.... "; OPPORTUNIT~ ;,m; 
~xcellen~ building lot dase to tl~ 
downtown core. The property Is 
approximately one acre In size 
from onto Lazelle Avenue and perk 
Avenue,,Zonlng Is R;3 which will 
allow for con~tmctim of a 25.42 unit' 
apartment building. For more 
information call Hans. MLS. 
I 
~ . - ? ~ ~  
• ~ .¢~: 
I 
John Nagy 
635.9312 
. .¢. <'2 ',.. ~ :~ 
:,;:i,//i): 
PURCHASE COHES WITH THISTOOL. 
• ;+• •• •••/,:-i' :! 2 •:•!-• +' •5/• 
-.....! 
_< . . . . . .  
.5-', 
~ ~  
)i~o)u~Ei~e'£y6m:!:lii~ai't on could 
w~fh a b~t el ~work But make sure you t e not 
~i~fi!i~/ff~iiie. ~ i-:- ::.~(- i ' 
;~;iS:C~t~; ConditiOn Disclosure Statement. 
:rly Used, the Property Condition E 
~i-+-. . . . . . . . . .  ' ~' +"~" 
~reai toel tbr. looking beyond the6( 
% ' .... "; "k"  ~ ~ :~'.: .... : .  
~:) oUr  REALTOR.  re. a .: 3-.- ,," . :~  
• •../; +-. .~; ~+••+.,~7,,; i~...i • . 
. . . . .  ,:. ~.!. . :! ~ 
RI:IITI~H ' "  " :  "~'~!: ;! ~' , !i;i,- : 
-" '+3 
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EAL ESTAT 
gables and palladia, style 
multi-I)i(ne windows mir- 
rors a'::!gtately look more 
commonly found in large 
liomcs. Designed to suit a 
lot  which slopes from 
back to fronl, the garage 
has been dropped, and a 
stairwell leads up to the 
fr(mt door. 
Thi~ living room features 
a':yfit+l!.led ceiling and a 
stylish palladian wiudow. 
A partially open phm for 
the 'li~'ing/dini~ig room 
.p.rovidesfor all easier flow 
Of traffic and a more spa-, 
,cmus'"- atmosphere, while 
still aI!gwing a cerlain 
amount ~: of privacy ['or 
:., ~ach area, The kitchen 
...... "~'0'~sts +'iilt efficient work- 
ing layout, complete with 
""~Dle'llt~"":'/~f cupboard and 
eouuter space, and a walk- 
" in pautry. An open 
counter, with cupboards 
ovcrhcad, acts as a haudy 
~ pass-through to the nook. 
An open plan for the fam- 
ily room and nook creates 
a country kitcheu style at- 
~p0sphe.r~ complete with a 
cozy. fireplace.. 
• The' mqster bcdr0om, fit 
for a king (and queen), 
boasts 'his and hers walk- 
in c]0s6is, a four piecc 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
m 
Brenda Erickson 
638-1721 
Dennis Ussimore 
638-8093 
/11 
Olga Power 
635-3833 
PAINT PU'I'rER & PROFIT 
on this 1140 sq, ft, 3 bedroom 
bungalow, Great starter on 1/3 acre, 
fully fenced with a 20 x 30 shop. Great 
potential for only $59,900. Call Diana 
now. Office 638-0268 Home 635-6236 
MLS. 
i~~:= + : . " ~ ' ,~  
+ 
SOPHISTICATED LUXURY 
Cordial 5 bedroom boasts 
grandparents' uite. Mountain views. 
Great family area, fireplace coziness, 
built.in microwave, fencing, large 
trees, large view deck. Lot 140'x 153', 
work room. $135,500 Veme Ferguson 
635-3389 Lakelse Realty 638.0268 
HOME - VIEW- PRIVACY 
Magnificent home on 3.9 acres with a 
southern panoramic view of Terrace. 5 
bedrooms, modem kitchen, family 
room with a multilevel soladum with 
hot tub. 4 - 4piece baths, 3 bay 
garage, fruit trees, greenhouse. 
Subdivision opportunity. Cull Dave 
Parker 638-1579 Home or 638.0268 
Office. 
PROPERTY ON WEST SIDE 
of Lake rone b~ck from lake front. 
View of :Lake can be enjoyed from 
property. 100 x 183 $22,000 Call Oiga 
at 635-3833 MLS. 
WANTED DEVELOPER 
for 50 acres in Jackpine Flats. Can be 
divided into 2 acre lots. One road 
already dedicated to subdivision. 
Maps available upon request. For 
more into call Diana at Office 638. 
0268 Home 635-6236 MLS 
HORSES ANYONE? 
On Bulkiey Dr. in Gossen Creek, this 
3 B/R rancher would suit any 
discriminating horse and owners. 2.07 
acres has landscaped area near 
muse double driveway and large 
area partially fenced. Large country 
dtchen and vaulted ceilings in 
with woedstove make this a cozy 
home. A must o see for the would be 
hobby farmer. At $89.900. Call 
BrendaA.S.A.P. for viewing. 
emuite:with a swirl tub, a 
vaulted. Ceiling, and a pri- 
vale suudeck; An un- 
finishcd..-bascmcnt awa its 
your own creative touch. 
Plansl, for.,B.737 may be 
Obtained for $335 for a 
! pae.kag~ '6f five complete 
Sets of woi-king prints 
and $29 for ' each addi- 
tioual set of the same 
,, plan. Allow $15 extra to 
cover tlt6'e0st 0f.postage 
and I!q~ldling'.:(B~-G. resi- 
.,dent~, J:a+dd~ • ' 'applicable 
sales' taJ(. to phitt- ~(0- 
= ti~l),(AIi,i~'Caitadian' resi- 
dents, add ,,7=% ,.,GST,: to 
plan total plus postage 
and liandling). 
This is one of our new 
'de'sigas." Many innova- 
). tire plans are now avail- 
ahle in our NEW Ranch- 
e r  pla, catalogue for 
$13.65 including postage 
aud handliug and 7% 
Please make all che- 
qlles~ nlolley, orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard au- 
thorizations payable to: 
Terrace: Standard Phm 
of the Week, 13659 . 
108tb Avem=e, SmTey, 
I~ .C .  ~ V3T 2K4. 
MAKE AN OFFER 
Your own retreat. 25 mins. from city 
centre. 2.16 acres, pond, seclusion. 
Qualify for Northern Resident's 
Deductions. $24,900 MLS. Olga 635- 
3833. 
OPEN HOUSESUN.~ 
1:00.3:00BRING 
VALENTINEANDFAL 
WITH THISSWE 
Kalum & Douglas Rd. Dutch Valley 
Host: Ric White 
..... . • ::.+.'+,:.:' . : : , .  :,....'. . ,  
+~ ! : ' :~" '~( :+ 2+::~ : ' i /!+ ':~"~¢~-'~'::: ! ~' :" ' ' , '  ;;~';:, " i;. 
. , , . . ! .  . ,  ,. : 
UPTOWN UPSCALE 
Up to your standards with hardwood 
floors, this older home has new roof, 
new deck, twin seal windows, nat, 
gas, garage, full basement and fully 
landscaped and fenced yard with 
back alley. Don't miss out on this 
sweetheart listed exclusively for 
$89,900 Call Brenda at 638-1721 
.... ..... ~:+~+;~:• •• ~ ........... •+'~i ~! ' • ~+•':~+~ ~ :ii:• ~•: ~ ,~,~i~_.~ +•.. ~)  ~,% . •.• ~ •.::•~.•,~.~, 
GOOD PLACE TO START 
Three bedroom modular home with an 
excellent family floor plan, situated on a 6'/ 
x 132 ft. lot on Larch Street, Home ls 1188 
sq. ft., aluminum siding, freshly painted, 
lots of cupboard space, laundry off the 
kitchen, two storage areas, new roof and 
septic installation. Pdce $79,900 includes 
: fddge stove washer &dryerMLS 
, - "  , .- 
HOLDING COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY 
Sound older home located in commerdal 
area on a 114 x 180 ft. lot with 3 bedrooms, 
full basement, N. gas heat & hot water, 
located at 4628 Park Avenue, ranted for 
$725.00 per month. Asking $134,500 MLS 
THE ULTIMATE IN LUXURY! 
DramaUc view lot with "like new" deluxe 
home. Many special features such as 
skylights, dbl. jacuzzi, unusual fireplace, 
European kitchen and much more. 
Spaciousness and quality throughout. For 
detailed info, ca tamed atel~. MLS 
STEWART LOTS 
2 lets with a combined size of 60 x 120 
fac ng3th ~,venue~iVendorsiare~o~n t  
offers:Usted $10,000 MLS" ; " :  ' " :+': '~:'i ! 
WHY RENT? 
Nice arid dean 14~ x 70' mobile home w'dh 
an addition. Unique lay.out provides for 
spacious living. Built.in china cabinet, 
factory fireplace and bu~-in dishwasher 
are just some of the extra features that sets 
this mobile apart from the others. Asking 
$29,500MLS 
Dave Parker 
638.1579 
Diana Wood 
635-6236 
II 
Ric White 
635-6508 
SOUTHSIDE RESIDENTIAL 
Brand new 3 bedroom home in quiet cul- 
de-sac on the south side. Many features 
including a j~cuzzi tub, marble entry way 
and concrete patio, sidewalks and 
driveway.Asking $110,000 MLS 
1618 KENWORTH 
4 bedroom home on .52 acres will give 
kids room to roam. S~dous kitchen ~d.. 
storage workshop area and laund~ area. 
Usted MLS $82~500 
k• 
COMMERCI.~L BUILDING 
4700 sq. ft. presently used as a 
restaurant. Full 4700 sq. ft. basement. 
Upper floor above restaurant is 5000 sq. 
ft. All floors have 10 ft. ceilings. All 
restaurant equipment is included. Vendor 
may lease back restaurant. MLS 
SOUTHSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
smaller, older home in terri~c ondition on | 
a 60 X ~00 lot fronting on~O~,treets. Great l ;  
holding property or spofto ~tart a homell 
based business, with lots of room for al l  
shop. Usted MLS ! 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT I 
Ideal development site for Industrial 1 
IIIW =. ,  !ii] 
3660 Balsam MLS $119,90..__~0 
60 X 215 lot In cul-de.sac. Cleared and 
level, $19,500, Call Dick Evans, The 
- Could be the last lO0'.wide 
lot in the Horseshoe, Call Dick Evans. 
- - . . - . . . - - -  
~• i+ ,
4785 Hamer Ave. EXCL $199,900 
13 years ~'~ + 
experience in 
real eetate, 
d ick  evans  
MOVE RIGHT IN 
Older rural home with new vinyl siding, 
nat. gas heat, over 1160 sq. ft. of living 
area, 2 bedrooms, laundry area, entry 
side porch, separate shop, ddlled well~ 
situated on a 89 x 261 )1. lot, pdce 
indudes fridge, stove, washer & dryer. 
Askinq $79,500 MLS 
NEW & AFFORDABLE 
A~new $ bedroom :home~in;~m~l sub; 
• 3d~§(~J~2outh of tdW~ '~d~to ' ,~  ~, 
6id6Walks~l ddveway:~vitl~ lawn and 
shrubs~"2 bathrooms & many added 
features. Asking $112,OOO MLS 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
Stretching from Park to Davis in the 4600 
block, 1.22 a.cres presently zoned R2, 
services avmlable on both streets. 
Potential development prope~y. Asking 
$159,500 MLS 
Lisa Godlinski Rusty Ljungh 
635-4950 635-5754 
..... lS.7.ACRES IN ROSSWOOD 
pmpe W touches the Nasa Road on the 
south-west comer and fronts on Egan 
Road. Great view of Goat Mountain to the 
East. Prope~y has been logged and will 
be cleaned to meet Foresb7 
requirements. Price $49,500 MLS 
9 
Ralph Godlinski 
635-4950 
Business that needs good access and 
exposure. Lot 151 x 150 It. comer of Earle 
-and Highway 16 West, City water 
available. Asking $45,000 
~ "~ 
Joe Barbosa Non Redden Lynda Boyce 
635-5604 638-1915 638-1073 
Christel Godlinski 
635.5397 
OF TERRA E 
.... I 
4424/26 Park Ave. EXC $145,000 2094 Walnut EXC $129,000 Birch - View MLS $169,900 
,!  
++i+i+i+i+ii•ii+++++++++•!++!i++i++ii+i+i+i+i+++++i•+++!i•+••++•+•+!+++++++i+•ii+i+++i+++•+++i+i+i++i+iii+++i+!i+++i 
638-1400 
lw  
5315 Mountain Vista EXC $126,900 
INVESTMENT PACKAGEI 
Four luxury Woodgreen condos. 
Rents exceed $2,500 per me. 
Excellent condition. N.G. fireplaces, 
built.in dishwashers, Reduced to 
$189,400. Exclusive with John and 
~: :  . . . .  
BE.: : .... #~:~: ~ i  Gordle, 
530"7 Mountain Vista MLS . . . . . .  "~ $156,900 I 4939 Twedle Ave. MLS $125,700 
sO lO 
WOODGREEN CONDO 
1 B/R & Den, N,GI, Fireplace, built-in 
Dishwasher, Oak Cabinets, Balcony. 
Reduced to $49,900 MLS Phone 
GorSe. 
/ 
4640 Goulet Ave, MLS $76,900 
THORNHILL INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
This 1/2 ac property at Clarke & River 
Dr. offers revenue potential of 
$1100/mo PLUS established feed, farm 
& pet supply store with attainable 
revenues of over $100,O00/an. Offered 
at only $132,900. MLS Viewing is by 
~ 1  Steve for further info. 
YOUR COUNTRY ESTATE AWAITS YOU 
Over 2,000 sq. ft, of family living on 
4.94 ac only 10 rain from downtown. 
Beautiful views. Now offered for 
$114,900. Call Steve Cook. 
ARE YOU CONSIDERING COUNTRY LIVING? 
Please call me for my rural property 
catalogue, I currently have 8 acreage 
prepares within 5 ml from downtown 
ranging from 1 to 13 acres & starting at 
$13,900. Your acreage specialist, 
Steve Cook, 
3 years 
e~q0erlence In 
real e',tate. 
63B-0047 
s teve  cook  
I 
-o re ,  4+'un'h'+enu' I m  i i Move Right Inl 1,056 sq, ft., 3 + 1 
~ . . . . .  • i ;i+:' brms, rec room, workshop, carpet 
upgrading. $114,900 MLS Phone 
5243 Mountain Vista MLS $126 Gordle Sheridan. Kroyer Rd. MLS $69,900 
real estate, I W-C :/:]J IP' 
63s-4n3 [- 
er ika  pe l le t le r  I I gord lesher idan  
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A REVIEW 
New play 
Thriller 
is a blast 
By BETI'Y BARTON 
Betty Barton is a member of Ter- 
race Little Theatre. 
Thriller of the Year is a hit! 
Terrace Little Theatre's Thriller 
of the Year opened at the McColl 
Playhouse last weekend to rave 
reviews. 
This suspenscful whodunnit 
with a number of twists is worthy 
of the praise. 
The five actors ably spin a tale 
of intrigue. Kristen Cavenaugh, a 
newcomer to Terrace Little 
Theatre, portrays mystery writer 
Gillian Howard. 
Throughout the play she 
smoothly makes the transition in 
attitude between superior and 
fragile, keeping the audience on 
the edge of their seats. This she 
does with expressive body lan- 
guage, facial expressions and 
voice inflections. 
Frances Monte, with a decade 
of acting experience, portrays 
Irene McKnight, Gillian's book 
publisher. In Act I she's a very 
convincing drunk as she tipples 
brandy with the story evolving 
around her. 
Virginia O'Dhte, another new- 
comer to the Terrace, Little 
Theatre stage, has participated in
TLT acting workshops. Virginia 
plays Madge Robinson, Gillian's 
dejected secretary. 
Her manner is in keeping with 
her character, as are her dowdy 
clothes. Her voice inflections 
need to be modified somewhat to 
reflect the character's pent-up 
anger. 
Marianne Brorup-Weston, well- 
known to Terrace Little Theatre 
audiences, plays Beryl Spence, 
Gillian Howard's doctor. 
Her demeanor is professional 
and controlled, as one expects her 
to be (or do they.'/). 
Maureen Ogawa steals the show 
when she makes her entrance as 
Edith Howard, Gillian's well- 
meaning mother-in-law. Out- 
wardly,:she'~acts 0b!ivious to the 
events around her. Behind the fa- 
cade, one wonders how much she 
really knows. 
In the play, GiUian Howard 
finds herself caught in the real- 
life webof  her latest book The 
Lady is Dead. 
Her desperation penetrates the 
audience. Suspicious, she taunts 
and confronts all the characters. 
Throughout the three-act play, the 
viewers are drawn into the action. 
Director Karla Hennig explains 
the audience's role. 
"The  thriller expects the 
audience to have the same world 
-,;ieWstandards as the characters 
on stage.Thus, the audience is an 
integral:part of the performance. 
The Characters and the audience 
sh=ire:~an'!dnderStanding which is 
special:',, d {' ~:  
Adding .to' the suspense with 
humoUidn Act II l~articularly, 
Gillian/and her mother-in-law' 
engage in a verbal dual that: 
highlights their adversarial rela-. 
lith," Gillian 
tiering up ,the 
Edith Jgnores the jibes and 
responds with a passionate narra- 
tion of: the suspense-laden eve- 
ning, concluding with ,...murder" 
by person or persons un- 
known.i" 
The convoluted plot, superb ac- 
ting and surprising special effects 
engineered by Graham Maguire 
tantalize the audience. , 
Attention is paid to every detail 
of iflte:!:play ~ the period 
costumes and hairstyles, the 
elegant set which provides a flat- 
tering backdrop for the characters 
and action, lighting that accents 
the mystery of events - -  even the 
classicai music/interludes build- 
ing to a crescendo as each act 
opens. ..... " " " ' 
In the program, Henntg invites 
" enter Into our patronsi. Come ,, ., ' 
world: Of: emgma and secrets, 
where ~.!oyalties 'and friendships 
aie deceptive and things are rare- 
ly what]heyseeml" 
THREE IN ONE 
WORKSHOP 
ASPIRING TonyOnleys can 
elteek :out' a !beginner water- 
colour painting worksho p at the 
TerraceArt  Gal!eryon Satur- 
day, Feb.  20 .  ~ ~ • 
InstructOrs a re  local water- 
¢olour: pidnters Jeanne Thom- 
son (9i30:~|i~3Oa.m.), Irene• 
Horner (i2'i::30 ~ ~:30 p.m,), Ed. 
ward Epp(3 l~m. to 5 p.m,) 
F /  .., 
Baby's Na~ 
Villiam Brnndon Bcngcnnen 
Seymour Jr. 
Date & Tune of Birth: Female 
January 23193 at 7:18 a .m.  Parents: Ivan & Vcrna Lagace 
Weight: 9 Ibs 3oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Pare Sampare & Will Baby's Name: 
Seymour Esau Samual Isaac Guno 
Date & Time or Birth: 
Baby's Name: January 27/93at 11:34 p.m. 
'I~,son Brian Pye Weight: 8 Ibs 9 oz Sex: Male 
Date & Tune of Birth: Parents: Lorraine & Alex 
January 24/93 at 3:54 
Weight: 7 Ibs 10 oz Sex: Male Guno 
Parents: Darlene Pye & Brian 
Morris /" - '~- . . J  "x 
," ' (;.. ~ . ~  
//- Images  by  Kar lene  "~ 
presents  the  Va lent ines  Day  Gift  of  the  Year  I 
"A  Day  Of  Pamper ing"  | 
i nc ludes :  1 facia l .  1 man icure ,  1 make-up ,  I 
1 shampoo,  cut, & sty le  / 
~. For  the  Spec ,a l  P r , ce  o f  $80 .00  + tax  / 
~iust  be  used  as  a package  w i th in  3 months  o f  purcha~ 
4652 Lazelle 635-4997 
• 8 
APPLE 6 JUICE 
Generic. 1 U/re. 
Limit 4.Over limit 
price.98 ea. ea  
OVENJOY 6 8 BR AD 
White or 60% 
Whole Wheat. 
450 a loaf ea  
Ucx AOl l  RIBS --~ a V 
Pork. Thaw~ [or your ~ _  
~'m/~oo. ~ '  Ib 
FRESH 4 BANANAS 
Grown In The Tropics 
=~.o~ Ib 
GREEN 7 PEPPERS 
Large Product 
ef Mexico, t L 
1.74 /k  s IO 
( -- . ~ ~: . , .  
• k ,  u ,  
Ib 
GRADE A 
TURKEYS 
Frozen. All Sizes. Li~nit 1. 
2 .16 /kg  
f 
. . . . . . . .  
TEJA FOOD SALE 
PREMIUM QUALITY 
Golden Temple 
FLOUR 
OR SONA ATTA lOKG BAG 
88 gasmat i  
Rice AAA 
OR CHANA FLOUR 5KG 
99 
IGROUND 
I BLACK 
I PEPPER 
I 800 G 
c°"" 
20LB, BAG 
BLACK MANH 
oR 59  MUNG 
BEANS 
2 KG 
Cut 
662-5055  1Carnati0ns I ' .~';;I  OUTOFTOWN'C~LTOLLFa~E I 
" 1-800-667-9559 | Fresh Cut Long A~0ded Colon 
tF~.s Yo~. o.~..~=-.o~,, j 9,98/D0zen a. 
Valentine 
Heart 
Cake 
99 
ea. 
A New wou !o pau. 
• Advertised prices In-'~==="-----~-~--effe--ctunt-iici_osin-g Saturday, F..eb. 13,1993 awt  you_r Friendly_ _ ~ _ Court e_  ous Terra._ ce . . . . . . . . . . .  Safeway Store. OuantRy rlghts~ _ __ reserved= _ . 
